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 DNA microarrays have been plagued with analytical problems with quantitation, metrics, 
figures of merit, and reliability and reproducibility issues, hindering their acceptance in clinical and 
diagnostic settings. The main deficiency in the printed DNA format is the microspot heterogeneity 
occurring during array fabrication and further amplified during target hybridization.  
 Work described in this dissertation focuses on assessment of DNA microarray spots 
generated with conventional pin-type contact printing of fluorescently labeled DNA probes, on 
industry-standard commercial polymer-coated array slides and their hybridization with 
complementary oligomer DNA target. Printing of probe DNA microspots shares many features of 
commonly reported droplet evaporation dynamics that lead to different drying patterns and spot 
morphologies. This study directly identifies and analyzes different DNA probe chemical and 
spatial microenvironments within spots, analyzed with high-resolution time-of-flight secondary ion 
mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) chemical imaging, confocal epifluorescence, and probe 
microscopy force imaging methods.  Drying of DNA probe spots shows Marangoni flow effects 
with high densities of probe DNA-Cy3 located in spot centers and nonhomogeneous DNA 
distributed radially within printed spots with both TOF-SIMS imaging and epifluorescence 
microscopy. Target hybridization kinetics and duplex formation were assessed using real-time in 
situ confocal imaging, and confirmed radial hemispherical diffusion-mediated distribution of target 
capture from spot edge to its interior. Kinetic modeling indicates pseudo-first order kinetics due to 
transport limitations and local density-dependent probe interactions with diffusing target.  
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and photobleaching results show that the high- 
density probe overcrowding in spots facilitates a broad range of target binding interactions 
regardless of dye orientations. Moreover, lateral probe density heterogeneity observed with high-





heterogeneous target capture under normal assay conditions, showing how spot drying produces 
signal variability.  
 These methods are the first to interrogate single printed array spots providing new 
support that microspot signal heterogeneity is not purely a result of target hybridization but is 
initially sourced during immobilization of probes with droplet printing techniques. This will guide 
new thinking on immobilized density influence on assay performance and how to approach assay 
endpoints, either kinetically or at equilibrium binding, by modifying spot molecular environments 
to reliably capture their signal.  
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PREFACE 
 Work in this dissertation attempts to address a major analytical reliability and 
reproducibility challenge in microprinted fabrication of DNA microarray devices related to: (1) 
DNA probe immobilization using contact microdroplet printing and drying techniques that 
compromise spot uniformity and lead to spot-spot heterogeneity and signal variation, and (2) 
target hybridization efficiencies and capture kinetics known to be affected by heterogeneous 
probe density and distribution in printed spots. The studies are the first to analyze single printed 
array spots with high-resolution imaging methods, and results provide multiple reasons for array 
signal variation. The work presented in this dissertation is motivated by the failure of this 
technology, originally developed nearly 2 decades ago, to penetrate clinical applications: only four 
FDA-approved microarrays are currently clinically available. Limitations in array-based assay 
signals such as poor reliability and reproducibility, poor sensitivity with clinical samples, lack of 
correlation of signal with absolute analyte abundance, and false positives all result in the inability 
of the assay format to accurately inform clinical decision-making. The overarching hypothesis 
governing these studies is that microarray spot drying affects the spot quality and probe 
lateral heterogeneity, influencing the target hybridization (kinetics, spot-spot 
variability/signal intensity, and sensitivity) and thereby the microarray assay answer. 
Significance lies in the wide variety of applications for DNA microarray technology in genomics 
analysis and diagnostics, exploiting its high-throughput screening capabilities for thousands of 
genetic components on a single platform. Extensions of the conclusions and methods to 
emerging arrays in peptides, sugars, and proteins are also impacting.   
 Self-fabricated, so-called “home-brew” microarrays have been historically the most 
versatile and favored microarray platforms because of the ability to 1) tailor array content to each 
user, 2) fabricate arrays on-site, and 3) avoid shelf-life issues for printed arrays in storage or 
shipment.  Various fluidic-based inkjet and microjet deposition methods and spotting technologies 
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are used to fabricate such arrays. Both contact (e.g., pin deposition) and noncontact (e.g., piezo) 
printing results in nonuniform spots, spot-spot variation, and heterogeneous distributions of probe 
density throughout the dried spot. Fluorescent signals recorded by conventional fluorescence 
scanners typically used in genomics centers and routine methods use an integrated intensity for 
each spot. Often, such a signal has no fiduciary calibration with a known on-array, spiked 
standard, and is also not commensurate with analyte abundance. That is, analyte signal reflects 
some magnitude of complementary gene target presence in the sample matching the probe 
identity, but not much more quantitative information content. Because the probe immobilization 
and its molecular environment within each spot impacts target uptake kinetics and 
thermodynamics, the signal in each spot could depend more upon probe density than analyte 
abundance in a sample.  Studies were designed to address these issues.  
Chapter 2 (Rao, A. N.; Vandencasteele, N.; Gamble, L. J.; Grainger, D. W., Analytical 
Chemistry 2012, 84 (24), 10628-10636) presents new work on high-resolution analysis of single, 
dye-labeled printed spots made with contact printing on commercial polymer-coated reactive 
microarray slides.  Studies were designed to recognize the cause of spot variabilities and how 
target responds to these spot density issues. Fluorescence scanning fails to report absolute 
quantitation of immobilized probe amounts with low pixel/micron resolutions compared to the 
high-resolution data obtained from epifluorescence and TOF-SIMS techniques. Analysis of DNA 
printed spot heterogeneity and spot-to-spot variation for printed dye-labeled DNA microspots 
often shows higher DNA density at the centers of printed DNA microspots than spot edges. High-
resolution epifluorescence optical imaging of DNA-Cy3 and TOF-SIMS chemical imaging of 
different DNA or Cy3 chemical fragment ion species within spots together provide complementary 
information for assessing dried DNA density and distributions on coated glass commercial 
microarray substrates. High-density DNA regions in spot centers obtained from epifluorescence 
imaging compare very well to those obtained with TOF-SIMS chemical state imaging. Routine, 
conventional fluorescence scanner images provide information for integrated spot pixel intensity, 
shape, and morphology, but lack all details for intraspot DNA heterogeneity and intraspot 
structural issues known to affect target capture and duplex hybridization kinetics critical to this 
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assay’s answer development and diagnostic reliability. Comparative spot-spot assessment with 
multiple complementary analytical techniques consistently detected DNA spot-spot variability, 
heterogeneity within individual DNA spots, and DNA density distributions.   
 Dried DNA spot nonuniformities obtained using contact printing techniques are attributed 
to array fabrication process parameters, including nonequilibrium drying under influences of 
buffers, humidity, and evaporation during microarray fabrication. Marangoni drying under these 
evaporative conditions produces chemical and physical interactions between DNA and 
nonvolatile solutes in the spot, yielding DNA aggregation and surface deposition within the 
original spotted, wetted footprint. Direct side-by-side comparisons of dried DNA spot dimensions, 
DNA density distributions, lateral heterogeneities, and trends in variations in spot DNA densities 
with varying DNA print concentrations are consistent in asserting these influences on dried spot 
morphologies. Nonuniform DNA probe distributions produce nonlinear changes in integrated spot 
fluorescence intensities with increasing DNA-Cy3 printed content. Significantly, probe spot 
heterogeneities also affect DNA target capture efficiencies and reliabilities, and ultimately the 
entire microarray assay signal generation. Hence, variations in DNA target capture duplexes both 
within spots and spot-to-spot have origins in probe print drying artifacts. Improved assay 
consistency and “answer” reliability and reproducibility therefore should focus on probe printing 
controls and consistent surface, buffer, and drying properties in order to limit stochastic variability. 
Study results justify necessary improvements in methods and quality controls for DNA surface 
immobilization processes that influence analyte (i.e., DNA target) capture and that affect 
microarray assay signal reliability, reproducibility and clinical translation. 
 Chapter 3 (published as Rao, A. N.; Rodesch, C. K.; Grainger, D. W., Analytical 
Chemistry 2012, 84 (21), 9379-9387) compares single printed spot confocal optical heterogeneity 
with high-resolution time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) chemical state 
imaging heterogeneity. Fluorescence analysis of individual array-printed DNA microspots using 
fluorophore-labeled DNA probe-target pairings with confocal microscopy provides important new 
information regarding the spot molecular environment of immobilized probes, target hybridization 
processes to substrate-bound probe, and incubation time periods for duplex-forming assays. 
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Single spot image analysis and intensity measurements for immobilized Cy3-oligo DNA probe 
and Cy5-oligo DNA target compared for two different dye positions on the duplex showed few 
differences in real-time hybridization time points. The detailed image analysis of real-time 
hybridization for target DNA confirmed the mass transfer-limited diffusion of target binding to 
immobilized probe in highly dense but heterogeneous DNA spots. Though real-time hybridization 
(duplex formation) detection of probe-target is challenging for surface-bound assays, 
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) enables real-time monitoring of duplex formation 
and hybridization rates by monitoring Cy3/Cy5 signal intensities during hybridization processes. 
Hybridization in solution produced different FRET effects for the two different duplexed dye 
positions in contrast to DNA surface-capture assays that facilitate FRET in both positions in single 
DNA hybridized spots, attributed to high probe densities. In situ photobleaching of Cy3 and Cy5 
within the spot’s cross-section supports heterogeneous probe-target distribution in multilayered-
thick printed spots. Overall, new confocal DNA hybridization data provide important new 
information supporting spot fluorescence signal intensity variations resulting from spot probe 
printing and drying. Real-time in situ fluorescence image analysis of hybridization supports 
nonuniform probe distribution density within each spot as a key influence on target binding 
kinetics and fluorescence signal ambiguities. Microarray assays based on spot printing and target 
capture should consider these sources of intrinsic variability, and their influence on assay answer 
reliability. 
 As observed in Chapter 2, heterogeneous probe immobilization leads to nonuniform 
target distribution and binding throughout the spot, Chapter 3 presents the work on real-time in-
situ hybridization kinetics of target binding on printed-blocked-rinsed dried spots to assess the 
modes of target hybridization with confocal microscopy. The advantage of real-time hybridization 
is the detection of target binding in the probe spot. The real-time hybridization studies gave 
important insights: (1) target diffusion in a radial hemispherical pattern from the outside edge 
moving towards the spot’s interior, complementing the well-known models of target hybridization 
in nonuniform spots, (2) kinetic modeling analysis shows a pseudo-first order kinetics of duplex 
reaction, (3) spot heterogeneity was observed before (probe only spot) and after hybridization 
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spot, and (4) hybridization at low density regions of the spot (outer edges) were observed 
compared to the high probe density in spot centers. Additionally, FRET analysis of bound probe-
Cy3 hybridizing with target-Cy5 forming duplex (parallel: Cy3-Cy5 close proximity and antiparallel: 
Cy3-Cy5 apart) showed no difference in FRET signal due to overcrowding of the probe during 
immobilization and target binding to the overcrowded probe density. These studies indicate 
printed probe only spot have probe lateral heterogeneity and are few layers thick.  
 Finally, Chapter 4 describes printing processes for PNA probes as a DNA probe 
surrogate but without confounding issues of coulombic charge blockade for hybridizing target. 
The neutral PNA probe design was used to rationally change the duplex electrostatic interactions 
involved in DNA probe-target capture without changing the target or the sequence. Printed PNA 
spots in combination with different additives and surfactants did not show improvements in spot 
morphology or uniform probe density. PNA spot heterogeneity was comparable to results 
obtained with DNA spots. Additives and surfactant systems had lesser impact over the spot 
morphology than the evaporation process in printed spots.   
 Overall, the dissertation provides an improved understanding of microarray failures using 
high-resolution surface analytical and optical techniques. Routine fluorescence scanners 
recognized as a gold standard for microarray end point analysis are limited in their assessment of 
integrated spot pixel intensity, shape, and morphology. Our current study (1) correlates high 
resolution optical fluorescence imaging with surface analytical tools for molecular analysis, 
specifically to quantify immobilized probes, printed probe morphology, heterogeneity, chemical 
spatial distribution, and intensities across the arrayed surfaces. Also, the examination of printed 
spot-to-spot with surface analysis showed the variabilities which cannot be achieved with 
conventional scanners due to lack of resolution for intraspot DNA heterogeneity and intraspot 
structural issues; (2) real-time hybridization kinetics using high-resolution optical studies indicate 
nonuniform probe immobilization densities and distribution impacts target hybridization and signal 
efficiency; (3) DNA spot heterogeneity was comparable with PNA spot for a similar print condition 
emphasizing the dominant effect of the droplet evaporation process. Thus, our study emphasizes 
the importance of achieving uniform probe immobilization with spot printing for efficient target 
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hybridization and accuracy in the end point detection. The limitations are due to various 
physicochemical properties associated with the printing technique which should be overcome to 
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1.1  Abstract 
 Both clinical and analytical metrics produced by DNA microarray technology have 
recognized problems in reproducibility, reliability, and sensitivity. These issues are often attributed 
to poor understanding and control of nucleic acid behaviors and properties at solid-liquid 
interfaces. DNA hybridization, central to DNA microarray formats, depends on the behavior of 
single strand (ss) DNA bound to surfaces. DNA’s persistence length, radius of gyration, 
electrostatics, conformation on different surfaces, chain flexibility and curvature, charging effects 
in ionic solutions, and fluorescent labeling all influence its physical chemistry. DNA target 
interactions with the immobilized ssDNA strand are naturally also highly impacted. Furthermore, 
the kinetics, thermodynamics, enthalpic, and entropic contributions involved in DNA hybridization 
reflect global probe/target structure and dynamics. Here we review the biophysical issues 
relevant to DNA molecular behaviors at surfaces and their influences on duplex formation in 
microarray performance.  By correlating biophysical aspects of ssDNA/dsDNA at surfaces with 
abundant microarray analysis now published, we seek to offer insight into DNA microarray 
challenges that have hindered clinical adoption as diagnostics and research reliability as 
genomics tools. 
1.2  Introduction 
 DNA microarray technology enables gene expression profiling for thousands of genes in 
parallel in a single assay.1 Information from DNA microarray-based assay is used in genotyping,2 
DNA–protein interactions,3 genome sequencing,4 pharmacogenomics and drug discovery,5 
infectious and genetic disease,6 cancer diagnostics,7 forensic and genetic identification,8 
toxicology,9 and many other applications. Though a powerful high-throughput tool with assorted 
applications, the microarrays analytical accuracy and assay reliability in assessing clinical 
samples, producing analyte quantitation, and in clinical decision making is questionable.10 Data 
analysis and interpretation have provided unique challenges and “the transition from bedside to 
bench to bedside” has been slower than expected due to various pitfalls in using diagnostic and 
prognostic insight.11 Only four FDA-approved microarray based diagnostics of clinical relevance 
are currently marketed.12 Requirements for assay standardization and validation for each 
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microarray experimental step, emphasizing quality control in array fabrication, scanner 
calibration, and data verification have proven difficult to surmount. The USA FDA’s initiative of 
Microarray Quality Control I, II, and III (MAQC) consortia are charged with identifying and 
assessing critical factors affecting array data quality and to optimize and standardize microarray 
procedures.13 This effort has focused on resolving procedural discrepancies and improving assay 
and data repeatability and reproducibility among various platforms but has not really addressed 
fundamental root causes of assay issues to date.14, 15 Given the various dimensions to this assay 
problem, at their basis commonly lies the understanding of biophysical aspects of short single-
strand nucleic acids as probes, and their behavior at surfaces in producing hybridization with 
target analytes. Certainly improved bioinformatics and biostatistics in assessing the target capture 
data for accurate interpretation of signal remain critical to a meaningful relevant medical 
outcome.16-18 Nonetheless, a first-principles perspective of DNA at surfaces and its central control 
of the molecular interactions controlling these data are essential.   
 Recent advancements in technologies, analysis methods, and sophisticated experimental 
tools such as optical (spectroscopic), surface analytical, and molecular force approaches have 
facilitated new information on the dynamic behaviors of nucleic acids both in bulk states and on 
surfaces.  Parameters regarding DNA molecular conformations, structural transitions, and 
dynamics at nanometer scales and in short (i.e., millisecond) time frames, provide data for DNA 
relevant to understanding certain behaviors on microchips and array surfaces. Additionally, new 
in silico computational models, molecular dynamics simulations, and software tools have 
produced correlations with experimental data as well as with accuracy in predicting certain DNA 
structural phenomena. While simulations and modeling are recognized to have some 
discrepancies with experimental data, they should be capable of providing insight into 
understanding certain, relevant biophysical properties.19  Table 1.1 summarizes some of the 
major obstacles to be addressed for successful designs of improved DNA microarrays.  
 The DNA microarray strategy exploits surface-tethered complementary oligonucleotides 
on solid supports, often dense, surface-grafted, or printed short nucleotide ensembles, to capture 
other complementary nucleotides from a sample. Figure 1.1 shows schematics for the working 
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principles of DNA microarrays. The ssDNA oligomer probe immobilization initially at a solid-liquid, 
then subsequently a solid-air interface (upon drying) produces a unique state for DNA not found 
naturally. Probes are typically short 20-70 base single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). These 
unconventional processing steps and resulting DNA surface microenvironments have profound 
influences on subsequent ssDNA-surface interactions and coupled dsDNA hybridization 
responses with incoming DNA targets. Therefore, understanding DNA interfacial behavior during 
this processing is critical in asserting control over assay performance and designing rational steps 
for improvements that address certain needs in Table 1.1.  
 Various strategies are used for realizing DNA microarray construction, as shown in 
Figure 1.1, on a wide range of solid substrate chemistries and forms.20, 21  ssDNA probe 
immobilization on a surface has three fundamental approaches that can be broadly characterized 
as: 1) DNA “grafting to”; 2) DNA “grafting from”; and 3) DNA nanodroplet printing/drying. In the 
first approach, anionic polyphosphate DNA probe oligomers are either electrostatically adsorbed 
to cationic surfaces, or by combinations of polar and hydrophobic interactions (i.e., to 
nitrocellulose, silicon oxide, or polypropylene).  In the second “grafting from” approach, fluidics, 
photolithography, and photochemistry are combined with automated microprocessing to 
sequentially add and spatially direct each individual DNA nucleotide to growing ssDNA probe 
chain ends across a patterned surface. In the third strategy, automated dispensing equipment 
places DNA probe solution droplets in specified surface locations and allows them to rapidly dry 
by evaporation. These are summarized in Figure 1.2.   
 Many amine-terminated organosilane-coated and poly(L-lysine)-modified slides provide 
cationic surfaces for electrostatically binding anionic DNA probes, the basis for several popular 
commercial glass microarrays (“grafting to” approach, Figure 2A).22, 23 Covalent “grafting to” 
approaches for DNA probes are diverse, but many use terminally amine-modified DNA and 
amine-reactive surface chemistries, including aldehyde, isothiocyanate, isocyanate chemistry, 
and also reactive esters, including p-nitro- and perfluoro-phenyl and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) 
terminal groups on coated slides.24 “Grafting from” strategies are also known for fabrication of 
commercial DNA microarrays. Affymetrix combines photolithography and combinatorial chemistry 
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to synthesize very high-density DNA chips. Hydroxylated, silanized fused silica wafers are 
derivatized with a linker molecule and a light-sensitive protecting group. Photolithographic masks 
then illuminate specific locations on the silanized wafer at sites with UV exposure, causing 
deprotection to activate that couples free nucleotides onto the silica wafer where irradiated 
(Figure 1.2B). Additional capping steps prevent unattached molecules from becoming probes. 
Nucleotide side chains are protected to prevent branched-chain formation. Photo-induced 
deprotection, coupling, and capping steps are sequentially continued until full-length probes are 
fabricated on chip at high density.25 In an alternative commercial approach, NimbleGen builds 
arrays using photo-deposition chemistry based on a mask-less array synthesizer (MAS), 
specifically a mask-less light projector acting as a ‘virtual mask’ instead of the physical chromium 
photomasks used by Affymetrix. Patterns of metal films produce patterned DNA as chemisorbed 
adlayers.26 Figure 1.2C shows thiolated DNA probes that react with clean gold, copper, platinum, 
and silver metallic surfaces via metal-thiolate bond formation spontaneously from solution to yield 
immobilized DNA probes.  
 This solution-based chemistry has been widely studied as a fundamental method for 
accessing DNA single-point attached films as well as commercialized for array use.27, 28 Figure 
1.2D depicts microarray fabrication using droplet deposition and evaporation based on high 
definition spatial deposition of nanoliter amounts of probe solution. Dispensing can be based on 
contact precision pins, inkjet, bubblejet, or piezo actuation technology dispensing 100 pL to 2 mL. 
Contact pin printing usually results in spot densities of 2000–4000 spots/cm2 of ~100 micron 
diameters, while noncontact (i.e., piezo) printing yields slightly higher spot density with smaller 
spot diameters. Reliable fabrication of printed microspot microarrays is a multiparameter 
optimization problem. Spot performance in assay is a function of final spot morphology, and 
probe density and distribution within the spots affecting target hybridized density and signal 
distribution.29-31  Little methods standardization is currently present, meaning that each spotting 
recipe, instrument, and print protocol produces different DNA probe spot properties with different 
probe/target hybridization capabilities, therefore different signals.  Given all of these DNA array 
fabrication methods, all but droplet spotting methods are expected to yield immobilized 
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monolayers of nucleic acids on supports. Additionally, microarray “grafting to” immobilization 
methods (Figure 1.2A, C, D) all use presynthesized oligonucleotide probes purified by capillary 
electrophoresis or high-performance liquid chromatography prior to array deposition of nearly 
homogeneous probe samples, increasing assay specificity.  By contrast, in situ probe synthesis 
(Figure 1.2B) is not 100% accurate, and ready validation of the fidelity of the final probe synthesis 
on the surface is difficult.32 These photo-generated “grafting from” microarrays therefore contain 
significant nucleotide chain defects distinct from the desired sequence.33 A consequence of high 
probe density is slow hybridization kinetics that remains incomplete in practical assay timelines, 
resulting in a low hybridization efficiency and low concentration of hybridized target analyte. On 
the contrary: low surface probe densities lead to relatively fast kinetics but with absolute 
hybridized target signal limited by the reduced surface probe density.34 Table 1.2 shows resulting 
features sizes, spot densities, as well as probe density per feature for the various immobilization 
methods.26, 35, 36 
 Knowledge and control of DNA probe density and its physical state is fundamentally 
important to interpreting changes in assay signal from label-free or labeled microarray assays, and 
to design highly efficient, reproducible assay formats. Importantly, each DNA probe immobilization 
approach yields distinctly different molecular fates for the resulting DNA duplex event on surfaces. 
For example, physi- or chemi-sorption of oligo-ssDNA probe chains to surfaces in the “grafting to” 
approach (Figure 1.2A) provides little control over immobilized ssDNA chain densities and chain 
segmental conformations, where relative amounts of ssDNA probe loops, trains, and tails (see 
Figure 1.3)37, 38 are stochastic endpoints from the adsorption process and drying and distances 
between adsorbed chains are unknown, and perhaps entangled. A critical physicochemical 
distinction from other ssDNA probe immobilization methods is the largely unproven presumption 
that such adsorbed ssDNA chains are largely horizontal on the surface due to the multiplicity of 
adsorption sites and polyvalent DNA chain segments.   
 By contrast, end-point DNA immobilization resulting from both photochemical in situ 
patterning/reaction approaches, as well as metal-thiolate probe chemisorption and covalent 
chain-end reaction chemistry (Figure 1.2B,C), is presumed to produce brush-like chain 
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conformations oriented largely orthogonal to the surface. These important differences in 
immobilized probe DNA chain orientations should be reflected in their kinetics, thermodynamics, 
and efficiencies of target capture during duplex formation under assay conditions. These can be 
appreciated by inspection of idealized DNA chain physical states on surfaces, shown in 
Figure1.3. Uncontrolled DNA-surface interactions yield adsorbed DNA chains with multiple 
surface-binding states, leading to the classic surface-immobilized polymer “loop-trains-tails” 
surface configurational scenario (Figure 1.3A).39  How DNA-DNA duplexes form from this random 
surface- adsorbed state in microarray assays, presuming that short ssDNA probe oligomers of 
20-30 base pairs (bp) require substantial complementary base pairing to form stable duplexes 
with targets, is not known. Yet, many long-standing DNA array platforms utilize this adsorption 
approach (e.g., FAST™ slides) to create arrays for DNA assays that bind DNA targets.40, 41  End-
point grafted probes (Figure 1.3B) produce different immobilized probe states that depend upon 
ssDNA chain lateral density as a function of the chain Flory radius, RF: high-density DNA brushes 
contrasted with low-density mushroom layers. Each is characterized by segmental density 
distributions normal to the surface and resulting DNA layer thickness, L, that produce significant 
steric and electrostatic barriers to target hybridization.42  
 Low-density probe immobilization can also allow DNA probe-surface adsorption in certain 
cases that can hinder hybridization.35, 43 This is reversible in some cases when competing 
adsorbing space-filling diluents are used to displace weak DNA-surface adsorption, causing 
grafted chain desorption and reorientation.43, 44 DNA chain-surface adsorption makes the probe 
unavailable for target duplex formation, compromising assay performance. Schematics of 
mushroom and brush structures of ssDNA immobilized on substrates are shown in Figure 1.3B.  
In the ‘‘mushroom’’ regime, immobilized chains are considered as occupying hemispheres with 
radius comparable to the Flory radius of the free DNA chain, RF. When the DNA surface density 
increases L ≤ RF2, the chains begin to crowd each other, extending from the surface to reduce 
segment crowding, thus forming a ‘‘brush’’ of extended chains.42 In the brush regime, the chains 
stretch out normal to the surface so as to decrease the monomer concentration and the number 
of repulsive monomer-monomer contacts.42 The DNA brush thus formed affects the hybridization 
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isotherm and the duplex rate equations. In particular, the brush lowers both the hybridization rate 
and the attainable hybridization efficiency (yield) for a given concentration of DNA targets.42 
Therefore, DNA microarray design should consider this probe density regime in formulating 
protocols for array preparation and hybridization as well as in the analysis of assay results. 
 Specifically designed surface chemistries for DNA probe binding improve DNA surface 
coupling efficiency and minimize nonspecific binding from undesired cross-reactive groups 
intrinsic to many DNA combinations with surfaces.45 Importantly, various surface modifications to 
improve DNA binding have evolved from original affinity reagent printing and desiccation on 
intrinsically adhesive surface chemistries (i.e., nitrocellulose, glass), thicker, three-dimensional 
reactive films (i.e., immobilized hydrogels, sol-gels) coated over solid glass supports, and 
photochemical and electrochemical immobilization methods.46 Detailed descriptions for strategies 
for microarray and design fabrication, as well as detection methods are available.24, 47 Despite the 
diversity and development of DNA array immobilization methods and substrate chemistries, the 
conventional detection method for screening duplexed arrays has largely remained the 
conventional fluorescent scanner. This signal derives from dye-labeled DNA targets from samples 
that are PCR-amplified using dye-labeled nucleotides and then captured by immobilized arrayed 
complementary probes, producing surface-bound fluorescent signals that reflect the fidelity of 
probe-target recognition across the various probes immobilized in different spatial locations. 
Importantly, integrated fluorescent intensity within each spot becomes the assay “answer” for 
gene presence and abundance in such assays. Nonetheless, microarray fluorescence data 
generally do not quantify each gene’s abundance represented in the microarray.  This is due to 
affects of different rates and efficiencies for different strand sequences and base contents, as well 
as both the steric and electrostatic features for densely printed probes at surfaces.  Assay 
fluorescent signal from a given array microspot is generally judged to be significantly when more 
or less than two log orders of spot intensity (increase or decrease) different (i.e., 2log S) over a 
given baseline assay control, usually a fiduciary gene marker set or ‘normal’ gene expression 
sample.48 Assay detection limits vary, depending on substrate, probe length, target length, 
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detection milieu, and spotting method, with femtomolar DNA target fluorescent detection 
frequently reported from saline solutions (but not from cell  lysate, tissue, or clinical specimens).  
 Significantly,  the integration of spot fluorescent intensity to report assay signal using 
commonly used fluorescence scanners demonstrates that the typical fluorescence scanner 
cannot discern microspot optical heterogeneity and fluorescence intensity variation in single 
printed spots to yield a reliable metric.49  High-resolution chemical state imaging mass 
spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) studies of printed DNA microspots confirm that fluorescence scanning 
methods fail to report absolute, reliable quantitation of immobilized DNA probe amounts.   
Inaccuracy in the fluorescent metric can be attributed to fluorescent dye-dye, dye-surface, and 
dye-dye stacking, leading to quenching of surface fluorescence signal.50 Routine conventional 
fluorescence scanner images provide information for integrated spot pixel intensity, shape, and 
morphology, but lack important details for incorporating intraspot DNA immobilized heterogeneity 
and intraspot structural issues known to affect both target capture signals and duplex 
hybridization kinetics critical to this assay’s answer development and diagnostic reliability. 
Additionally, signal quantitation is affected by numerous, known surface issues and background 
noise sources that confound reliable, quantitative correlations of spot-to-spot fluorescent assay 
signals and experiment-to-experiment comparisons.17, 51 
 Many factors affect DNA microarray performance quality (Table 1.1) aside from the 
stringency that affects analytical figures of merit (sensitivity, specificity) through probe design, 
sequence selection, and target affinity (shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3). A major influence comes 
from the ssDNA immobilization states that affect “availability” to target binding at the surface. 
Hybridization processes and DNA duplex formation (i.e., duplex kinetics, thermodynamics, and 
efficiency) are a direct result of DNA chain physical states on surfaces. Factors such as ssDNA 
length, sequence, grafted probe density, electrostatic interactions, segment conformational 
states, and steric hindrance are critically important to assay signal generation.49, 52 These intrinsic 
properties of DNA chains at surfaces are reflected in physical manifestations of DNA chain 
persistence length, radius of gyration, conformation of ssDNA both on surfaces and in solutions 
with various ionic strengths, surfactants in buffers, and dye labels which then further dictate the 
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biophysical properties of tethered ssDNA on surfaces and resulting interactions with targets. 
Additionally, target fluorescent labels necessary for fluorescent DNA assay can produce dye-dye, 
dye-surface, and dye-DNA aggregation nonidealities that also influence fluorescent signal 
generation.53, 54  It is therefore important in this regard that nonequilibrium drying of printed DNA 
solution spots during immobilization methods (Figure 1.2D) often leads to coffee ring and 
Marangoni convection flow drying effects that alter DNA density and distributions within dried 
DNA probe spots.30, 55  These flow effects result in varying probe distribution and density that both 
affect target capture to these spots, kinetically, spatially, and spot-to-spot. This classic spot drying 
issue represents a source of DNA assay variability with a fundamental and well-studied 
history.56,57 
 Assessment of variables in the chemistry and physics of ssDNA immobilization and 
resulting properties at surfaces are correlated to currently observed limitations in the information 
content and reliability of DNA microarray assays. Understanding and control over ssDNA-surface 
interactions are therefore key for improving microarray reliability, quantitative capability, and 
detection limits for current microarray assays as well as for developing new microarray surfaces 
more effective in performing in complex biomedical media.  Nonetheless, careful analysis linking 
known bulk DNA biophysical properties to DNA-surface behavior is rarely reported.  This review 
seeks to digest the current knowledge base in this theme to help identify the fundamental issues 
affecting DNA-DNA recognition and binding at surfaces to attempt to move more of these 
technologies to clinical applications. A further benefit is a more general extension of this critical 
review process and analytical rationale to emerging, analogous opportunities in saccharide, cell-
based, high-throughput drug screening arrays, and protein-based capture assays. 
1.3  DNA biophysics 
 Because DNA oligomers are densely immobilized at surfaces in microarray formats, their 
chain-chain interactions, chain-surface interactions, hydration, response to changing ionic 
strength, drying, and other hybridization conditions all impose forces that alter DNA chain 
conformations and segmental densities at surfaces different from DNA in bulk solution. These 
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influences on DNA affect its availability and efficiency as immobilized probe to recognize 
transported target DNA to form duplexes at assay surfaces.   
1.3.1  DNA chain structure and conformational forms 
 DNA oligomers of 20-70 nucleotides are routinely used in arrays and bead-based 
assays.58 As surface-tethered systems, immobilized ssDNA chains will assume an array-
dependent equilibrium conformational state at surfaces that results from their immobilization state 
and local thermodynamic stimuli. ssDNA chains can be described as highly negatively charged, 
long, semiflexible or short, rigid polymers based on their length. As a polyphosphate with regular 
anionic group repeats bridging each nucleotide monomer, they have some properties 
characteristic of a typical polyanion. While longer ssDNA chains can be considered to be 
semiflexible polymers, shorter chains are rigid rod-like structures. For lengths > 150bp, the 
ssDNA chain is generally recognized to exist as a flexible polymer and for lengths < 150bp, it is 
considered as rod-like (based on the persistence length for DNA in physiological conditions: 
LP=50nm or ~150bp). As a strongly charged polyelectrolyte, DNA’s electrostatic interactions are 
screened by counterion condensation represented by ρ>Ze/lB where lB = e2/εKBT; where lB is the 
Bjerrum length, corresponding to the length scale where the thermal energy is comparable to 
Coulombic interactions. The worm-like chain (WLC) model is often used to describe the 
intermediate behavior between a rigid rod and a random coil to account for the striking local 
stiffness but long-range flexibility of ssDNA.59, 60  The WLC model describes DNA molecules at 
low applied forces as an entropic spring and an inextensible worm-like chain, and at higher 
applied forces (i.e., 6pN to ~70pN) as behaving like an elastic rod.61, 62  Development of this 
model for DNA and other semiflexible (or semistiff) polymer chains has been an important 
contribution of polymer theory. The WLC model describes behavior intermediate between a rigid 
rod and a random coil and can be modified in various forms to account for other theoretical and 
experimental variables. DNA’s flexible chains form diffuse adsorbed layers extending from the 
surface into bulk solution in contrast to typical semiflexible or rigid chains forming dense and 
compact surface-adsorbed layers. DNA chain coiling (chain flexibility based on ,Kuhn length, i.e., 
two times the chain persistence length), conformational degrees of freedom based on solvent 
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conditions (Flory theory of polymer-solvent interactions), repulsive interactions between DNA 
electrostatic components, and the chain spring constant reflecting the chain elasticity all describe 
the DNA chain conformation states when tethered at the liquid-solid interface. 
1.3.2  Parameters used to describe DNA physical properities 
Physical properties of ssDNA and dsDNA are primarily a function of their chain lengths 
and solution conditions. Flexibility of DNA chains depends on persistence length (Lp), radius of 
gyration (Rg), and chain flexibility angle (θ), as shown in Figure1.4.  
 Persistence length is a measure of the rigidity of a linear polymer and is evaluated by 
determining how quickly the orientation of a polymer backbone changes as its chain contour is 
traversed. Shorter persistence lengths reflect greater chain conformational freedom.  Polymer 
radius of gyration (Rg) is a measure of the volume occupied by the linear polymer under 
equilibrium conformational conditions and is evaluated by calculating the time average of the root-
mean-square distance of the polymer components from its centroid. The chain flexibility angle (θ) 
is a fixed bond angle constraining the rotational flexibility around the chain backbone, resulting in 
chain stiffness. As the bond angle is reduced, the persistence length increases dramatically. 
Figure 1.4 schematically correlates chain contour length (L) and its persistence length (Lp), radius 
of gyration (Rg), and the angle of flexibility (θ) for ssDNA and dsDNA tethered to a substrate.  
 For a ssDNA which is a semiflexible chain characterized by a persistence length Lp, the 
Flory radius is RF ≈ (Na/Lp) 3/5Lp where Lp/a is the number of monomers in a persistent segment 
(a = radius of spherical monomers hard core repulsion). Theoretically, the Kuhn length (b) is 
related to the radius of gyration by Rg=b2 N/6 where N= the number of segments with the chain 
length of L. Also, the radius of gyration of a circular chain is smaller than the linear chain of a 
same counter length by a factor of √2, based on the relationship of polymer with an excluded 
volume, represented by equation (1) where ζ is the excluded volume parameter defined by ζ=2ν-
1 and ν is the Flory exponent. Also with Zimm model Rg≈1.2RH 
                               〈𝐑𝐠𝟐〉𝐜𝐢𝐫𝐜𝐮𝐥𝐚𝐫 =  〈𝐑𝐠𝟐〉𝐥𝐢𝐧𝐞𝐚𝐫 �𝟏+ ζ𝟑+𝟐ζ�𝟐                              (1) 
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Araki et al. experimentally verified that the hydrodynamic radius (RH) of a circular DNA is larger 
than that of linear DNA. The radius of gyration depends on the number of bases(N) in the DNA 
chain and is described by de Gennes scaling theory as Rg ∝ Nv where Nv depends on the salt 
concentration of the DNA solution, and the scaling coefficient v depends of the flexibility of the 
chain.  
1.3.3  Persistence length of DNA 
Persistence length is an important parameter used to characterize the flexibility of linear 
macromolecules and their conformations in the absence of excluded volume interactions. 
Persistence length provides an estimate for the typical curvature radius of the polymer chain 
under thermal fluctuations.63 Various models (WLC, Monte Carlo simulations) and experimental 
methods have been used to report persistence length for ssDNA and dsDNA. The WLC model 
characterizes the bending length scale of a semiflexible polymer as persistence length, (Lp), 
mathematically defined by the decay length of tangent-tangent correlations of the chain. The 
energy required to bend a semiflexible polymer over an angle (θ) over length (L) depends on the 
temperature and persistence length, Lp of the polymer.64 The rod’s local direction de-correlates at 
distance(s) along the curve according to e–s/LP. For contour lengths L≥Lp, DNA can be described 
as a flexible polymer (essentially a self-avoiding freely jointed chain) whose entropic component 
of energy is dominant. In contrast, for contour lengths L≤ Lp, DNA can be imagined as more rod-
like with an elastic-dominated energy (Figure 1.4); the stiffer the chain, the longer the persistence 
length. As per equation (2) the bond angle (θ) and persistence length (Lp) are inversely related. 
      𝐄𝐖𝐋𝐂 = �𝐤𝐁𝐓𝐋𝐩𝟐𝐋𝐩 � 𝛉𝟐              (2) 
DNA’s bending rigidity is also described by the WLC model for a polyelectrolyte. The electrostatic 
influence on persistence length originally expressed in Odijk-Skolnick-Fixman (OSF) theory is the 
sum of bare persistence length (LPi) resulting from the intrinsic rigidity of the chain, and an 
electrostatic contribution (LPe) depending on ionic strength (LP=LPi+LPe)65. Single molecule 
experiments such as optical62 and laser 66 tweezers in various buffer conditions have been used 
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to study DNA rigidity. In monovalent salt (e.g., Na+(aq)), the measured persistence length is 
consistent with an electrostatic contribution that varies inversely with the ionic strength.67, 68 In this 
case, LPe is related to the Debye–Hückel screening length (κ–1) and Bjerrum length (lb) (0.7 nm in 
water/monovalent ions) as LPe =κ–1/4lb. However, this model fails with multivalent cations like 
Co(NH3)63+(aq) and spermidine3+(aq). Measurements with these ions gave LPe values some 25–30 
nm lower than the ‘intrinsic’ persistence length, LPi, as the DNA locally bends towards the 
transiently bound multivalent ions, shortening the intrinsic persistence length.66 
1.3.4  Radius of gyration (Rg) and DNA conformation 
 Free DNA in aqueous solution is a relatively well-behaved polymer based on 
conventional polymer physics models.62 Early experiments deducing DNA’s root-mean-square 
radius of gyration (Rg) in buffered aqueous solutions showed Rg to be a function of weight-
average molecular weight (Mw).69 This relation between Rg and Mw was derived from 
experimental data and Monte Carlo simulations incorporating the Kratky and Porod persistence 
chain model. Long ssDNA under high salt conditions also behaves as a flexible coil-like 
polymer.70 These chains were shown to adsorb side by side on surfaces with no lateral 
interpenetration between coils, with Rg estimated as 0.38 N1/2nm, where N is the number of 
ssDNA nucleotide bases. At higher probe density, the radius of gyration is influenced by the ionic 
strength. In high salt concentration, the ssDNA probe surface density is proportional to the 
reciprocal of the effective cross-section of a DNA probe coil, 1/Rg2, corresponding to an inverse 
dependence on its length, N, i.e., probe surface density ~ 1/N.52, 71   For thiolated ssDNA probes 
on gold with N less than 24 bp, probe density was independent of N. However, longer DNA 
probes exhibit flexible coil behavior (i.e., Rg ~ N1/2) in solution, measured for ssDNA (280 to 5380 
nucleotides long) in high ionic strength solutions where the Debye length is on the order of a few 
Angstroms.71  The thiol-gold bond formation is a strong driving force for immobilization and 
ordering of shorter probes with the cross-sectional radius of a ssDNA linear chain is estimated to 
be 0.6 to 0.7 nm.72, 73 Surface coverage decreases with N over the entire range investigated, 
dropping by nearly an order of magnitude from ~6 ×1012 probes/cm2 for 8-mer ssDNA probes to 
~7×1011 probes/cm2 for 48-mers.52 Latulippe et al. deduced a model for Rg for supercoiled 
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plasmid DNA based on linear DNA using an effective contour length equal to a fraction of the total 
contour length.74 Only a few direct measurements of this root mean square Rg are reported for 
different plasmid isoforms over a broad range of plasmid sizes, but these are double-stranded 
systems with longer lengths, secondary and higher order structures, and low relevance to 
microarray behaviors.  
 The presence of an impenetrable substrate profoundly affects DNA chain conformation 
and segment distribution with N segments attached by one end at a tethered surface density (σ). 
Surface forces resulting in enthalpic interactions dictate this conformation in each case, balancing 
long-range electrostatic, medium range dipolar and hydration forces, and short range dispersion 
forces between DNA and substrate chemistry versus DNA and solution in ideal terms.  However, 
this does not consider the unusual history of DNA-surface interactions during array fabrication 
that often includes DNA nanodroplet solution deposition onto a substrate, nonequilibrium spot 
drying onto the solid substrate under increasing ionic strength, desiccation, subsequent aqueous 
rinsing in high ionic strength media, and desiccation again. This produces considerable 
opportunities for DNA-surface interactions and adsorbed states beyond consideration in classical 
2-body treatments. In DNA microarray, the ssDNA probes tethered to one end of the solid 
substrate is an impenetrable surface influencing the confirmation and the segment distribution of 
the DNA chains. When interactions between DNA segments and the substrate are repulsive, 
scaling theory for isolated end-tethered polymers predicts a depletion zone of DNA segments 
near the surface in the absence of DNA-surface adsorption enthalpy, characterized by chain 
segment distribution ρ(z) increasing as ρ(z) ~ zξ with the distance z from the substrate. ξ is related 
to the critical (Flory) exponent γ by ξ =  (1-γ)/γ which in a good solvent (γ = 0.588 ) takes the value 
ξ = 0.7.75 At larger z distances, the influence of the surface weakens and the chain segment 
distribution approaches a maximum value ρ(Rg) ≅ σ(Na)Rg -- the average segment density within 
the polymer layer whose height is approximately given by Rg of the free, unperturbed chain.42, 76   
The DNA segments distribution as a function of distance of different scenarios of the DNA chain 
chemisorbed and physisorbed to the surface is shown in Figure 1.5. 
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 The slow increase of chain segment distribution close to the substrate, together with its 
faster decay for distances z ≥ Rg suggests that the segment distribution of an end-tethered 
polymer in the low-density limit (σR2g≤1) is strongly asymmetric, resembling the shape of a 
mushroom.77 Although the ‘‘mushroom’’ conformation for an isolated end-tethered polymer (see 
Figure 1.3) represents the simplest situation of a broken symmetry for polymer statistics, detailed 
experimental tests of the theoretical predictions for ρ(s) in the low-density limit are lacking. Lehner 
et al. measured the segment distributions of end-tethered polymers with uniform chain length in a 
good solvent, using confocal fluorescence microscopy on single DNA labeled with dye to evaluate 
the chain conformations. The segment distribution ρ(z) as a function of distance from the 
substrate, z, measured for chains with contour lengths of 15.4µm≤ L ≤59.4µm measured Rg which 
scales with persistence length as Rg~Lp0:57±0:05 showing the presence of excluded-volume 
interactions between charged DNA segments.78 
1.3.5  Electrostatic effects on DNA 
 Manning’s counterion condensation theory of highly charged polyelectrolytes, including 
DNA, essentially condenses counterions near the polymer surface.79 The condensed counterion 
layer is sufficient to neutralize ~76% of DNA charge, reducing the charge of each phosphate to -
0.24e; divalent and trivalent counterions reduce residual phosphate charges to -0.12e and  -
0.08e.79  In doing so, the electrostatic contribution to DNA stiffness is reduced by phosphate 
backbone charge screening from counterion condensation.  Cation binding to DNA is an ion-
exchange reaction, releasing other counterions into bulk solvent and providing favorable entropic 
sources of binding energy. Schurr et al. complemented this theory by experimental and modeling 
experiments with polyelectrolyte showing the effects of counterion condensation on DNA 
configuration at surfaces. Supercoiled DNAs in solution are deformed farther from the minimum 
energy configuration than the corresponding surface-confined DNAs, with the number of 
configurations available in solution DNA vastly greater than surface-confined DNA.80-82 Optical 
tweezers experiments showed decreasing DNA persistence length for increasing counterion 
valence,66 meaning that DNA is more flexible with increased counter cation valency. 
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 Manning also proposed contributions of DNA’s phosphate charge to DNA stiffness; 
dsDNA represents an equilibrium between stretching forces caused by interphosphate repulsion 
and compressive forces caused by attractive interactions between Hoogsten or Watson-Crick 
paired nucleotides.83 Thus, through the Debye length (κ–1), a dependence of DNA’s persistence 
length on salt concentration is evident. However, the effects of DNA charge on the molecular 
rigidity of DNA is debatable.84 Theoretical and experimental results have shown that DNA 
conformation depends on the local molecular-level charge balance.85 X-ray crystallography 
experiments involving tethering of cations in the major groove of DNA (directed radially outward) 
suggested that these cations mediate their effects on chain bending and DNA collapse through 
electrostatics and that they do not disrupt base stacking.19 Thus, both phosphate neutralization 
and adduction (cations bound to major grove) induce spontaneous DNA bending.85, 86      
 Dramatic reductions often observed in immobilized DNA hybridization efficiency and 
thermal denaturation curve broadening as the probe surface density increases are attributed to 
the so-called Coulomb blockade.87 The intrachain Coulombic repulsion in like-charged DNA 
nucleotides in probes in a highly crowded surface packing results in a more extended and swollen 
chain conformation. Interchain repulsion is a natural consequence of laterally immoblized DNA, 
producing DNA stretching away from the surface and local chain rigidity and conformational 
limitations.  Local field strengths are expected from these high charge densities fixed on surfaces 
via DNA arraying.  On metal surfaces (e.g., thiolated DNa on gold) this also generates image 
charges.85 This considerable negative electrostatic barrier leads to surface repulsion of incoming 
DNA target. These local opposing surface potentials must be mitigated to enable duplex 
formation with incoming targets of like charge density. This necessitates use of high ionic strength 
hybridization buffers and solutions to screen charge density and enable shorter range hydrogen 
bonding through base complementary. Additionally, steric barriers to duplex formation are 
introduced by the local rigid, dense ssDNA chains arrayed on surfaces. The electrostatic 
contribution to DNA stiffness is reduced by phosphate screening owing to counterion 
condensation.88  Also, the binding of cationic ligands to DNA is an ion-exchange reaction in which 
condensed counterions are released into bulk solvent, providing an important favorable entropic 
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source of binding energy. DNA-surface interactions that result in multiple DNA surface-adsorbed 
states (i.e., loops, trains, and tails) or induction of DNA secondary structures confound this ideal 
situation further. The cations DNA bending using electrostatic theory for phosphate neutralization 
indicates that excess cation binding to the major grove of DNA induces spontaneous bending.85 
The local DNA deformability (softness) with respect to bending and twisting is also attributed to 
both chain conformation and DNA sequence.89, 90   
 Experiments on DNA arrays have revealed substantial differences in hybridization 
thermodynamics and hybridization efficiency of DNA free in solution and surface-tethered DNA  
(i.e., for both glass and gold surfaces) due to dominate electrostatics effects. In 2D microarray 
systems, as the target-probe binding increases, the hybridization efficiency decreases due to 
Coulomb blockage due to hybridization. There is a sufficient amount of electrostatic repulsion of 
target-probe layer to the incoming target. This effect suppresses further hybridization with the 
Columbic blockage reducing the microarray sensitivity. However, Coulombic screening using 
multivalent counterion enhancement and use of 3D arrays using probe immobilization in gels, 
mimicking solution hybridization, can reduce this effect due to coaxial stacking effect of two bases 
localized in one strand of DNA duplexes.91 Additionally, reduced DNA chain-chain repulsion and 
enhanced hybridization kinetics at surfaces have been achieved by applying a positive 
electrostatic potential to ssDNA-immobilized surfaces, leading to claims for increasing assay 
sensitivity.92,93  Schematics showing coulombic blockade by ssDNA on surfaces and the 
dependence of Rg on ionic strength (ion valence: Z) are shown in Figure 1.6. Two different 
scenarios emerge in the charged brush regime characterized by two length scales: the average 
vertical extension of DNA chains from the surface L, and the typical extent of the counterion 
cloud, denoted by H shown in Figure 1.6. The counterions can either extend outside the brush, H 
≫ L, as shown, or be confined inside the brush, H ≈ L in the weak-charge limit where the 
counterion cloud has a thickness H larger than the thickness of the brush layer, L, for strong-
charge limit, where all counterions are contained inside the brush and a single length scale L ≈ H 
exists. High salts are used to screen the electrostatic repulsion and increase the surface DNA 
hybridization efficiency. At high salt limit, the only length characterizing the exponential decay of 
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electrostatic potential close to the surface is the Debye-Hückel screening length.94 The influence 
of ionic strength on the flexible chain Rg is depicted in Figure 1.6.  The ionic strength (Z) and Rg 
have inverse relations due to chain condensation with added salt, affecting the probe and target 
chain conformations, and with Rg for the probe influencing duplex formation. 
 Different buffer salts influence probe immobilization efficiencies and kinetics. Buffers with 
divalent salts dramatically increase the efficiency of immobilization and result in high immobilized 
surface densities that may only be possible if the divalent counterions induce strong attractive 
intermolecular interactions. In contrast with previous reports of alkanethiol adsorption kinetics on 
gold, ssDNA immobilization in 1M phosphate buffer does not occur with expected Langmuir 
kinetics, a result attributable to rearrangement within the film that follows the initial probe 
adsorption. 
1.3.6  DNA bending 
 The stiffness of DNA opposes processes requiring bending, twisting, and looping typical 
for hybridization.95, 96 As both accessibility and binding affinity of DNA are key parameters 
affecting the hybridization efficiency in surface-based biosensor technologies, better chain 
accessibility and flexibility will result in higher hybridization efficiency.97 The classic framework for 
understanding long-range DNA shape and resistance to bending is explained by the WLC model 
of DNA flexibility.19 Marko and Sigga described the free energy required to deform a stiff helical, 
symmetrical DNA molecule to explain the bending and twisting of DNA with elastic theory.98 
However, fundamental forces responsible for the remarkable resistance of DNA to bending and 
twisting remain controversial. Experiments by Cluzel et al. to measure the bending of DNA with 
the movement of the micropipette tip by measuring applied force is proportional to the bending.99 
The stretching of the DNA molecule tethered between the optical fiber and the bead caused 
bending. Willam and Maher proposed a cause of DNA bending using electrostatic theory for 
phosphate neutralization and excess cation binding to the major grove of DNA, inducing 
spontaneous bending.85 The local DNA deformability (softness) with respect to bending and 
twisting is also attributed to both chain conformation and DNA sequence.89, 90  Both models of 
kinked WLC (KWLC) and single-stranded bubble propose local distortions that could strongly 
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enhance bending and bidirectional torsional flexibility.100 However, dsDNA distortion such as 
formation of circles smaller than ~85bp which include shaper bending or kinking of DNA cannot 
be explained with the WLC model. Thus, the force (or, likely, balance of forces) responsible for 
the bending stiffness of DNA remains unresolved,19 also for immobilized strands at surfaces.  
 Nonetheless, due to its chain flexibility, ssDNA in solution is often described using 
statistical approaches such as flexibly jointed or WLC models.101 Also, DNA persistence length is 
in good agreement with different approaches; for example, oligo-dT in a moderate salt 
concentration decreases from 3 nm in 25mM NaCl to 1.5 nm in 2M NaCl.  Zhang et al. studied 
the elasticity of ssDNA through Monte Carlo implementation of a modified freely jointed chain 
(FJC) model with electrostatic, base-pairing, and base-pair stacking interactions.102 In low-salt 
solution, electrostatic interaction dominates, and at low forces, the molecule can be more easily 
aligned than an unmodified FJC. In high-salt solution, a secondary hairpin structure appears in 
ssDNA by formation of base pairs between complementary bases, and external stretching causes 
a hairpin-coil structural transition, which is continuous for ssDNA made of random sequences. 
Their comparison of modeling calculations with experimental data suggests that base pairing of 
ssDNA tends to form a nested, independent planar hairpin structure rather than a random 
intersecting pattern in solution.102 Zhang et al. demonstrated that increased DNA accessibility 
increased DNA hybridization efficiency through variations in pH-driven mechanical chain bending 
of ssDNA probes.  
1.3.7  Factors influencing DNA persistence length 
 Persistence length varies depending on whether chains are bound or unbound to 
surfaces, surface interactions, in bulk solution, temperature, type of buffer, divalent or multivalent 
ions present, and also on the method of measurement.103 For example, the apparent persistence 
length (Lpa) of dsDNA assessed using AFM is much shorter on 3-aminopropylsilane (AP-mica) 
than on bare mica. The same surface effect has also been shown qualitatively for plasmid DNA 
with Lpa of dsDNA varied from 55 to 100 nm on bare mica and from 20 to 40 nm on AP-mica.104 
Persistence lengths measured by different methods vary considerably: the dsDNA value 
measured by electron microscopy is 150 nm in 30mM ammonium acetate105 in minimum salt 
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concentration, whereas it is 35–50 nm in solutions with Mg2+ cation concentrations above 
0.1mM.106 Additionally, the experimental persistence length does not match well with simulations 
(consistently less than experiment) since the persistence length is highly sensitive to factors such 
as base sequence, hairpin loops, experimental methods such as fluorescence spectroscopy, 
laser tweezers, and gel electrophoresis. Under physiological conditions, conventional ssDNA 
values for Lp are near 50 nm or ~150 bp.  Evidence also suggests that sequence-dependent 
differences in base stacking forces can measurably influence DNA persistence length. However, 
the scale of these stacking effects has never been experimentally compared with electrostatic 
effects.107, 108 
1.3.8  Persistence length of ssDNA tethered to surfaces 
 Understanding the structure of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) tethered to surfaces is 
critical for optimizing its accessibility and binding to target DNA, influencing hybridization rates 
and efficiencies.  While there is enormous literature on the persistence length of ssDNA in 
solution, very few measurements of ssDNA persistence lengths tethered to surfaces are reported. 
The ssDNA persistence length based on the coarse-grained model its dependence on chain 
length.109 For a small number of bases, ssDNA has a longer end-to-end distance given its 0.64 
nm distance between bases compared to dsDNA (e.g., 0.34 nm interbase distance for coiled 
base-paired duplexes). However, with more bases, ssDNA yields a shorter end-to-end distance 
than dsDNA because it curls over on itself much more on average, reflecting its shorter 
persistence length (≈1.48 nm).110 Various experimental and simulation approaches have been 
performed to evaluate DNA persistence length as a function of temperature, salt concentration, 
base sequence, interaction potential strength, and local position along the chain. The persistence 
length of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) tethered to a modified graphite surface using atomic force 
microscopy at very low ionic strength was Lp = 9.1 nm and this decreases with increasing ionic 
strength to 6.7 nm and 4.6nm at 1mM and 10mM NaCl, respectively.71, 111 Murphy et al. used 
FRET to deduce persistence lengths for ssDNA (oligodeoxythymidylates, dTN) of chain lengths 
(10≤N≤70 nucleotides) over a wide range of salt concentrations. Persistence length varied from 
1.5nm in 2M NaCl to 3nm in 25mM NaCl. The ssDNA was not bound to the surface directly but 
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attached to dsDNA immobilized on a streptavidin-coated quartz surface. Chen et al. measured 
persistence length of dT40 tethered to a glass surface at the same ionic strengths as Murphy et al. 
but with SAXS and smFRET. They found that persistence lengths were 50% less for tethered 
DNA, possibly due to glass surface interactions on chain conformations. Crozier et al. reported 
persistence length of ssDNA with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with a coarse-grained 
method for single polyelectrolyte chains grafted to a solid surface. This revealed a small intrinsic 
persistence length that is highly extended in zero salt simulations. Added salt does shrink the 
chain as salt ions enter the volume near the chain.112 The persistence length of ssDNA predicted 
with the coarse-grained DNA model (with bases modeled as rigid-body ellipsoids to capture their 
anisotropic stereochemistry) initially decreases with increasing temperature in accord with the 
WLC model; however, at higher temperatures where nonlocal interactions become important, the 
persistence length shows an increasing trend over a large range of temperature, while the Rg for 
the DNA globule expands through a collapse-transition temperature. Below the crossover 
temperature, the base stacking interactions stiffen the chains and increase the persistence 
length, while above this temperature, nonlocal base-base van der Waals interactions (which are 
inseparable from stacking interactions) soften the chain and decrease the persistence length.109  
The persistence length for a homogeneous single-strand of adenine as large as ~50 bases is 
more than the corresponding homogenous strand of thymine bases (LP≈2 bases) at low 
temperature due to the large enthalpic costs for hairpin formation in poly(A) over poly (T).89 
Temperature has a drastic influence on persistence length and Rg for both ss-poly(A) and ss-
poly(T). At lower temperature, ss-poly(A) stacks significantly more strongly than ss-poly(T); 
however, at higher temperature, nonlocal interactions between bases govern the persistence 
length  and the poly(A) forms a collapsed globule with shorter persistence length and poly(T) form 
an expanded globule.109  Thus, ssDNA persistence length tethered to surfaces varies with 
temperature, ionic strength, sequence, and type of surface immobilization -- all important factors 
influencing further binding of target DNA and important for considering probe accessibility and 




1.3.9  Persistence length of dsDNA at surfaces 
 Hybridization of ssDNA to form dsDNA is a necessary event required of two 
complementary DNA strands (probe and target) in a microarray assay.  The physical properties of 
each DNA partner change upon hybridization: dsDNA is much more rigid than ssDNA.113  This 
difference in chain rigidity can be described in terms of persistence length.114  Persistence length 
of dsDNA has been shown to be approximately 50 nm in environments containing a salt 
concentration greater than 10 mM, while that of ssDNA has been shown to be only about 1 nm.106 
As discussed (vida supra), ssDNA molecules of lengths less than 50 nm have very different chain 
rigidities compared to dsDNA molecules of the same lengths.  Stretching persistence length of 
dsDNA has also been measured using single-molecule techniques.115,116  Abels et al. measured 
individual dsDNA molecules attached at one end to a glass cover slip and at the other end to a 
magnetic bead, yielding values of 54 nm, in agreement with values reported.63, 115, 117  Brinkers et 
al. measured persistence length for a lone dsDNA using dark field microscopy by capturing the 
projected positions of attached nanoparticles undergoing constrained Brownian motion.64  A 
nanoparticle is tethered to a substrate using a single dsDNA molecule and immersed in buffer 
with no force exerted on the DNA, then hybridized. With Monte Carlo simulation and experimental 
evidence, the authors evaluated persistence lengths of 45 single molecules of four different 
lengths of dsDNA measured under at high salt concentration. These had a mean value of 35 nm 
(standard error of 2.8 nm). In contrast, Mastroianni et al. measured the persistence length of short 
dsDNA chains in solutions with dsDNA-linked dimers of gold nanoparticles using small-angle x-
ray scattering without requiring any external forces or binding to a substrate.118 These results for 
dsDNA comprising 42–94 basepairs were consistent with a simple WLC model of dsDNA 
elasticity and comparable to results from Monte Carlo simulations. A persistence length of 50 nm 
(150 base pairs) is consistent with results of single-molecule force-extension experiments on 
much longer dsDNA chains.  These results produced  contrast to recent suggestions of enhanced 
DNA flexibility at these length scales.118  dsDNA persistence length also depends on media ionic 
strength, similar to ssDNA.  Decreased DNA persistence length was also observed for increasing 
counterion valency.9 The persistence lengths of both ssDNA and dsDNA have the same 
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functional dependence on ionic concentration. Notably, dsDNA is roughly 55 times stiffer at 
0.02M, 25 times stiffer at 0.04M, and 52 times stiffer at 0.13M than ssDNA.71  Extra stability is 
provided by hybridization since weakening base-base interactions with increasing ionic strength 
only modestly reduces chain stiffness due to stacking.109  
1.3.10  DNA elasticity 
 DNA chain mechanical properties include force extension, DNA elasticity, torque as a 
function of twist for stretched DNA, and torsional strain.119 Chain flexibility and conformational 
adaptation are important factors for duplex formation.  Various theories are proposed to 
understand DNA elasticity. The classic framework for understanding long-range DNA chain shape 
and resistance to bending is embodied in the WLC model of DNA flexibility in a Kratky & Porod 
chain (simple polymer chain with no torsional stress).120 The elasticity of DNA including looping, 
distance-dependent flexibility121 and J-factor (ring-closure probability for a given DNA length, an 
experimentally accessible measure of polymer stiffness) are explained by the WLC model.122    
 AFM and optical tweezers have successfully measured DNA stretching under applied 
forces.65 Measuring DNA elasticity by tethering DNA to a surface and applying various loads to 
determine chain elongation and yield points is also well known.123 Various experimental methods 
and instruments with newer technologies have aimed at determining DNA’s molecular elasticity.  
However, dsDNA elasticity is highly influenced by factors such as the type of surface anchor, a 
duplex terminal anchored to the material, type of substrate material (e.g., hydrophilic or 
hydrophobic), and media ionic strength.124,125 Changes in ionic strength predict DNA elasticity 
based on persistence length and elastic modulus determinations. Lowering ionic strength 
increases persistence length and reduces DNA elastic stretch modulus.65  
 The finite worm-like chain (FWLC) model modifies the classical WLC model by including 
finite chain length, chain-end boundary conditions, and bead rotational fluctuations (inherent in 
optical trapping assays where beads are used to apply forces).126 The FWLC solution provides a 
significant improvement to the theoretical framework used to analyze single-molecule 
experiments over a broad range of experimentally accessible DNA lengths, including both short 
contour length (a few hundred nanometers) and very long (microns in contour length) 
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molecules.126 The freely jointed chain (FJC) model reliably predicts properties for a polymer chain 
whose segments are unrestricted in their orientation, corresponding to freely rotating segments of 
the Kuhn length (i.e., 2Lp).  However, the FJC model is not a good approximation for the elastic 
behavior of DNA molecule exhibited at large extensions (i.e., L > Rg).95  The WLC model is much 
better for describing the behavior of oligo-DNA, particularly at large extensions (i.e., for DNA 
fragments 105–130 bp in length, L > Rg). However, DNA cyclization studies have revealed the 
nonapplicability of the WLC model to DNA bending on biologically relevant length scales (~85 bp 
in length). The WLC model cannot describe the force of extension, solution scattering, and long-
contour-length cyclization experiments, and therefore, alteration of the WLC model is required to 
include sharp bending or kinking of DNA.127 
1.3.11 DNA stretching 
 The elastic properties of both short and long ssDNA and dsDNA tethered to charged and 
uncharged supports under aqueous conditions are important in defining probe interfacial 
properties affecting the kinetics, thermodynamics, and binding efficiency of DNA target in 
microarrays. Electrical manipulation studies by Rant et al. of ssDNA and dsDNA end-tethered to 
gold surfaces in electrolyte solutions showed dissimilar kinetic behaviors attributed to elasticity of 
the bound DNA.128  Stiff polymers undergo rotation around the anchoring pivot point; flexible 
polymers, by contrast, are pulled onto the attracting surface, segment by segment. These 
features are important determinants of the accessibility and ability of self-assembled probes to 
bind to complementary target sequence. 
 Studies of DNA mechanical properties indicate that DNA’s elasticity is similar to that of 
synthetic polyamide, nylon.129 Recently, Eijck et al. used neutron scattering through aligned fibers 
of DNA to gauge the speed of sound waves vibrating along DNA helices, yielding a force constant 
of 83 N/m. Using a computer simulation model of DNA’s vibrations, the authors explained the 
large variation in previously reported DNA elasticities ranging from 0.3 to 133 N/m.130  Studies of 
mechanical properties as early as 1995 by Marko and Siggia analyzing stretching of dsDNA 
tethered at one end and stretched by a force applied directly to the free end by an electric field or 
by hydrodynamic flow have been compared with a statistical mechanical treatment of the WLC 
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model. All experiments display a strong stretching regime where end-to-end distance approaches 
the DNA contour length as l/(force)1/2, indicating WLC elasticity.98, 131  
 Experiments with torsionally constrained single molecules provided the first direct 
measurements for coupling twists and stretches in dsDNA.132 A strong twist-stretch coupling in 
torsionally constrained DNA stretching experiments reflects the intrinsic elasticity of the DNA 
duplex, consistent with classical WLC elasticity theory. Experiments using torsionally constrained 
DNA have permitted determination of coupling between DNA twist and stretch.60, 133, 134  Results 
are consistent with fundamental principles from classical WLC elasticity theory. A constrained 
twist of a DNA strand manifests itself as a link, twist, or writhe due to DNA’s elastic entropy.132 
Single-molecule stretch experiments indicate that dsDNA deviates from the inextensible WLC 
model up to forces of10 pN. Beyond 65pN, dsDNA suddenly changes its form, from B to S, 
stretching up to 70% beyond its canonical B-form contour length.  The S form of DNA is stable in 
high salt up to forces of between approximately 150 pN (for random sequence).  Some 300 pN 
above this force, S-DNA melts into single strands that exhibit the characteristic force/extension 
behavior of ssDNA.133 The simplest extensible WLC with twist rigidity is considered a model for 
DNA under tension. However, dsDNA is chiral, which demands that helix stretching coupled with 
twisting leads to a structural transition. The dependence of DNA’s elasticity on such structural 
transitions115 within a single stretched and supercoiled DNA molecule.55 Force–extension curves 
for torsionally constrained DNA. Force–extension curves when single DNA molecules are twisted 
in either direction and pulled to high force,135 and phase boundaries, all correspond to the 
structural states of DNA in coexistence with adjacent pure phases.136 Stretching of helical dsDNA 
twists the DNA, perturbing its twist degree of freedom and leading to its supercoiling as it relaxes 
-- a distinct phenomenon occurring in DNA compared to other polymers. 
 When dsDNA is stretched beyond its contour length, a highly cooperative overstretching 
transition is observed, dependent on the concentration of buffer/salt. Wenner et al. performed 
measurements of DNA elasticity and overstretching transition by stretching single dsDNA 
molecules as a function of monovalent salt concentration with optical tweezers measurement. 
The persistence length measurement with change in ionic strength of sodium ion concentration 
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decreases from 1000 to 2.57 mM, shown to increase from 46 to 59 nm with the elastic stretch 
modulus remaining constant. However, as salt concentration decreased further, the 
overstretching transition force decreased from 68 to 52 pN. This reduction in force is attributed to 
decreases in DNA double helix stability with decreasing salt concentration. Although the Watson-
Crick base-paired hydrogen bonds break as helical DNA is overstretched, these data indicate that 
both DNA strands remain close together during the transition.137 Punkkinen et al. theoretically 
described the salt-dependent over-stretching transition of DNA by coupling the two-state model 
and the elasticity theory proposed for monovalent salt effects on elastic modulus during the 
transition.138  In dsDNA, the effective chain length per unit charge varies with salt in agreement 
with the Manning139 and Poisson-Boltzmann models for thin polyelectrolyte rods,140 whereas the 
other model parameters describing structural features exhibit little salt dependence.139 Thus, 
electrostatic components of force-induced DNA overstretching are mediated mesoscopically via 
elasticity.138  This is an important factor since DNA microarray duplexing assays are conducted in 
typically high ionic strength buffer and salt systems to minimize electrostatic repulsions while 
maximizing ssDNA elasticity, extension, and accessibility known to impact the efficiency of target 
binding and the stability of resulting dsDNA. 
 The pH of DNA solutions also affects chain extension, efficient hybridization, and the 
stability of the resulting DNA duplex via influences on DNA conformation and duplex stability. 
Single molecule dsDNA exhibits a highly cooperative overstretching transition under varying pH 
at high ionic strength.85 Williams et al. showed that as the solution pH was increased from pH 6.0 
to 10.6 in 250mM NaCl, overstretching transition forces decreased from 67.0±0.8 pN to 56.2±0.8 
pN, while the transition width remained nearly constant.141 As the pH was lowered from pH 6.0 to 
3.1, the overstretching force decreased from 67.0±0.8 pN to 47.0±1.0pN, but the transition width 
increased from 3.0±0.6 pN to 16.0±3pN. These results quantitatively support that DNA strand 
dissociation, or melting, occurs during the overstretching transition.141 However, other data 
suggest that DNA should unwind under tension as it is pulled towards a denatured structure.60, 99, 
133, 142 Gore et al. used rotor bead tracking to directly measure twist–stretch coupling in single 
dsDNA molecules. dsDNA overwinds under tension, reaching a maximum twist at a tension of 
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~30pN, and when increased above this critical value, the DNA begins to unwind.143  The 
observed twist–stretch coupling predicts that DNA should also lengthen when overwound under 
constant tension. This property would possibly explain the anomalously large torsional rigidity of 
dsDNA143 and might also have implications for surface-tethered DNA since ssDNA must stretch 
and twist to form dsDNA when duplexing new target to compensate for variability in chain 
dimensionalities at encounter, and to align bases for optimal hydrogen bonding in duplexes.  
dsDNA is well-described as a worm-like chain at concentrations of trivalent cations capable of 
inducing condensation but when condensation is prevented by keeping the dsDNA molecule 
stretched. A retractile force appears in the presence of multivalent cations at molecular 
extensions that allows intramolecular contacts, suggesting that condensation in stretched DNA 
occurs by a ‘‘thermal ratchet’’ mechanism.66  Using designed sequences of DNA with nearly 
identical DNA curvatures (based on same length of base pairs, e.g., 132bp) but with different 
elasticities and varied AT base pair (i.e., duplex melting point) content, Raghunath et al. showed 
that dsDNA persistence length varies by almost 30% between sequences containing 61% AT and 
45% AT.144   
 DNA, like other biopolymers, differs from classical polymers in its intrinsic torsional 
stiffness.  The force of extension, torque, and angle of DNA for structural and elastic parameters 
of torsionally melted DNA single molecules was measured by Sheinin et al. using an angular 
optical trap.145 Under moderate forces, melted DNA assumes a left-handed structure and is highly 
torsionally compliant.  For lower forces, melted DNA properties are highly dependent on DNA 
sequence.145 Moroz and Nelson studied DNA force extension as a function of overtwist over a 
wide range of applied force with a theoretical model. The statistical character of DNA 
conformations under tension changes from a classical random walk to “torsional random walk” 
whose random variables are the direction of each step relative to its predecessor, together with a 
relative axial twist.96 The similarity between Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation146 and 
experimental measurement of torsionally stretched DNA by Strick et al.60 strongly suggests that 
correlations observed between base stacking and permanent hydrogen bond constraints play an 
important role in understanding supercoiled DNA elasticity. Bryant et al. measured torque as a 
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function of twist for stretched dsDNA: that is, torsional strain in over- or under-wound molecules 
to power the rotation of submicrometer beads serving as calibrated loads. With DNA’s twist 
elasticity, the torsional modulus shows an over- or under-wound dsDNA molecule behaving as a 
constant-torque wind-up motor capable of repeatedly producing thousands of rotations, and that 
an overstretched molecule acts as a force–torque converter.119 These results indicate the 
importance of external forces on DNA. However, such forces of DNA elasticity and mechanics 
occurring at the microarray surface are not directly comparable to these results and need to be 
evaluated further. Properties such as flexibility and elasticity of unbound, free DNA under an 
external force as described above can help us understand the behavior of DNA tethered to 
surfaces influenced by external factors such as ionic strength. 
 In summary, absence of the application of external forces, short ssDNA maintains a 
compact conformation; its chain extension per base pair is shorter than that of dsDNA for forces 
smaller than ~6 pN. At higher forces, however, the situation is reversed. As the DNA single strand 
is not constrained to follow a helical path in extension, it becomes nearly twice as long as dsDNA 
as it is pulled in tension, forming brush-like extension on the surface under applied force (i.e., 
shear, tensile, electrical).115 These chain tensile properties seem to be affected by their surface 
environment when tethered.147 However, without external forces, ssDNA chain conformational 
adaptations in a tethered-state must accommodate DNA target binding on surfaces by 
overcoming these local higher chain energies to extend spontaneously from a surface and form 
an accessible chain capable of rapid dsDNA encounter and duplex formation that is then stiff.  
dsDNA chains are generally helical with twisted conformations that contain complex torsional and 
elastic energies exhibiting nonlinear chain extension responses to external forces. Rather than 
extending fully to a brush-like state with forced extension, dsDNA is separated into ssDNA 
unimers by stretching forces strong enough to cleave chain-chain base-paired hydrogen bonds 
after torsional and helical elastically stabilized conformational changes are completed.148  The 
longer the DNA chains, the higher the chain polyphosphate negative charge density at 
physiological pH which affects the efficiency of hybridization.97 Also, longer ssDNA and dsDNA 
chains respond to ionic strengths and applied electrical forces differently than shorter DNA 
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chains. The longer ssDNA chains forms secondary structures and affect the hybridization 
efficiency; however, with shorter chains the sensitivity of detection is reduced. The accessibility 
and binding affinity of DNA affect the hybridization of microarrays and hence, an optimum length 
of the DNA is desired. 
1.3.12 Extending the behavior of ssDNA and dsDNA tethered to 
surfaces to microarray applications  
 The determination of tethered DNA conformations on surfaces and correlated 
hybridization behaviors with incoming DNA targets provides empirical information required to 
understand barriers to DNA duplex formation in arrays and to move DNA interfacial applications 
forward.  This should impact their reliability and adaptation for clinical and biotechnological utility 
in many surface-bound formats. Immobilized DNA monolayers are widely used in both 
fundamental and applied genomics and are also versatile experimental models for elucidating the 
behavior of charged polymers at interfaces. The physical behavior of these assay systems is to a 
large extent governed by their internal ionic microenvironment of layers of end-tethered, 
polyanionic, single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides and fundamental intermolecular forces to yield 
duplexes in complex surface states.  
 DNA molecular conformation tethered to a microarray surface likely significantly affects 
the rates and efficiencies of hybridization. Although a number of methods have been applied to 
determine the structure of the immobilized DNA layer, such optical or contact methods as 
ellipsometry,149 optical reflectivity,150 neutron reflectivity,151 x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,152 
FRET,101  SPR,153 and AFM154 are not very sensitive to variations in DNA chain conformation or 
chain density on surfaces, shown to influence its molecular behavior (vida supra). The DNA 
adlayer response to alternating repulsive and attractive electric surface fields studied by time-
resolved fluorescence measurements of ssDNA and dsDNA end-tethered to gold surfaces in 
electrolyte solutions shows distinct dynamics for flexible single-stranded oligoDNA probes versus 
stiff dsDNA. Hydrodynamic simulations rationalize this finding to disclose two different kinetic 
mechanisms: stiff polymers undergo rotation around the anchoring pivot point while flexible 
ssDNA polymers are pulled onto the attracting surface segment by segment.155  
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 To assess conformations of surface-bound DNA molecules by evaluating the average 
location of a fluorescent label in a DNA layer relative to the surface, Moiseev et al. used an 
optical interferometric technique (spectral self-interference fluorescence microscopy) for precise 
polymer extension measurements.156 This method estimated the shape of coiled single-stranded 
DNA, the average tilt of double-stranded DNA of different lengths, and the amount of 
hybridization. The molecular disposition of DNA varied on surfaces based on differences in DNA 
length, whether dye labeling was at the proximal or distal end of the probe and the dye labeling 
position on the target.156 There were interesting observations such as an unlabeled strand 
hybridized with labeled probes (at the distal end) resulting in an extended duplex formation.  
Additionally, the conformation of a surface-bound 50-nt labeled oligonucleotide changed when 
duplexed with a 21-mer complimentary target strand, and the position of the distal end increased 
from 5.5 to 6.5 nm.  A different situation was observed when an ssDNA–dsDNA construct has the 
double stranded part proximal to the surface. These important observations emphasize the 
importance of length of the ssDNA and its confirmation, hybridization efficiency of different 
lengths, and dye labeling influencing the DNA probes accessibility to the target DNA.  
 The ionic environment within a tethered DNA surface layer differs strikingly from that in 
solution and is relevant to DNA arrays and related technologies based on monitoring interfacial 
electrostatics in nucleic acid films.  Electrochemical techniques were used to probe the ionic 
microenvironment inside monolayers of end-attached ssDNA oligonucleotides (as DNA brushes). 
Retention of counterions by the DNA brush manifests as lowered susceptibility of the interfacial 
capacitance to external salt conditions. The charging response exhibited signatures of structural 
reorganization whereby the DNA strands stretch or relax with changes in solution ionic strength, 
consistent with expected physical behavior of charged polymer layers. The quantity of bound 
DNA and strand coverage can be evaluated based on the shift in reduction potential for redox 
counterions associated with the DNA monolayer.157 The physical behavior of the ssDNA at 
surfaces is largely governed by the ionic environments providing important information of 
organization of the DNA layer at the surface and its polymer charging behavior at the interface 
providing guidance for the development of DNA microarray diagnostics. 
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1.3.13  Kinetics of microarray surface-capture assays  
 When the surface density of ssDNA oligonucleotide probes increases, DNA hybridization 
decreases.42, 158 The free energy penalty associated with dense probe layers modifies both the 
hybridization isotherms and the duplex rate equations: the attainable ssDNA hybridization 
fractional completion and rate of DNA hybridization are both reduced.42 The hybridization 
behavior, kinetics and thermodynamics of microarrays are influenced by aspects of chip design 
(probe design) and hybridization (target design). Langmuir isotherm treatment and their 
corresponding duplex kinetics is a starting model for noninteractive probes and when ssDNA 
probe density is sufficiently low; at higher probe densities, the Langmuir model requires 
modification.49  
 Longer targets lead to reduced duplex equilibrium binding constants on surfaces due to 
the nonoverlap of target strands, incurring an entropic penalty at the impenetrable surface.42 This 
chain crowding leads to a polymer brush (of probe), modifying the Langmuir isotherm and kinetics 
due to free energy penalty associated with brush capture of target compared to less dense, 
constrained mushroom densities. The brush penalty reflects both the electrostatic interactions 
with the probe layer and the entropic price due to the extension of crowded chains, leading to 
slower hybridization. Guo et al. observed that the maximum attainable hybridization fraction 
increases at higher probe density (Σ0) when the number of bases in the target (n) increases.159 
However, Su et al. reported slower hybridization as the number of bases in the target increases at 
fixed probe density.160  Surface diluents are used to overcome these complications by providing 
space between crowded ssDNA chains. For example, surface diluents spacers reactive to gold 
are mixed into thiolated DNA ssDNA probes, or used to displace ssDNA after gold assembly 
(e.g., mercaptohexanol,114 11-mercapto-1-undecanol,43 oligoethylene glycols).43 Additionally, 
small molecule spacers are used to modify the effects of increased steric hindrance occurring 
when lateral distances between anchored probes (i.e., crowding) ensure low probe-target 
interaction energy and drastic reductions in the number of accessible chain configurations in the 
vicinity of an impenetrable planar surface.  
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 The array chip design and interfacial characteristics are important parameters for 
improved performance of the microarray.  Possible design parameters include two important 
factors: 1) the nature of the surface (i.e., the treatment used to minimize nonspecific adsorption 
and maximize DNA tethering and accessibility), and 2) ssDNA probe design (i.e., length, charge, 
lack of secondary structure, hydrophobicity, and the chemical design/length of spacer chains 
joining the probe to the surface). Additionally, probe surface area (Σ0) and the number of bases 
per probe chain become important features in electrostatic field and steric properties in crowded 
array spots. Probe density in a typical array spot varies from 1.2×1010 and 4×1013 probes per cm2, 
corresponding to 2.5×102 nm2 ≤ Σ0 ≤ 8.3×104 nm2.54 The labeling of probe and target with signal 
molecules (e.g., Cy3 or Cy5 dyes) can also affect the hybridization behavior and signal intensity 
(discussed in detail in another section).  Hybridization conditions include the composition of the 
hybridization solution, the hybridization temperature, and the hybridization time (incubation time). 
Typical hybridization temperatures vary over the range 30 to 60 0C depending on the GC base 
fractions (i.e., duplex chain melt point). The assay incubation time (i.e., time to hybridization 
endpoint stabilization) can be very long (i.e., up to 2h to 16h reported27, 161, 162) depending on bulk 
composition, target concentration, ionic strength, and probe grafting density. Incubation times 
often vary, different even for similar concentration of probe and target, but depending on study 
conditions and largely influenced by ssDNA probe density distributions.163, 164 
 Deviations or extension of the Langmuir model should be explored during microarray 
fabrication. Livshits and Mirzabekov focused on target diffusion into DNA chips with probes bound 
into thin pads of water-soluble gels.165  Chan et al. considered DNA chips with probes attached to 
impenetrable surfaces, allowing for study of lateral two-dimensional diffusion of physisorbed 
targets.166 These two articles considered the case of a given spot contacted with a solution 
containing a single target. Vainrub and Pettitt first considered the role of electrostatic interactions 
within the probe layer.93 Bhanot et. al  first analyzed in a numerical study the effect of competitive 
surface hybridization, for hybridization at a number of spots contacted with a multicomponent 
solutions of targets with no bulk hybridization.158 Importantly, this demonstrates that microchip 
performance is best when equilibrium is attained. Forman et al. analyzed observable selectivity in 
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hybridization and the ability to distinguish perfectly matched and mismatched target sequences 
that are affected by surface interactions.167 Hagan and Chakraborty discussed the initial 
hybridization rate constants when the unhybridized probes form a brush.168 The effect of bulky 
fluorescent labels on the hybridization was first considered theoretically by Naef and Magnasco169 
who recognized the difference in hybridization between surface hybridization and solution 
hybridization. Additionally, Moiseev et al.156 and Unruh et al. studied the influence of the nature of 
dye-DNA interactions using fluorescence methods in the study of biomolecular dynamics, the 
extent to which a fluorescent dye influences the mobility and chain confirmation of labeled 
ssDNA. The dye labeled ssDNA influencing the confirmation and the chain length before and 
after hybridization with dye labeled and unlabeled targets is different and affects the hybridization 
efficiency.170  
 Sensitivity and specificity of hybridization isotherms of DNA chips is an important aspect 
in the kinetics of hybridization affecting various surface and bulk properties. Competitive 
hybridization, at the surface and in the bulk, lowers the sensitivity of DNA chips.164 Competitive 
surface hybridization occurs when different targets can hybridize with the same probe. 
Competitive bulk hybridization takes place when the targets can hybridize with free 
complementary chains in the solution. The hybridization isotherm emerges as a Langmuir 
isotherm modified for electrostatic interactions within the probe layer. The effects of competitive 
hybridization are important for the quantitative analysis of DNA chip results, especially when used 
to study point mutations. The hybridization isotherms of DNA chips provide a natural starting point 
for the analysis of their sensitivity and specificity. Vainrub and Pettitt developed a thermodynamic 
theory of association to a molecule immobilized in an electric double layer and applied this to a 
DNA chip at high 1M NaCl and low 0.01M NaCl ionic strength for dielectric and metallic 
substrates.93 They predicted strong electrostatic effects and suggested the feasibility of electronic 
control of DNA hybridization and design of chips to avoid the DNA folding problem. They used 
linear Poisson–Boltzmann theory of the electric double-layer interaction between an ion-
penetrable sphere and a hard plate with variables including binding enthalpy, entropy, and 
equilibrium reaction constant for an immobilized complex. They also developed a mean field 
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model of the Coulomb effects in two-dimensional DNA arrays to understand the binding isotherms 
and thermal denaturation of the double helix.87 These studies on DNA microarrays have revealed 
substantial differences in hybridization thermodynamics between DNA free in solution and 
surface-tethered DNA. The electrostatic repulsion of the assayed nucleic acid from the array of 
DNA probes dominates the binding thermodynamics, and causes the Coulomb blockage of the 
hybridization. This explains the observed dramatic decrease in hybridization efficiency and the 
thermal denaturation curve broadening as the probe surface density grows in DNA microarrays. 
Chen et al. investigated how substrate–DNA interaction influences both thermodynamics and 
kinetics of DNA hybridization of DNA-modified gold nanoparticles (GNPs).171 They proposed that 
during hybridization, the target DNA in solution does not directly react with the immobilized probe, 
but rather it is first adsorbed onto the GNP surface, followed by two-dimensional diffusion until it 
finally hybridizes with an immobilized probe DNA. Different duplex melting properties between 
hairpin and random-coil sequence DNAs come from the structure-influenced interaction between 
the bases and GNPs. Steric hindrance induced by the compact configuration in a DNA hairpin 
probe prevents its bases from interacting with the surface and leads to a higher stability of 
hairpin-formed duplexes on the GNPs.  
1.3.14 Spacers in DNA surface immobilization  
 Flexible spacer chains (PEGs, alkanes, oligo(dT) are frequently utilized as an alternative 
to direct ssDNA probe surface coupling in order to enhance the hybridization of terminally 
anchored oligonucleotide probes in DNA microarrays.76 For low grafting densities where probes 
lie flat on the solid surface, a reduction in the number of accessible ssDNA probe chain 
configurations results.  At higher grafting densities, different DNA brush regimes introduce an 
extra hybridization penalty. A unique brush regime is obtained for long neutral spacers (e.g., 
PEO) and short targets at intermediate media ionic strengths where DNA chain stretching is due 
to electrostatic interactions between immobilized probes.76 When the surface density of 
immobilized probes is low, the dominant chain conformational effect is due to the ssDNA 
interactions with the impenetrable solid surface, reducing the number of accessible chain 
trajectories of terminally anchored mushrooms, affecting the entropy of the reactants and the 
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products. Long spacers weaken this surface effect, and hybridization behavior can approach 
more bulk-like characteristics.76 However, the effect also depends strongly on DNA target length.  
Analogously, increases in spacer lengths when targets are short (to overcome steric limitations at 
the grafting site) have detrimental effects. In contrast to the advantages of relieving steric strain at 
the grafting site, a nonmonotonic effect of spacer length is observed when targets are short. At 
higher grafting densities, probe chains crowd each other, producing a polymer brush, higher 
ssDNA surface charge density, possible Coulombic blockade, steric hindrance to approaching 
targets, and resulting poor duplex efficiency.76 
 Probe brush or mushroom regimes can be formed on surfaces when ssDNA is tethered 
with spacers depending on the number of bases in the probe and spacer lengths.  The stretching 
elasticity of the spacers and electrostatic interactions between the probes is influenced by the 
ionic strength. For DNA chips, the configurational statistics of the chains, probe target, and in 
duplexes also play a role. Furthermore, while the probe and target sequence and length can be 
controlled, the area per probe site (density) cannot be readily controlled at high resolution (only at 
a statistical average over macroscales). The effect of spacers on the hybridization constant Kspt 
(equilibrium constant due to spacers) provides experimental characterization of the surface 
exponent γs (surface reaction).27, 33 ssDNA brushes with long spacers carrying short probes 
provide a possibility of labeling the free ends to allow for experimental determination of their 
spatial distribution. Assessing the DNA polymer brush or mushroom structure on array substrates 
is important to the control of probe density on substrates to optimize further probe-target binding 
kinetics in microarray applications. With the advent of structured probe sensors, such as those 
incorporating deliberate secondary structures such as hairpins as in molecular beacons or 
aptamers,172, 173 it becomes more important to understand these surface-mediated structural 
effects. The intramolecular base pairs involved in secondary structure, stabilizing single-strand 
conformations create a higher energy barrier to intermolecular hybridization, slowing hybridization 
kinetics. Comparative studies of DNA hybridization kinetics both in solution and on the surface 
with SPR, UV absorbance, and QCM indicate that both probe and target secondary structure 
affects hybridization kinetics.172 Although planar gold surfaces and conventional ssDNA probe 
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layer environments suppress the measured duplex rates 20- to 40- fold, the effects of secondary 
structure are similar in solution and surface environments.172 Probe and target pairs containing 
large amounts of secondary structure were shown to hybridize by a more complex mechanism 
than traditional two-state DNA duplex formation. On the surface, the reduction in kinetics is likely 
caused by steric and electrostatic hindrance present in the DNA probe film as well as 
conformational restriction of the surface-tethered strands caused by the confinement of ssDNA on 
the surface. Both size and rigidity of hairpin loops have been shown to affect thermodynamic 
stability and could also affect duplex formation rates. Additionally, the length of hairpin ‘tail’ can 
be site for duplex nucleation.172 
1.3.15 DNA spot drying phenomena and immobilized DNA heterogeneity  
Fabrication of DNA probe printed spots on commercial array slides in repeated hundreds 
to thousands of spotted features involves spatially controlled deposition of nanoliter drops of 
complex DNA solutions onto reactively coated glass substrates using a robotic spotter, followed 
by evaporation of deposited liquid droplets within seconds.57, 174  Noncontact inkjet printing and 
contact (pin) spotting of DNA generally all yield submicroliter droplet volumes on surfaces as the 
basis for DNA microspot formation in arraying.  Unfortunately, droplet drying at this size scale and 
with typical arraying conditions most frequently results in inhomogeneous solute deposition upon 
droplet drying.36, 174  For assay purposes, this resulting DNA dried spot heterogeneity is 
undesired, but is difficult to control from the combined phenomena of droplet solution 
composition, deposition wetting, spreading, evaporation, and subsequent DNA drying patterns.  
Evaporation from sessile droplets induces radial convection within the drop, producing the well-
known ‘‘coffee ring’’ effect.175, 176 The evaporation also induces a gradient in temperature across 
the droplet and consequently a gradient in surface tension, generating Marangoni flow.57  Deegan 
et al. pointed out that the physical origin of the coffee stain effect is due to a combination of 
pinning of the three-phase contact line and a convective flux driven by the evaporation.177 The 
occurrence of “coffee stain like” droplets is caused by a combination of solvent evaporation and 
contact line pinning:  whenever the contact line of an evaporating drop is prevented from 
receding, a convective flux is generated from the center towards the edge of the drop in order to 
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sustain the solvent evaporation.178 This flux carries solute from the bulk of the drop towards the 
contact line, leading to a local increase in concentration and eventually to precipitation of the 
solute. The Marangoni effect or convection phenomenon associated with the surface tension of 
the droplet is caused by solute concentration variation from local solvent evaporation.179 In a 
sessile evaporating drop, Marangoni stress (surface tension gradient over the droplet) can be 
induced by the presence of temperature variation near fluid interface or concentration variation 
caused by solvent evaporation.175 The circulating convective flows leads to intensive mixing of the 
analyte during evaporation, helping to overcome mass transport limitations and can be the 
counter force to the coffee stain forming Marangoni droplet drying pattern.180 The rapid 
evaporative process produces increased solution ionic strength and solute concentrations in the 
drying DNA film, resulting in distinct differences in immobilized DNA structure, density, and 
chemistry compared to bulk solution coupling reactions between DNA and surfaces.181  The spot 
drying thus commonly leads to “halo” or “doughnut” shaped spots which are not identifiable or 
reliable in the conventional fluorescence scanner readings.  However, extensive high-resolution 
imaging techniques such as confocal epifluorescence can be combined with other more exotic 
surface analytical tools (e.g., TOF-SIMS and XPS imaging) to evaluate the distribution of DNA 
within dried spots and probe effects due to drying artifacts.50, 57, 182 
 Studies by Pappaert et al. reported the hybridization process as being the main reason 
causing  doughnut shaped DNA dried spots.183 A combination of computer simulations, 
theoretical, and optical techniques have shown that the ring-shaped hybridization pattern occurs 
due to diffusion-limited conditions present during hybridization process.  Large amounts of 
binding molecules reach the spot center from the sides, leading to a preferential binding on the 
rims of the spot resulting in larger intensities obtained on the edges compared to center of spot. 
They also hypothesized that these patterns occur during hybridization, especially with short 
oligonucleotides that have a very high binding probability and fast hybridization kinetics. Longer 
target DNA molecules lead to a more evenly distributed intensity signals. Studies by Dandy et al. 
indicate that near the spot center, target is delivered to the probe surface solely through the linear 
normal diffusion component, whereas toward the outer edge, a lateral (radial) component of 
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diffusive flux augments the normal linear transport component, producing hemispherical 
diffusion.26 These effects result collectively in the outer spot edges accumulating more DNA 
targets through greater proximate fluid volume transport versus spot centers. This was further 
verified by real-time hybridization kinetics studies using imaging with confocal fluorescence 
microscopy.30 Signal accumulates at the spot periphery initially, increasing radially towards the 
spot center over time.  Target mass transport also depends on target concentration, diffusion 
coefficients of target solutions, and probe-target combinations.184, 185 This validates the radial 
planar diffusion mechanism kinetically. However, recent studies have indicated that the droplet 
drying artifacts are caused initially during probe immobilization (specifically during printing), 
further influencing target hybridization.30, 50  Improving the uniformity of probe coverage across 
each spot feature could improve assay signal consistency at any given assay endpoint, even prior 
to target saturation.  
 Drying conditions for printed DNA droplets on a surface are proposed to result from 
competition between the dominant effects of coffee ring versus Marangoni droplet drying 
patterns.50  Dugas et al. studied the effect of DNA droplet drying on hydrophobic flat surfaces and 
proposed that droplets flatten with a constant contact area, and then the droplet shrinks at a 
constant contact angle.57 These results produce variations in diameters and morphologies for 
thousands of spots deposited on microarray surfaces that are not uniform since their local 
wetting/spreading and resulting drying behaviors are nonuniform from submicron variabilities in 
solid support chemistry. If surfaces exhibit sufficiently uniform chemistry, then control of some 
physicochemical properties (wetting, evaporation rate) of the droplet allows formation of well-
controlled spots compatible with DNA grafting.  
 Further intraspot and spot-to-spot heterogeneity with different concentrations of both total 
DNA and fraction of dye-labeled DNA can be explained from spot drying behavior in the presence 
of DNA-bound signal dyes, surfactants, and dissolved salts.57, 99  Evaporation kinetics for droplets 
containing DNA varied as a function of DNA concentration. Drops containing very low DNA 
concentrations dried by maintaining a constant base area (pinning),56 whereas those with high 
concentration dried with a constant contact angle.96  Fang et al. showed with confocal and 
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rheologic studies that in the case of high concentration droplets, the DNA droplet formed a shell 
and low DNA concentrations resulted in isolated island formation.56  Various efforts to resolve the 
discrepancy in interspot DNA dried spots to increase the relative humidity from 40-80% and also 
varying the surfactant such as betaine and co-solvent DMSO. McQuain et al. optimized the 
concentration of the surfactant to 1.5M betaine and maintaining the relative humidity at 60%, 
reduced interspot and intraspot variations.186 More specifically, addition of anionic surfactant 
(e.g., SDS) initially facilitates uniform droplet spreading and stabilizes the drop evaporation, 
drastically altering the “coffee ring effect”. Surfactant-driven Marangoni flows arise when the local 
surfactant concentration at the pinned contact line increases due to the coffee ring effect, thereby 
decreasing the local surface tension and inducing Marangoni flow towards the spot center.187 The 
extent of circular Marangoni flow is influenced by variation of SDS concentration along the air-
water interface.188 The mode of evaporation can be influenced by the presence of salts with the 
DNA probe deposition patterns following the salting trace.57 Schematics of DNA droplet drying in 
the presence of salt and buffer leading to either coffee-ring or Marangoni droplet drying 
phenomena are shown in Figure 1.6. 
 Phase separation upon drying, producing salt crystallization in evaporating droplets of 
DNA solutions containing salts, occurs as well.189, 190 Exceeding the local solubility limit of salts in 
evaporating droplets leads to rich morphologies of deposited salt crystals and DNA. Formation of 
radially varying salt concentration yields deposited rings with spacing between the concentric 
rings that depends on the DNA concentration and ion species concentration.190  Marangoni 
inward flow of solution produces various salt patterns with deposition of the DNA-dye in 
concentric pattern in the spot.191 The physicochemical properties of the evaporating DNA solution 
are influenced by the dynamic changes in DNA concentration, ionic strength, and surfactant 
concentration, influencing the final dried DNA patterns.57 Theoretical and experimental results 
conclude that at low concentrations of salt, the deposit becomes more uniform, covering the 
entire surface beneath the droplet, whereas at higher concentration, salt deposits appear 
predominantly along the outer rim of the spot.190 At lower DNA concentration, DNA at the liquid-
vapor interface is deposited at the droplet edge during initial evaporation stages, and eventually 
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under developing Marangoni flow, transitions to deposition of DNA aggregates at the spot 
centers. Hence, periodic patterning is less dominant at very low concentrations due to reduced 
spreading. Nonetheless, drying of many DNA droplets containing mixtures of DNA, surfactants, 
and dissolved salts undergo phase separation. Despite the use of nonionic/zwitterionic 
surfactants to limit DNA probe interactions, DNA segregation57 can occur into two phases on 
drying: one enriched in DNA and another in surfactant, leading to another form of phase 
segregation upon drying and formation of a DNA precipitate with increasing electrolyte and 
surfactant concentration upon evaporation.191-193 Furthermore, supersaturated salt conditions 
promote DNA phase separation.57, 190  Precipitation occurs at very low concentrations of both 
DNA and surfactant, and is further enhanced in the presence of electrolytes.182, 193-195 Similar 
aggregation is predominant at higher DNA concentrations (i.e., micromolar to molar)53 and with 
dye labeled DNA oligomers.196 It is likely that such concentrations are achieved within droplets 
within a few seconds of printing due to water evaporation with rapid drying.  
 Furthermore, cyanine dyes analogous to Cy-3 are known to readily form molecular 
aggregates in aqueous media.197 Cyanine dyes are also known to interact with dsDNA in 
aqueous media through various interactions, either by intercalation, minor groove binding 
between base pairs, or dye-dye aggregation.53, 197, 198 Cyanine dye aggregation is also reported in 
Langmuir-Blodgett monolayer of amphiphilic nucleic acids during evaporation rates controlled by 
mass transfer across the aqueous-film-air interface.199 In cyanine dye-labeled single-strand probe 
DNA, dye–dye interactions and dye–nucleotide aggregations in the presence of increasing ionic 
strength and surfactant concentrations reduce probe stability and quench fluorescence.88, 170, 196 
Singly labeled fluorescent DNA probes exhibit dye–DNA interactions as studied by fluorescence 
anisotropy and lifetime assays.196  As Cy3-DNA content increases in print solutions up to 100% 
DNA mass fraction, DNA aggregation is seen to be much more predominant, increasing dye 
quenching and reducing fluorescence intensity. Hence, DNA-dye aggregates are found 
predominately at spot centers, and fewer Cy3-DNA probes deposit at droplet edges.  
 As various factors affect droplet drying morphology such as DNA concentration, 
temperature, humidity, buffer, salts, and dye-labels, efforts to alter microdroplet footprint shape on 
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surfaces have recently gained attention. Yunker et al.178 and Weon et al.179 altered droplet shape 
to obtain uniform droplet drying. Polymer "liftoff" arrays combine the hydrophobic surface 
properties of di-p-xylylene (Parylene) with photolithographically etched hydrophilic openings 
within the polymer to control the spot morphology 200 and uniformity of deposition.201 Manipulating 
the surface wetting properties, mixing of the droplet with frequency dependent oscillating flow202 
to alter flow pattern of the evaporating droplet, and the electrowetting203 technique driven 
microfluidic flows allow suppression of the coffee ring  for  colloidal suspensions of variable 
concentration and particle size.  The global objective of these strategies is to modify and perhaps 
control DNA probe deposition physics on surfaces, specifically to affect immobilization density 
and lateral distributions within dried DNA spots for assay. 
 The spatial distribution of probes is heterogeneous and chemical imaging now enables 
the local density of probes should be monitored.  The physical properties of an ensemble of same 
sequence strands of nucleic acids may show a range of hybridization phases, dependent on the 
density of probes, the ionic concentration, electrostatic distributions, and other characteristics.204 
Therefore, understanding of DNA grafting density and DNA probe chain conformation is important 
in the design of microarray for efficient target binding. Furthermore, the behavior of grafted chains 
affect the chain confirmation due to neighbor interactions should be accounted. The assay signal 
generation is an important end point result is highly dependent on careful design of the probe 
density, probe length and spacing and target hybridization with their partners. The important 
aspect of lesser probe density leading to lower signal and at higher grafting density due to 
Coulombic blockade leading to lower signal should be optimized with appropriate density based 
on signal and hybridization parameter (kinetics, and thermodynamics). The understanding of the 
bulk-to-surface behavior of the probes and the hybridization thermodynamics and kinetics is the 
vital factor in designing microarrays. Extensive theoretical, experimental, and computational 
comparisons are known for DNA hybridization in solutions, but substantially less is known or 




1.4  Conclusions 
 DNA microarrays have been used extensively for more than a decade in numerous 
forms.  However, the high variability in the design parameters of probes, surfaces, targets, and 
types of immobilization (different platforms) has led to challenges in obtaining reproducible and 
reliable assay results, particularly those that produce reliable answer directly from samples 
without PCR amplification, or whose signals reflect target absolute abundance (i.e., quantitative 
output). The coordinated probe and substrate design techniques for “grafting to”, and “grafting 
from” ssDNA probes, and spot deposition methods have their limitations in attaining uniform 
ssDNA probe grafting efficiency and probe density.  These result in microarrays with deficiencies 
in the resulting assay metrics, reproducibility, and reliability as a diagnostic format.  The 
biophysical aspects of DNA molecular mechanics, conformations, control, and stability of surface-
tethered states in local environments, interactions with the surface and with neighboring probes, 
and with high ionic strength environments in duplex formations all impacts the array behavior and 
assay answer. These factors need to be thoroughly evaluated in surface spotted format since 
there is no direct translation of bulk DNA characteristics to surface-tethered DNA properties.  
Common polymer physical parameters such as radius of gyration, persistence length, DNA 
elasticity, flexibility, and chain conformational mechanics have not been investigated in detail for 
either surface-tethered ssDNA or dsDNA.  ssDNA chain accessibility on surfaces that determines 
target binding and ultimately array performance is determined by local tethered flexibility and 
conformations based on DNA sequence, electrostatic interactions, media influences, and surface 
immobilization technique. 
 Though various theoretical and experimental approaches seek to explain DNA surface 
behavior with optical, fluorescent, and force spectroscopies, several discrepancies persist for 
explaining DNA flexibility vs. stiffness at surfaces. DNA chain conformations effects due to 
phosphate backbone charges and base stacking are still unresolved.  WLC remains the widely 
accepted classic model for understanding DNA molecular mechanics despite its several 
shortcomings.  Extensive improvements have been made to the WLC model to accommodate 
DNA bending angles and chain flexibility. Various molecular dynamics simulations and other 
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models have been developed to attempt to correlate and supplement the shortcomings of WLC. 
The newly developed coarse-grained approach is widely accepted for treating DNA as an 
inextensible elastic rod, and despite lacking atomic details, is accurate for thousands of base 
pairs down to few hundred. However, its applicability remains controversial for short DNA 
molecules with persistence lengths of less than 1nm.  
 Studies of physical structure and biophysical properties of DNA as well as their 
extensions to short immobilized ssDNA probes at surfaces have proven useful in understanding 
current issues.  The process of DNA hybridization at surfaces is a critical part of DNA-based array 
technology. Addressing the future improvements, development, and fabrication of microarrays, 
also in designing new applications will require further knowledge of DNA as tethered chains and 
how its duplexation behavior is controlled kinetically and thermodynamically under assay 
conditions.  The complexity of this more fundamental task is compounded by the large number of 
reported protocols for preparing and functionalizing surfaces for DNA microarray use in practical 
assay deployment. Polyelectrolyte brush theories help elucidate target-probe interactions, media, 
and substrate effects, providing additional information to analyze the effects of immobilized DNA 
probe density on the thermodynamics and kinetics of DNA hybridization on array surfaces.  As 
the kinetics and thermodynamics of immobilized molecules located farther away from the solid 
support can approach those in solution states, the utility of introducing spacer chains for ssDNA 
immobilization is exploited but largely from an empirical perspective. The beneficial role of 
spacers is generally recognized, but a coherent view of their optimal design and underlying 
physics has not been presented. Accurate measurement of probe surface coverage, a parameter 
crucial for determination of efficiencies of immobilization and hybridization protocols, is extremely 
difficult. More careful evaluation for hybridization isotherms and hybridization rate constants for 
different platforms are required to understand DNA microarray performance.  Only with clear 
elucidation of molecular mechanisms surrounding DNA duplex formation on tethering surfaces 
and sources of its variability will the nucleic acid microarray approach move to standardization, 
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Figure 1.1 Single-strand DNA-probe immobilization and double strand target hybridization at 
surfaces: the working principle for DNA microarrays as surface-capture assays. (Reference 23) 





Microarray Methods Major hurdles Ref 
Microarray design 
Addressing the biological question with 
selection of proper controls, fiduciary markers, 
internal calibrations, quality controls 
58, 205, 206 
Experimental processing 
Probe immobilization, target preparation from 
complex milieu and reliable hybridization, 
sample-to-answer time efficiencies, signal: 
noise challenges 
1, 17, 21 
Data extraction 
Assay (e.g., fluorescence) signal translation 
for quantification of gene of interest, absolute 
abundance correlations, reliable quantitation, 
platform-platform correlation 
207-210 
Data analysis and modeling Standardized, validated bioinformatics and biostatistics algorithms 211-213 
Data repeatability and 
reproducibility 
MAQC-I,-II and -III-identified optimization, 
reliability, intra- and interplatform 
reproducibility issues 
1313, 214, 215 
Limited database access 
access to web-based data-mining platforms 
aimed at facilitating discovery from genome-
wide expression analyses 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1.3. Schematics of DNA chain adsorption conformation on surfaces. A) Interaction of 
DNA with the substrate leading to tail, loop, and train sections of the adsorbed chain; B) 
Surface-tethered DNA chains can form either “mushroom”-like or “brush”-like molecular 
conformations, depending on grafting density. For very low grafting density, the DNA chain lies 
flat on the surface. 
 
Figure 1.4. Persistence length, radius of gyration, and chain flexibility angle for immobilized 
ssDNA and dsDNA tethered ideally on surfaces.  
 
 





Surface Area Probe density/cm2 
Gold 100 µm diameter spot 5×1012 
Amine modified surface 4.5mm diameter spot 2.5×1012 




Figure 1.5.  Schematic description of DNA segmental distribution as a function of distance from 
the surface. A) DNA in solution. B) DNA chemisorbed (chemically end-tethered) and DNA 
physisorbed forming tails, loops, and trains. (Reference 34) 
 
Figure 1.6. Surface coulombic blockade of target DNA by immobilized ssDNA (polyanion 
theory) due to DNA nucleotide phosphate anions and their Debye length dependence (κ–1) 
(left), and the effect of increasing ionic strength on the DNA polyanion radius of gyration (Rg) 
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Supporting Information  
 
Abstract: The supporting information presented here describes further details from the 
experimental section (oligonucleotide sequences and layouts of printed DNA spots) and 
explanation of microarray printing methodology and epifluorescence imaging. The results and 
discussion section includes epifluorescence images pixel intensities for varying DNA and DNA-
Cy3 dye concentrations, schematics of Marangoni flow for DNA spot drying, comparison of 200-
micron spots using TOF-SIMS, epifluorescence and fluorescence scanner images, image 
orientation methods for cross-technique image comparisons, plots of spot RFU vs. DNA print 
concentration demonstrating non-linear RFU increase with increasing DNA and DNA-Cy3 
fractions, method for measuring DNA spot dimensions with Image-J and their comparison to TOF 
images of the same 200-micron spot, and plots comparing DNA spot dimensions  measured with 





Materials and methods  
 
• Table S-1: DNA oligonucleotide probe sequences and terminal modifications 
• Figure S-1: Schematic layout of microarray prints with varying concentrations of DNA in 
distinct Cy3-labeled and unlabeled DNA probe mixed ratios in rows of 10 spots each. (Bold 
indicates spots of print buffers only). 
 
Results and discussion:  
 
• Table S- 2. Comparison of dimensions of identical printed DNA spot (100-micron diameter) 
with fluorescence scanner, epifluorescence imaging and corresponding (negative ion 
phosphate peak PO3-) TOF-SIMS imaging.  
• Figure S-2: Comparison of pseudo-colored image (left) vs. gray scale image (right) of the 
same DNA spot. 
• Figure S-3: Surface pixel intensity plots of dried DNA probe spots of varying DNA and DNA-
Cy3 concentrations. 
• Figure S-4: Schematics of DNA droplet drying process for printed droplets containing a 
mixture of DNA, salts and surfactants. 
• Figure S-5: Comparison of DNA spots of 40μM DNA spotting concentrations containing 
increasing amounts of DNA-Cy3 with TOF-SIMS, epifluorescence and fluorescence scanner 
images of identical ~200 micron DNA spots. 
• Figure S-6: Comparison of epifluorescence and fluorescence scanner images of dried DNA 
spots of RFU vs. pixel intensity. 
• Figure S-7: Comparison of spot features in identical DNA spots (100µm spot diameter) with 
TOF-SIMS, epifluorescence and fluorescence scanner images.  
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Table S-1. DNA oligonucleotide probe sequences and terminal modifications 
DNA Identifier 5'-modification Sequence 3'-modification 
Probe Oligo1-NH2 -- CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC -C6-NH2 
Probe Cy3-Oligo1-NH2 Cy3-C6- CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC -C6-NH2 
     
 
 
Figure S-1. Schematic layout of microarray prints 
with varying concentrations of DNA in distinct Cy3-
labeled and unlabeled DNA probe mixed ratios in 
rows of 10 spots each. (Bold indicates spots of 







• Figure S-8: Plot of RFU vs. DNA concentration with increase in the amount of DNA and the 
fractional amount of DNA-Cy3 per print using epifluorescence imaging of 100-micron and 
200-micron spots.   
• Figure S-9: Comparison of dimensions of identical printed DNA spot (100-micron diameter) 
using corresponding (negative ion phosphate peak (PO2-), TOF-SIMS image and 
epifluorescence imaging. 
• Figure S-10: Illustration of measuring DNA spot dimensions from epifluorescence images 
using Image-J. 
• Figure S-11: Comparisons of TOF-SIMS images and epifluorescence images of same ~200 
micron DNA spot. 
• Figure S-12A: Plot of DNA spot dimensions with varying DNA-Cy3 concentrations for 100-
micron DNA spots as measured with TOF-SIMS and epifluorescence techniques,  
• Figure S-12B: Plot of DNA spot dimension with varying DNA-Cy3 content (40µM total DNA 
concentration) for 100 and 200-micron DNA spots as measured with TOF-SIMS and 
epifluorescence techniques. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
Buffer salts, sarcosine, sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS), Tween20 and ethanolamine 
(ACS grade) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). Ultrapure water 
(UPW) was used for all solution 
preparations and rinsing printed slides 
(ASTM type I water, 18.2 MΩ-cm) 
Microarray fabrication: Multiple 
Microarray Format SpoCLe Generator 
version 1.1.02 software (ArrayIt) was 
programmed to print multiple microarrays 
per slide substrate to obtain arrays of 
varying DNA-Cy3 concentrations. SMP4 
pins spotting 1.1 nanoliters of DNA print 
solution produced dried spots with a 
diameter of ~135 microns and a spot-to-
spot spacing of 160 microns. Larger SMP6 
pins were used to dispense 1.8 nanoliters 
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to obtain larger spots of ~200 microns diameter with spot-to-spot spacing of 155 microns. Prior to 
starting each print run, pin print heads were calibrated according to manufacturer’s recommended 
procedures with SNS4 or SNS6 solid calibrating pins for 135-micron and 200-micron diameter 
spots, respectively, to ensure standard print behavior on polymer-coated slides. Duplicate arrays 
were printed on separate slides to compare probe-only arrays. DNA spots were obtained by 
optimizing printing protocols including washing and drying cycles to prevent carryover of DNA 
print solutions between serial prints. To this end, spots were printed in replicates of 5 followed by 
a pin wash step (wash buffer containing 20% ethanol and 0.01% Tween20 in ultrapure water) and 
a dry cycle. Humidity during printing was maintained at approximately 60-65% with a built-in 
humidity chamber and printing was performed at ambient temperature (23°C). Fully printed slides 
were then incubated overnight (>12 h) at room temperature under 75% relative humidity using an 
in-house fabricated saturated salt water bath. 
Post-print treatment of printed microarray slides: Briefly, slides were rinsed in sodium 
phosphate print buffer and then immersed in blocking solution (50mM ethanolamine in 0.1M Tris, 
pH 9.0) at 50°C for 30 min to consume residual amine-reactive groups. Subsequently, slides were 
rinsed thoroughly with UPW for 3 times followed by immersion in hybridization buffer (4X saline 
sodium citrate (SSC) containing 0.1% SDS at pH 7) at 50°C for 30 min. Slides were finally rinsed 
with UPW 3 times, blown dry with nitrogen, and immediately imaged for probe-only studies. 
Detailed description of imaging with epifluorescence microscopy: For 40µM DNA spots, a 
20X objective was employed, while for 20 and 10 µM print spots, a 40X objective was used since 
40µM spots were slightly larger compared to the 20 and 10 µM spots. The environmental control 
stage maintained each slide at room temperature (23ºC) and 60-65% humidity during imaging. 
Images were captured with an exposure time of 100ms and binning was set to 2x2. Images were 
captured with Metamorph software as raw color images (36-bit) saved as 16-bit monochrome 
images, and then further processed with Image-J software (version 1.41). For clarity and 
interpretation, all the images are pseudo-colored and the contrast was adjusted using auto-scale 
function in Image J. The scale bar for both 20X and 40X images was measured from an imaged 
hemocytometer for converting pixels to microns to calculate DNA spot dimensions.  
Detailed description of imaging with TOF SIMS: Printed, rinsed-blocked, dried spot sizes for 
TOF-SIMS images were determined using Image J software for fields of view determined from 
IONTOF software. The IONTOF instrument was calibrated following IONTOF protocols. Knowing 
the total image size and its resolution (256x256 pixels) allowed conversion of image pixels to 
microns. Spot sizes were measured by visually determining the spot diameter and counting 
numbers of pixels using Image J. Measurements performed on both positive (C5H5O+) and 
negative (PO2-) images produced size variations between these 2 images of less than 5%." 
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Figure S-2: Comparison of pseudo-colored image (left) vs. gray scale image (right) of the 
same DNA spot. A) The pseudo-colored DNA spot is shown with the intensity calibrator scale 
to depict fluorescent intensities. B) The gray scale image of the same spot has the same 
variation in pixel intensity as shown in intensity scale C) The spot line-scan intensity profile 
(below the pseudo colored image) shows variations in intensity across the spot. The Image J-
plot profile was performed in the selected yellow rectangle region across the spot in each 
case. D) Gray scale radial pixel intensities showing similar plot intensity profile as colored 
image.    




Table S-2. Comparison of dimensions of identical printed DNA spot (100-micron diameter) 
with fluorescence scanner, epifluorescence imaging, and corresponding (negative ion 
phosphate peak PO3-) TOF-SIMS imaging. The DNA spot has comparable gross printed 
morphology and size of distribution of Cy3-DNA using all three imaging techniques. 
 
DNA concentration % Cy3 Fluorescence scanner (µm) Epifluorescence (µm) TOF-SIMS (µm)
10µM 25 100 108 95
10µM 75 120 122 112
10µM 100 105 120 112
20µM 25 100 112 105
20µM 75 110 121 118
20µM 100 115 119 120
40µM 0 65 72 88
40µM 25 100 121 114
40µM 75 120 127 119
40µM 100 130 141 130
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Figure S-4: Schematic of DNA microdroplet drying process for mixtures of DNA, salts and 
surfactants.  
 
Figure S-3: Surface pixel 3-D intensity plots of dried DNA probe spots showing a single spot 
fluorescent heterogeneity (far left) and spot-to-spot DNA-Cy3 intensity (center, right) variations 
as a function of spot diameter, total DNA concentration and DNA-Cy3:DNA probe ratios. As 
the ratio of dye-labeled DNA probe increases from 25% to 75% to 100%, spot heterogeneity 
both within a single spot (left) and between spots (center, right) increases. This effect is also 







Figure S-5. Comparisons of DNA spots of 40μM DNA spotting concentrations containing 
increasing amounts of Cy3 dye-labeled DNA with TOF-SIMS, epifluorescence and 
fluorescence scanner images of identical ~200 micron DNA spots (compare each vertical 
column) of 40μM DNA concentration and fractional DNA-Cy3 dye label content (each vertical 
column) A) TOF-SIMS chemical images of different DNA chemical fragments (250 µm × 250 
µm image sizes), B) epifluorescence images selecting DNA-Cy3 signal, images are 125µm × 
125µm, and C) conventional fluorescence scanner images with filter set to excite Cy3.  
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Figure S-6: Comparison of epifluorescence and fluorescence scanner images. A) 
Epifluorescence image of DNA spot; B) Image J- plot profile of fluorescence intensity 
vs. pixel across the spot. C) Fluorescence scanner images of the same DNA spot. D) 
Plot profile of the scanner images across the spot of RFU intensity vs. pixel at lower 





Figure S-7: Comparison of TOF-SIMS, epifluorescence and fluorescence scanner images of 
identical DNA spots. A) 100µm-diameter DNA spot (40µM DNA, 100% Cy3-DNA) exhibiting 
similar spot morphology for both epifluorescence and TOF-SIMS. The spot features and high 
intensity Cy3-DNA central region of the spot match. B) Similar comparisons with 200µm DNA 
spot (20µM, 75% Cy3-DNA). Epifluorescence images of 100-micron diameter spots are 
125µm × 125µm and 200 micron spot are 200µm × 200µm; TOF-SIMS of 100 micron spot 






High-resolution epifluorescence and TOF-SIMS image comparisons of individual DNA 
microspots. 
Specific distinguishing shape features of printed DNA droplets, including oval versus 
round morphologies, printed spikes, comet tailing or spot bulging, and internal intensity features 
were examined with both techniques at different magnifications based on spot sizes and image 
resolution. Both 20X (for 40μM DNA spots) and 40X (for 20μM and 10μM DNA spots) 
magnifications for identical DNA spots were directly compared with TOF-SIMS images and a 
single scanner image. For example, in Figure S-6A the bulge artifact at the spot edge of a same 
100-micron diameter spot was a prominent, recognizable, distinguishing feature both in 
epifluorescence and TOF-SIMS images, irrespective of differences in spot image intensity. The 
drying artifact and distinguishing feature at the center within the 100-micron spot shown in Figure 
S-6B was comparable between the two techniques, and not observable in the scanner image. 
However, epifluorescence images show a graduation in fluorescence intensity across the spot 
whereas TOF-SIMS images reveal a high (spot center) and low intensity (spot edges) regions in 
the DNA spot.  
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Figure S-8.  Variations in spot integrated RFUs (relative fluorescence units) with increase in 
the total amount of DNA and also fractional amounts of DNA-Cy3 per print using 

























Concentration of DNA capture probe (µM) 
RFU (100 micron spots) RFU ( 200 micron spots)
10 µM 20 µM 40 µM
Cy3 content
0% 25% 75% 100% 0% 25% 75% 100% 0% 25% 75% 100%
Comparable features, intra-spot heterogeneities and artifacts created by spot drying were 
commonly identified between high-resolution imaging techniques irrespective of intensity 
differences.  Only gross spot shapes lacking such detail are detectable with fluorescence scanner 
images (also shown in Figure 3). These results indicate that heterogeneous spot features 
obtained with high resolution epifluorescence images of DNA-Cy3 correlate well with TOF-SIMS 
chemical imaging for DNA and Cy3 features, providing complimentary information for common 
features. Significantly, none of these features are detectable in common commercial fluorescent 




Figure S-9. Comparison of dimensions of identical printed DNA spot (100-micron diameter) 
using corresponding (negative ion phosphate peak (PO2-), TOF-SIMS image and 
epifluorescence imaging. The DNA spot has comparable gross printed morphology, size and 
distribution of Cy3-DNA using both imaging techniques. 
 
Dimensions from both methods are comparable: orthogonal spot diameters of 118 µm and 126 
µm for the same DNA spot (±10% across many images). These dimensions for epifluorescence 
high intensity DNA-Cy3 images (brighter) were comparable to higher intensity (i.e., yellow 
regions) TOF-SIMS regions mapping nucleotide phosphate fragment m/z 63 (PO2-). TOF-SIMS 
















Figure S-11. Comparison of single spot TOF-SIMS images (m/z for negative ion phosphate 
peak PO3-) with identical epifluorescence images (40X magnification) for a ~200 micron 
diameter DNA spot; spots are comparable for geometry, orientation and size and DNA dye 




Figure S-10. Measurements of high intensity region of DNA-Cy3 distribution in single spot 
(pseudo-colored epifluorescence image) image of 40µM DNA with 100% DNA-Cy3 (~200 
micron spot). A) Direct measurement of respective diameters for different regions of printed 
DNA spots. B) Image-J measurement of the different regions as captured on the 
epifluorescence microscope with 20X magnification. 
Data confirming accuracy of measurement of DNA-Cy3 distribution in epifluorescence 




Figure S-12. Printed spot size dependence on total DNA concentration and DNA-Cy3 probe 
ratio. A) DNA spot size dependence with variations in DNA-Cy3 concentration for 100-
micron DNA spots as measured with TOF-SIMS and epifluorescence techniques, and B) 
Close correlation of dried spot diameters for 200µm DNA spots using both TOF-SIMS and 
epifluorescence imaging of identical spots comprising 40µM DNA print concentrations with 

























Concentration of DNA capture probe (µM) 
ToF-SIMS EpifluorescenceA
10 µM 20 µM 40 µM
Cy3 content





























Epifluorescence ~100 µm ToF-SIMS  ~100 µm
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
Data Presented 
Material and Methods 
• Table S-1: Oligonucleotide sequences and terminal modifications used in this study. 
• Detailed explanations for printing and post-printing methodologies; real time hybridization and 
FRET studies with both confocal microscopy and fluorescence spectrophotometry. 
 
Results and Discussion 
• Figure S-1: Schematics of real-time hybridization and FRET analysis of DNA duplexes in 
different probe-target dye orientations. 
• Figure S-2: Confocal measurements of duplex formation with target on immobilized probe 
DNA spots: reduction in Cy3-DNA probe fluorescence emission intensities irrespective of 
target DNA with or without Cy5 dye label. 
• Figure S-3: Plot of real-time DNA spot hybridization kinetics. 
• Figure S-4: Plot of FRET in solution compared to controls of individual excitation and 
emission spectra for probe DNA (5’-Cy3 oligo1) and target DNA (5’-Cy5 oligo2) and (3’-
Oligo2-Cy5). 
• Figure S-5: Fluorescence scanner images for spot Cy3 fluorescence emission intensity 
before real time hybridization analysis with confocal and after completion of target 
hybridization: (Cy3) at 535nm and (Cy5) 635nm, respectively.  




Table S-1  Oligonucleotide sequences and terminal modifications  
DNA identifier 5'-modification sequence 
3'-
modification 
probe Oligo1-NH2 -- CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC -- 
probe Cy3-Oligo1-NH2 Cy3-C6- CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC C6-NH2 
target Oligo2 -- GTCAAGATGCTACCGTTCAG -- 
target Cy5-Oligo2 Cy5-C6- GTCAAGATGCTACCGTTCAG -- 
target Oligo2-Cy5  GTCAAGATGCTACCGTTCAG Cy5-C6- 
 
• Figure S-6. Increase in time to crossover of Cy3-Cy5 emission intensities, and time-to-signal 
saturation in single printed spots with increasing printed DNA probe concentration observed 
with real-time DNA single spot hybridization assays. 
• Figure S-7. Plot of kinetics of DNA hybridization (Cy5 dye target vs. time in seconds). 
• Figure S-8. Schematic of DNA microarray FRET assay using dye-labeled DNA with different 
dye orientations in duplexes of surface-bound single spot assays. 
• Figure S-9. Fluorescence emission intensities of Cy3 probe and Cy5 target as a function of 
depth in single hybridized (bleached vs. unbleached) microspots using step-wise confocal z-
slices of 0.5 µm. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Fabrication of DNA probe microspots with contact printing 
 Multiple Microarray Format SpoCLe Generator version 1.1.02 software (ArrayIt) was used 
to print microarrays on commercial microarray polymer-coated slides (Slide-H, Schott-Nexterion). 
SMP4 pins were used to spot 1.1 nanoliters of DNA solution, yielding probe spots with dried 
diameters of approximately 135 microns and spot-to-spot spacing of 160 microns. DNA spots 
were printed with optimized pin wash and dry cycles to prevent pin carryover of DNA probe 
solution between prints. Spots were printed in replicates of 5 followed by a wash (wash buffer of 
20% ethanol in water with 0.01% Tween 20) and dry cycle. Humidity during printing was 
approximately 60%. Printed slides were incubated overnight (>12 h) at room temperature under 
75% relative humidity controlled by a saturated saltwater bath. Prior to starting a print run, the 




print head was calibrated according to manufacturer’s recommended procedure with SNS4 solid 
calibrating pins for 135-micron diameter spots. 
Post-print array slide blocking 
 Printed slides were treated with a blocking solution to avoid non-specific DNA surface 
absorption in a stepwise protocol similar to recommendations from the manufacturer. Printed 
slides were rinsed in print buffer and then immersed in a blocking solution (50 mM ethanolamine 
in 0.1 M Tris, pH 9.0) at 50°C for 30 min to consume residual amine-reactive surface groups. 
Following blocking, slides were rinsed thoroughly with ultrapure water 3 times, blown dry with 
nitrogen and scanned in a fluorescence scanner to locate and record spot intensity and shape. 
Slides were then stored in glass slide containers filled with nitrogen and sealed in parafilm until 
analyzed with confocal microscopy. 
Real-time hybridization and FRET with confocal microscopy 
 Real-time hybridization and FRET was performed similarly to well-established protocols 
for microarrays. Complementary target DNA (~20 µl volume) was added over single probe spots 
for real-time in situ hybridization studies. A transparent silicone gasket with adhesive on both 
sides (Grace Biolabs, specific for imaging) was placed around the probe array to contain the 
target DNA solution for hybridization. The slide was maintained at 60% humidity and 23°C to limit 
evaporation of small target solution volumes (consistent with most protocols). Sequential 
excitation/emission of Cy3 and Cy5 in the same spot location was measured during the time-
lapse for real-time hybridization. Optimization of the signal intensity and array imaging in buffer 
was established using control spots prior to real-time detection with hybridization buffer on 
different spots. 
 Real-time 3D images of hybridization of Cy5-labeled DNA targets in hybridization buffer 
with immobilized Cy3-labeled DNA probes were collected. A single centrally located probe array 
spot was used to adjust the focus and Cy3 signal intensity. A 30-min time lapse was then 
recorded both Cy3 and Cy5 at single spot images every 15 seconds. Experiments were 
performed with various DNA probe concentrations (40µM, 20µM and 10µM) and varying amounts 
of printed Cy3-DNA probe fractions (100% 75%, 50%, 25% and 10%). Real-time hybridization 





Figure S-1.  Schematics for real-time hybridization and FRET analysis of DNA duplexes in 
different probe-target dye orientations. Case 1: Cy3 and Cy5 are oriented antiparallel after 
DNA duplex formation. Case 2: both dyes are located at the same duplex end after duplex 
formation.  
kinetics for single printed spots were recorded for two different cases of probe-target relative dye 
orientations: Cy3-probe dye-up:Cy5-target dye-down (ie., antiparallel dyes, case 1), and both 
probe and target dye-up (i.e., adjacent dyes, case 2) as illustrated in Figure 1. Hybridization of 
unlabeled probe (no Cy3 dye) with target was not performed due to the difficulty in 
finding/visualizing and focusing on unlabeled printed DNA spots after addition of bulk Cy5-target.  
DNA duplex-induced Cy3-Cy5 FRET in solution 
  This experiment was performed using varied total DNA and dye-labeled DNA fractional 
concentrations in hybridization buffer at room temperature (230C). Initially Cy3 and Cy5 excitation 
and emission spectra were recorded separately to obtain the λex,max and λem,max for Cy3-DNA 
probe with fluorophore at the 5’ position and Cy5-DNA target having fluorophores at either 3’ or 5’ 
positions. FRET experiments were then performed for these same configurations.  In cuvettes 
containing Cy3-DNA, Cy5-DNA was added with optical excitation set to 547 nm, and emission 
was recorded from 555-750nm over time. Optical excitation was then changed to 645 nm, and 
emission was recorded from 655-750nm.  FRET was assessed by observing shifts in the 
wavelength or changes in the wavelength intensity of acceptor (Cy5) by energy transfer from the 
donor (Cy3).  
Results and Discussion 













Figure S-2.  Integrated Cy3 fluorescence emission intensity from a single printed Cy3-DNA 
probe spot after addition of target DNA in hybridization buffer both with (green solid line) and 
without (green dotted line) Cy5 dye labeled to target DNA. Resulting Cy5-target DNA emission 
signal is shown as red solid line.  Addition of complementary DNA target with either no 
fluorophore or with Cy5 fluorophore in separate experiments both yield rapid decreases in 
probe Cy3 spot emission intensity with duplex formation in the spot. The real-time DNA duplex 
kinetics curve represented is for 100µM probe DNA spots containing Cy3-DNA probe fractions 
of 50%, and duplexed with Cy5-target (1µM containing 1% Cy5-DNA) with the dyes on the 
same end probe and target. 
  
 






Figure S-3. Real-time DNA hybridization kinetics in printed spots showing 1) a rapid decrease 
in Cy3 DNA-probe intensity due to addition of the target solution, 2) slow increase in Cy5 
intensity with simultaneous slower decrease in Cy3 due to FRET until a crossover point 
(circled), and 3) decrease in both Cy3 and Cy5 intensities from duplex formation, and final 
relatively constant signal intensity over time due to saturation/non-availability of probes.  The 
real-time DNA kinetics curves were measured for 100µM probe DNA printed spots containing 
50% Cy3-DNA, and duplexed with Cy5-target (1µM containing 1% Cy5-DNA). The 
hybridization curves and signals can be interpreted as follows: Point (1) the initial drastic 
decrease in Cy3 fluorescence emission (arrow) independent of FRET is due to the addition of 
target buffer solution as this effect occurs even in the presence of dye-less target (see Figure 
S-2). The initial increase in the number of hybridization events results in an initially 
progressive increase of Cy5 intensity. However, at this point, the average distance between 
Cy3 donors and Cy5 acceptors is still larger than the Förster distance required for inducing 
FRET, so only a slow decrease in the Cy3 intensity is observed due to the smaller number of 
local energy transfer events. Point (2): At ~100 minutes the average distance between donors 
and acceptors now falls below the Förster distance, yielding a precipitous decrease of Cy3 
probe intensity due to FRET over time, while Cy5 intensity reaches its maximum. Point (3): 
The final decrease in Cy5 intensity is due to the self-quenching of this dye at its high surface 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S-5.  Fluorescence scanner images of DNA spots immobilized on commercial 
polymer-coated arraying slide before and after real time hybridization analysis of individual 
microspots. A) Probe Cy3 fluorescence intensity at 535nm; B) The same set of spots after 
hybridization with complementary Cy5-target DNA (anti-parallel Cy3/Cy5 dye duplex 
orientations) and then scanned at 635nm. 





 Figure S-6.  Increase in time to crossover of Cy3-Cy5 emission intensities (open boxes, left)) 
for experiments as shown in Figure S-3, and time to signal saturation in single printed spots 
(filled boxes, right) with increasing printed DNA probe concentration. Each curve represents 
10, 20 and 40µM DNA printed spots containing 50% Cy3-DNA and duplexed with Cy5-target 
(1µM containing 1% Cy5-DNA) for hybridization using case 1 (antiparallel, see Figure 1) 
relative Cy3/Cy5 dye positions on DNA probes vs. targets. 
 
Figure S-7.  DNA hybridization kinetics: plot of Cy5 intensity (change in concentration of bound 
target) vs. time (for case 1 antiparallel Cy3/Cy5 dye position hybridization; see Figure 1). The 
curve fit of data (red line) shows first-order kinetics with an on-rate constant of k1= 0.0243sec-1.  
 
 






Figure S-8  Schematic of DNA microarray FRET assay designed with labeled-DNA dye with 
different dye orientations in duplex of surface-bound single spot assays. A) Case 1 (see Figure 
1): no FRET anticipated from antiparallel duplex distances between Cy3/Cy5 positions; B) Case 
2 (see Figure 1): FRET anticipated with Cy3-Cy5 fluorophores in close proximity with parallel 











Figure S-9 Fluorescence emission intensities of Cy3 probe and Cy5 target as a function of 
depth in single hybridized microspots on surfaces using confocal z-slices of 0.5 µm each for: A) 
unbleached areas, and B) bleached areas (dotted oval, bleached as described in the Methods 
section) for the same single DNA spot. A) intensity in unbleached area is similar to real-time 
hybridization measurements with Cy5 intensity greater than Cy3 (FRET effects, see Figure S-3), 
whereas B) shows both decreased target Cy5 intensity compared to probe Cy3 after Cy5-
specific photobleaching, as well as increased Cy3 emission intensity due to lack of FRET.  
Additionally, integrated Cy3 or Cy5 emission intensities (across solid rectangle shown) 
measured at different Z slice depths reflect probe Cy3 and target Cy5 emission signals in 
different depth regions of the DNA spot.  Peak Cy5 emission intensity occurs at intermediate 
depth in spot (despite the confocal slice sampling thickness being thicker than the printed spot 
total thickness) in both A) and B). (Printed spot: 40µM printed probe DNA containing Cy3-DNA 
probe fractions of 10%, and duplexed with complementary Cy5-target (1µM containing 1% Cy5-
DNA) with parallel (same end, Case 1, Figure 1) dye orientations).   
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4.1  Abstract 
 Microarray printed spot heterogeneity, variable spot morphology, inter/intraspot non-
reproducibility, and varying spot thickness are major challenges to the analytical fidelity of array 
technology. Improvements in slide surface chemistry, use of surfactants in print buffers, and 
manipulation of physicochemical properties of spot drying and wetting during evaporation have 
led to improvements in printed spot quality. Uncharged DNA analogs comprising peptide nucleic 
acid (PNA) oligomers have been used as an alternative DNA microarray capture probe to study 
printed spot features with the intent of providing more uniform immobilized probe capture density 
and distributions within printed spots. Fluorescently labeled (Cy3-PNA) amine-terminated probes 
were printed on commercial amine-reactive N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) polymer microarraying 
surfaces. Various surfactants and buffer solutions were used to study dried spot heterogeneity. 
Standard fluorescence scanner and epifluorescence images show nonuniform spots for print 
buffers containing betaine and sodium phosphate. Variation in spot morphology, geometry, drying 
patterns, and spot fluorescence intensities with different surfactants indicate that the dominant 
effect on spot quality is the time-scale of droplet evaporation rather than the print buffer 
chemistry. Printed droplet spreading is affected by buffer components, providing an original 
wetting “footprint” on the surface.  Subsequent droplet evaporation begins immediately with 
printing and is largely complete within a few seconds, leaving solutes (salts, PNA) within the 
original wetted footprint at variable density.  This has a dominant influence on final dried spot 
morphology and distribution of PNA probe is independent of print buffer surfactants, ionic 
strength, and pH. The heterogeneous array spots obtained affect the resulting hybridization with 
incoming target, resulting in variable signal generation on the surface and impacting the assay 
answer. Hence, PNA probes possess similar issues in printed spot heterogeneity with contact 
printing as DNA precedents due to the physicochemical properties of initial droplet spreading and 
then solute deposition during droplet evaporation.  
4.2  Introduction 
 High-density printed nucleic acid-based microarrays for high-throughput genomics 
screening and lower-density microarrays for various diagnostics find wide-ranging applications in 
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cancer diagnostics, drug discovery, toxicology, pharmacogenomics and forensics (1, 2). 
Microarray fidelity as an analytical tool relies on natural base pairing of two short complementary 
nucleic acid strands on a capture surface (probe and target), converting this hybridization event 
into a measurable detection signal such as integrated fluorescence intensity within printed spots 
(3) . The specificity and selectivity, of probe-target duplex formation is crucial for the success of 
this technology (4). However, higher affinity, selectivity, and improved fabrication issues have 
favored replacing certain components of DNA microarrays with DNA analogs including peptide 
nucleic acids (PNA) (4, 5), morpholinos or phosphorodiamidate morpholino oligos (PMO) (6), and 
locked nucleic acids (LNA)(7) as capture reagents (i.e., surface-immobilized probes). PNA is a 
DNA analog in which the entire negatively charged sugar-phosphate biopolymer backbone is 
replaced with a neutral peptide-like backbone consisting of repeated N-(2-aminoethyl) glycine 
units linked by amide bonds (8, 9) (see supplementary Figure S-4.1). Given this unique structure, 
PNA’s hybridization properties are unique compared to traditional oligonucleotides (10). PNA 
hybridization to complementary oligonucleotides obeys the Watson–Crick base-pairing rules with 
the PNA and DNA strands joined through hydrogen bond (8, 10, 11). Given PNA’s uncharged 
backbone, PNA/DNA duplexes form independent of ionic strength and with high stability (12-14).  
At ambient temperature, PNA-DNA hybridization is 3-fold higher compared to DNA-DNA based 
duplexes. Also, the Tm values for a 15-base PNA-DNA versus DNA-DNA complex are 69°C and 
53°C, respectively, permitting hybridization responses with PNA at elevated temperatures up to 
50°C where DNA-DNA duplexes are unstable. The single-base mismatch DNA oligonucleotide 
provides 90% interference in DNA-DNA duplexes, but only 19% change for the analogous PNA-
DNA pair. The strong enthalpy-entropy compensation (large entropy loss and enthalpy gain) (15) 
occurring in PNA-DNA duplexes with weakening of base-paired bonds (smaller ∆H°) in the vicinity 
of the mismatch is compensated by a less rigid duplex structure (smaller ∆S°) upon forming a 
less perfect sequence-matched duplex. This is attributed to changes in base pair formation, 
stacking, and the rearrangements of solvent molecules and ions (13). Observed decrease in Tm 
(i.e., destabilization) for PNA-DNA duplexes with increasing ionic strength in a concentration 
range of 0.01 to 0.5M is attributed to electrostatic effects dominant during counterion release 
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upon duplex formation. This contrasts the counterion association accompanying the formation of 
a DNA duplex. Also, at high salt concentration (>1M), where electrostatic contributions saturate, a 
decreased Tm observed for PNA-DNA and PNA-PNA duplexes were found to follow the 
Hofmeister series, underscoring the importance of hydrophobic interactions among nucleobases 
for PNA complex stability at high salt concentration (16). PNA microarrays have been fabricated 
using microcontact printing on glass slides modified with amine groups (17). PNA probes have 
also been spotted using noncontact printing at various concentrations ranging from 5 to 200µM in 
1M betaine in water (pH 7) on maleimide-activated wafers and gold surfaces (5). The same 
authors also fabricated PNA microarrays with a contact printing technique utilizing split pins (18). 
Others have synthesized self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of single-strand PNAs (ssPNA) on 
gold surfaces and demonstrated efficient capabilities for recognizing complementary ssDNA (19). 
PNA-DNA-based capture surfaces have been characterized by various optical (20) and surface 
analytical tools such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
(21), reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) (22), surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 
(23), surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) (24), and time-of-flight secondary ion mass 
spectrometry (TOF- SIMS) (25, 26).  Mateo-Marti et al. characterized PNA and PNA-DNA with 
XPS, providing chemical information and density of the molecular layers (22, 27). Additionally, 
TOF-SIMS measures the PO2- and PO3- concentrations in PNA-DNA hybridized duplexes; 
similarly, PO2- vibration frequency in RAIRS and nitrogen and phosphate binding energy using 
the XPS for detection since the nitrogen peak distorts upon PNA-DNA duplex formation (26).  
 Printed DNA probe individual spot heterogeneities and morphologies were documented 
with TOF-SIMS chemical and epifluorescence imaging techniques, and indicated that Marangoni 
drying patterns of DNA droplets influenced the final spot distribution of probe (28). Nanoliter 
volume DNA print droplets dispensed on array surfaces evaporate within seconds, leaving a 
heterogeneous, dried probe film on the surface (29). Since immobilized probe density is well-
recognized to affect DNA target hybridization kinetics and also duplex efficiencies on surfaces 
(30, 31), the probe spotting and drying process is critical to controlling the target capture and 
consistent signals in printed spots (28, 32, 33). Real-time hybridization kinetics on spotted surface 
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demonstrate transport-controlled radial hemispherical diffusive transfer of target DNA to probe 
spots, with duplex fronts moving from the spot’s outside (less dense probe) to the spot interior 
(more dense probe) as seen using confocal imaging (32, 33).  Since probe density in spots can 
produce both steric hindrance and Coulombic blockade of incoming DNA target, PNA probes 
were hypothesized to improve DNA target capture behaviors by avoiding the large local 
electrostatic field issues that complicate DNA-DNA duplexes in high-density probe spots on 
surfaces. Experiments using RAIRS of ssPNA adlayers on gold show PNA lying flat on the 
surface.  However, with increased PNA probe concentration, the ssPNA probe orients normal to 
the surface (22). Also, similar to tethered ssDNA, ssPNA molecules realign their molecular axes 
with the surface normal and form organized adlayers without co-immobilization of spacers or 
other backfilling molecules (18, 34). PNA printed in betaine, Tween 20, and sacrosine produced 
different microdroplet wetting, spreading, and spot drying patterns. With only water as the solvent 
without any additives or surfactants, printed PNA probes show more spreading and formation of 
noncircular spots. PNA printed spots in betaine solution produced spherical spots with sporadic 
distribution of ssPNA in the spots. PNA spots in sodium phosphate solution produced less 
uniform spots with a Marangoni drying pattern. These results indicate that drying and spreading 
dominate the effects of ionic strengths, type of additive, pH, and electrostatic interactions 
between probes. However, spot morphology or shape did not change after hybridization with DNA 
targets. Nonetheless, the additive systems in probe solution do not resolve the spot heterogeneity 
issues, meaning that high rates of droplet evaporation after it is dispensed on to a surface are the 
greater influence on final dried spot morphology, shape, and probe density that affect signal 
production.  
4.3  Materials and methods 
4.3.1  Materials  
 HPLC-purified grade (≥90% purity) DNA oligomers with several different terminal 
modifications (Table S-1) were purchased from TriLink Biotechnologies (San Diego, USA) (29, 35). 
Cy5 (target) fluorophores are incorporated at 3’ oligonucleotide termini during synthesis using 
phosphoramidite reagents through a C6 linker to the ssDNA. PNA oligomers (>85% purity, 
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Biosynthesis,,USA) were synthesized similarly to peptides with Fmoc solid phase peptide synthetic 
chemistry with 2 O-linkers instead of the C6 linker for dye labeling to enhance the solubility of the 
dye-modified PNA (see supplementary information for all probe sequences, Table S-1).  
 Ultrapure water (UPW, ASTM type I water) was used for all solution preparations and 
protocols for microarray fabrication. All chemicals were used as received. Additives, salts, 
sarcosine, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), betaine and ethanolamine were ACS grade (Sigma-
Aldrich,, USA). Microarray slides (Slide H, amine-reactive 3D polymer-coated array slides, Schott 
Nexterion, Louisville, USA) were used for PNA oligomer probe printing, print buffer alone, and gold 
nanosphere spot printing. New slides taken from the manufacturer’s packaging were used without 
any pre-treatment and unused slides were stored under nitrogen at 4°C and used within a month 
after opening the package to preserve their ester reactivity. Three kinds of PNA solutions were 
prepared in water-only (pH 7.5), betaine-only (1M) (pH 7.5) and sodium phosphate probe print 
solution (150mM sodium phosphate, 0.01% Tween 20 and 0.01% sarcosine at pH 8.5) (29, 35). 
4.3.2  PNA probe immobilization on substrates with array contact 
printing  
 Microarrays (see layout shown in Figure S-2 and printing methodology in Supporting 
Information, similar to previous report(29)) were printed with multiple probe concentrations (10, 20 
and 40 micromolar) and different molar ratios of Cy3 dye-labeled probe (Cy3-Oligo-Lys) to 
unlabeled probe (Oligo1-Lys) (i.e., 0:1, 1:3, 3:1, and 1:0). This yielded printed rows of spots 
containing no Cy3-labeled probe (0:1) progressing to printed rows of spots containing 100% Cy3-
labeled probe (1:0). Non-specific polymer surface interactions (i.e., residual substrate primary 
amine chemical reactivity) were then blocked on PNA-printed slides using a step-wise protocol per 
manufacturer’s recommendations (see Supporting Information for details). Non-complementary 
PNA probes were also printed with various buffer concentrations (10, 20 and 40µM). Humidity was 
maintained at 55-60% during print conditions, at ambient room temperature (23° C). After printing, 
the slides are placed in a salt water bath (fabricated in-house) to maintain 90% humidity for 12 
hours (overnight). DNA spots were printed with the same conditions as PNA spots. 
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4.3.3  Postprint treatment and hybridization of printed microarray 
slides  
 Briefly, printed slides were rinsed in sodium phosphate print solution and then immersed in 
blocking solution (50mM ethanolamine in 0.1M Tris, pH 9.0) at 50°C for 30 minutes to consume 
residual surface amine-reactive NHS groups (36, 37). Subsequently, slides were rinsed thoroughly 
with UPW 3 times followed by immersion in hybridization solution (4X saline sodium citrate (SSC) 
containing 0.1% SDS at pH 7) at 50°C for 30 minutes. Slides were finally rinsed with UPW 3 times, 
blown dry with nitrogen, and immediately imaged with a fluorescence scanner for probe-only 
studies (details below). The hybridization process of PNA-DNA and DNA-DNA were similar to the 
above protocols. 
 Target hybridization was accomplished using Lifter slips (Erie Scientific no. 22x50I-2-4711) 
for microarray samples. Briefly, 1µM target DNA solution (1:99 Cy5-Oligo2:Oligo2) prepared in 
hybridization solution (4X SSC/0.01% SDS) was applied separately to the PNA and DNA probe 
spots for 4-hour incubations at room temperature and 100% relative humidity. After hybridization, 
slides were rinsed with hybridization solution followed by the solutions (2X SSC/0.1% SDS for 5 
minutes, 0.2X SSC and 0.1X SSC for 1 minute each), and finally dried with nitrogen.  
4.3.4  Fluorescence scanner images of printed DNA and PNA probe 
microarrays 
 Printed PNA microarray slides were fluorescently scanned after the blocking step and both 
before and after the hybridization step using a GenePix Microarray scanner 4100A, v.6 software. 
Slides of PNA printed and hybridized with target DNA were scanned using two optical channels 
(535 and 635 nm for Cy3 and Cy5, respectively). The following settings were used for all scans: 
laser power 100%, brightness and contrast 92%, PMT gain 400, pixel size range 5-100 micron, and 
line average set at 3.  4 print samples each of PNA and DNA were printed. 2 samples were further 
hybridized with DNA. 2 samples each of unhybridized (PNA probe only and DNA probe only) and 2 
samples of PNA-DNA and DNA-DNA were hybridized for each type (water, betaine, and sodium 
phosphate). An average of 10 spots was analyzed for each concentration (40, 20, and 10µM) and 
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% of dye (100, 75, 25, and 0%). However, with PNA printed spots in betaine and water, 10µM and 
20µM concentration spots were not visible in epifluorescence images, although with fluorescence 
scanner, spots were observable for all concentrations of probe and dye.  
4.3.5  Epifluorescence imaging of single unhybridized PNA and DNA 
probe-only spots and hybridized PNA-DNA and DNA-DNA  
 High-resolution fluorescent images of single PNA spots were acquired (Olympus IX81 
epifluorescence microscope, Prior Scientific motorized XYZ environmental stage, motorized 
shutter/filter wheel, and Photometrics CoolSnap-ES scientific CCD camera in 36-bit color mode, 
controlled by Metamorph V6.2r6 software). Successive fluorescent images of individual DNA 
spots were captured under motorized XYZ stage control. Autofocus was set initially for the DNA 
spot containing the highest dye intensity (e.g., 40µM DNA, 100% Cy3) to establish maximum 
image contrast and successively measured for all printed PNA spots in that array with the same 
optical parameters. Based on spot dye content, different microscope air objectives were used to 
maximize image information collection per spot (excitation filter 510-550 nm, dichroic long-pass 
filter from 510 nm, and emission band pass filter at 575-600 nm used for Cy3 image capture). For 
Cy5-DNA excitation, filter of 610-645 dichroic long pass filter from 610 nm and emission band 
pass filter at 665- 680 nm was used for Cy5 image capture.  All images are pseudo-colored and 
image contrast was adjusted using the auto-scale function in Image J. This processing can 
produce concentric rings of different colors with defined rings most often being artifacts from the 
technique, hence, not real.   
4.3.6 Contact angle measurement of DNA print solution on slide H  
 Contact angle measurements were performed on slide H with 3 different solutions - 
water, print solution, and Cy3 dye-labeled DNA in print solution to assess the variation in contact 
angle of the solution influencing the patterning of the DNA spot. The measurements were 
performed using KSV Cam101 Goniometer. The print solution was comprised of 150mM sodium 
phosphate, 0.01% tween, and 0.01% sarcosine and the DNA solution contained 100% Cy3 dye-
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labeled 40µM DNA in the print solution. Contact angle measurements for each solution were 
performed on 3 different slide H samples (n = 3).  
  4.4   Results and discussion 
4.4.1 Assessment of PNA (Cy3-PNA) probe-only spots and 
hybridized spots (Cy5-DNA) using fluorescence scanning 
 Scanned images (Figure 4.1) of PNA (Cy3-PNA) printed probe spots only show non-
circular spots with little-to-no PNA present at spot centers. These spots also show higher 
spreading areas, with spots overlapping each other with a spot-spot center-center spacing 
distance of 125 microns. As expected, the 40µM spots exhibit highest Cy3 fluorescent intensities 
with spots gradually decreasing in fluorescence intensity and diameter with decreased DNA 
concentration (i.e., 20µM and 10µM) (data not shown) and with % DNA-dye content in the print 
solution.  Hybridized PNA-DNA spots show similar printed spot morphology and size compared to 
PNA probe-only spots. PNA probe-only printed in betaine solutions produce uniform circular 
spots, but the camera PMT gain had to be increased (i.e., to 500) to observe these spots, 
indicating that the Cy3 fluorescence was diminished compared to other print conditions. The spot 
morphology is uniform with even distribution of intensity across the spot area (seen with 4 
replicates of 15×10 print spots each). However, PNA-DNA spots show higher fluorescent 
intensities at spot edges compared to centers. Spot size and intensity for similar concentration 
(e.g., 40µM) with varying DNA-dye content (i.e., 25%, 75%, and 100%) did not show drastic 
differences in intensity or spot dimensions.  PNA probe-only spots printed with sodium phosphate 
solution showed uniform circular spots with both PNA probe-only and PNA-DNA hybridized spots. 
Printed spots show increases in spot dimensions and intensities with increasing concentration of 
probe and DNA-dye fraction.  
4.3.2 Epifluorescence image analysis of printed and hybridized 
spots printed from different probe print solutions  
 Single printed PNA probe-only spots in print solutions were evaluated for morphology, 
spot heterogeneity, and intensity. Spots after hybridization with target Cy5-DNA were also 
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analyzed.  Probe spots printed with pure water, with evaporation/drying in the absence of salts 
and surfactants that influence drying patterns, spot dimension, and shape were compared to 
probe spots printed from salt- and surfactant- containing print solutions. Spot drying patterns are 
known to be largely influenced by initial wetting, mode of evaporation, temperature, humidity, 
surface chemistry, and the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the substrate (38).  
4.3.3  Epifluorescence imaging of PNA spot morphology assessed 
for PNA probe spots printed from water 
 Epifluorescence image analysis of single PNA printed spots in water revealed mostly 
noncircular spots with nonuniform distribution of the Cy3-PNA in the spots (Figure 4.2). Printed 
spot morphology showed more Cy3-PNA at the spot edges and less PNA at spot centers.  Spot 
shapes were generally oval, not round, with spots overlapping each other’s wetted footprint (125 
micron center-center spacing). Spots with higher PNA concentrations (40µM) were visible but 
spots with lower concentrations and reductions in Cy3-DNA fraction were not visible by 
epifluorescence imaging. Also, intra- and interspot heterogeneity was observed across most 
printed spots. Intensity line scan profiles across probe-only single spots show higher intensities of 
Cy3 at spot edges compared to the spot center. However, DNA hybridization results in higher 
amounts of DNA target present in spot centers (depicted in line plot).  Images for PNA-DNA 
hybridized spots were inconsistent, showing DNA at the spot center. Higher intensity of DNA at 
spot centers can result from higher hybridization there, perhaps due to lower probe density at 
spot centers that limits steric issues in duplex formation and Coulombic blockade (39).  Probe- 
only spots also demonstrate an increase in spot dimensions and Cy3-fluorescence intensity with 
increasing concentrations of both PNA probes and amounts of Cy3-PNA fractional content in the 
print solution (Figure 4.3).  More clearly distinguishable outer spot edges in hybridized spots may 




4.4.4. Epifluorescence imaging of PNA spot morphology for PNA 
spots printed with betaine solutions  
 PNA printed spots printed from 1M betaine show different spot morphologies compared 
to those printed with water. The betaine-printed spots are more circular with drying and spreading 
patterns showing nearly perfect circles comparable with those observed in fluorescence scanner 
images. However, with epifluorescence imaging, a random distribution of Cy3-PNA dye in the 
spot is observed (Figure 2). The plot profiles for PNA probe-only spots show random distributions 
of Cy3-PNA throughout the spot. PNA-DNA hybridized spots exhibit more uniform spots, with 
higher Cy5 fluorescent intensity at outer edges (Figure 2). The PNA-DNA hybridized spots show 
coffee ring patterns for spot drying, with higher Cy5-intensity at the spot edges, as shown in 
intensity line scan profiles (Figure 2). Betaine is used as a surfactant to aid in contraction of the 
droplet to yield more reliable regular circular spots (40).  Also, the addition of betaine is known to 
limit evaporation (at a concentration of 8M betaine, evaporation stops) by increasing the solution 
viscosity (41).  However, Figure 2 shows that the intensity of Cy3-PNA fluorescence for the same 
volume of printed PNA probe was reduced compared to spots printed from water for identical 
PNA concentrations and amounts of Cy3-PNA dye.  Betaine added in small amounts to SDS has 
been shown to increase the surface elasticity, with betaine converting from a zwitterionic to 
cationic additive, increasing the liquid surface tension (42).  Additionally, PNA printed spots with 
betaine show reduced spot wetting and spreading with no overlap of printed spots. Reproducible 
diameters are also shown for Cy3-PNA spots printed with betaine for various amounts of Cy3-
PNA labeling (25%, 75%, and 100%) compared to water or sodium phosphate.  
 
4.4.5 Epifluorescence imaging of PNA spot morphology for PNA 
printed from sodium phosphate  
 PNA spots printed with print solutions comprising Tween 20 (nonionic) and sacrosine 
(zwitterionic) surfactants, commonly used species known to be driven to spot edges during 
evaporation (43, 44), exhibit a gradient in surfactant concentration along the liquid-solid interface 
due to flow (spreading) and recirculation to the drop center, resulting in solute deposition at the 
spot center relative to the edges (45).  In the presence of salt solution, the salt-deposition pattern 
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dictates the mode of spreading and drying of the spots, with the probe deposition following the 
salting trace (46).  Addition of surfactants greatly influences the spot diameter (increasing the 
spot size by reducing the contact angle and wetting energy for spreading) (38). PNA probe spots 
show similar spot dimensions compared to those from betaine for various concentrations of PNA 
probe. However, these spots show variations in spot dimensions for a particular PNA 
concentration with varying fractions of Cy3-PNA added (Figure 3).  Intensity line scan profiles for 
single spots show high intensity of Cy3-PNA at spot centers. Hybridized PNA-DNA spots (Figure 
3) display similar patterns with increased Cy3 intensity at spot centers. 
 
4.4.6 Comparisons of PNA probe-only and DNA probe-only spots 
printed with sodium phosphate print solutions   
 PNA probe-only spots were compared with printed DNA probe-only spots under identical 
conditions. PNA probe-only spots exhibit similar morphology resulting from Marangoni drying 
patterns, with higher concentrations of Cy3-PNA at spot centers compared to edges (Figure 4A) 
(28). DNA spots show increased spot diameters and Cy3 fluorescent intensity compared to PNA 
spots at similar concentrations of probe and Cy3 dye content (Figure 4B and C).  However, the 
drying pattern of the spots with both the probes (PNA and DNA) was similar, with similar 
distributions of probe intensities as shown by line scan analysis of individual spots. 
 Additives present in probe printing solutions alter printed spot wetting, spreading, spot 
morphologies, dried dimensions, and fluorescent intensity.  Literature review shows betaine used 
often in print probe solution more often for PNA than DNA (4, 5).  Betaine produced circular 
spots, but the distribution of Cy3-PNA was not uniform across the spot, leading to coffee ring-like 
patterns that become more prominent after hybridization with Cy5-DNA.  Sodium phosphate with 
surfactant – a commonly used printing matrix (recommended by Perkin Elmer, CodeLink and 
Schott Nexterion technologies) – also produced circular spots. However, increased concentration 
of Cy3-PNA at spot centers, similar to that seen in printed Cy3-DNA spots is observed (32), due 
to Marangoni spreading and drying process (31, 32, 47).  Without any additives, PNA probe (in 
water) produced nonuniform and noncircular spots, overlapping due to an increased wetting and 
spreading during spotting and drying. However, even with the addition of surfactants, all probe 
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printed spots exhibited heterogeneous fluorescence intensity distributions across spots, with 
intra- and interspot heterogeneity in morphology and nonuniform fluorescence intensity.  Rapid 
spot evaporation and drying (i.e., within a few seconds after droplet deposit on the chemically 
reactive surface) is a dominant influence on final spot morphology, regardless of the print solution 
additives. Also, Cy3-PNA spots printed from water and betaine solutions at lower concentration 
were not readily visible in epifluorescence imaging. Evaporation processes accompanying printed 
spots with contact printing exert profound influences on final droplet shape and distribution of 
solute contents across the spot.  
4.4.7 Contact angle measurement of DNA print solution on slide H  
 We obtained printed spots of DNA and PNA in sodium phosphate print solution leading to 
Marangoni droplet drying pattern with higher density of the probe at the center compared to the 
edges. It is well known that the Marangoni droplet drying patterns are influenced largely due to 
surface tension of the solution. Surface tension gradients in the solution lead to intensive mixing 
of the analyte during evaporation. This helps to overcome mass transport limitation countering the 
force forming coffee ring droplet drying. The contact angle measurement for water was ~60ο 
(60.36 ± 0.23 standard deviation), for print solution was ~55ο (55.45 ± 0.47 standard deviation), 
and for DNA in print solution again was ~60.5ο (60.57 ± 0.7standard deviation), (similar to water) 
(shown in Figure S-4.3). These results show that the contact angle is around ~60ο for different 
solutions indicating the slide H is hydrophilic. Since all the other factors in the experiment were 
the same except for the composition of the solution, it could be hypothesized that there is no 
significant change in the surface tension of the solution due to the addition of DNA (compared to 
water). Further experiments on measurement of surface tension of different probes (PNA/DNA) in 
different print solution needs to be conducted to investigate the influence of surface tension on 
spot drying patterns. 
4.5  Conclusions 
 PNA was proposed as an alternative to printed DNA oligomers as it lacks formal charge 
and might avoid commonly encountered steric and electrostatic blockade issues affected by 
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uncontrolled DNA printed probe density in microarray printed spots.  Spot morphology for PNA 
probe printed from different solutions systems with contact printing polymer arraying slides was 
studied to assess probe distributions and consistent spot features. Epifluorescence imaging of 
single spots provided new information on spot heterogeneity, fluorescence intensity for both 
probe and target in single spots, spot dimensions, and specifically drying patterns. Different spot 
morphologies result from different print solution compositions (e.g., surfactant, additives). The 
advantages of using print additives in producing consistent, homogeneous circular spots with 
defined edges are attractive altering the normal spot evaporation rates spots.  However, rate of 
evaporation dominates over the role of these additives, temperature, and humidity in probe 
distributions within spots.  This is important given the influence of probe distributions on target 
hybridization efficiencies and fluorescence analysis of integrated spot intensities when probes 
and targets are poorly distributed. Additionally, PNA spots from sodium phosphate solutions show 
similar spreading and drying effects comparable to analogous DNA probe spots previously 
reported (Chapter 2) to undergo strong convection oriented flow from Marangoni spot drying 
behavior.  The electrostatic properties and chemical nature of probe had a small impact on the 
spot morphology and drying pattern observable for PNA and DNA.  However, printed PNA probe 
spots had smaller spot dimensions for the same concentration of Cy3-labeled probe compared to 
analogous DNA probe spots.  The reduced electrostatic and steric repulsion in PNA probe-only 
spots comparative to DNA could have attributed to smaller spot dimension observed in case of 
PNA probe-only spots. Microdroplet printing yields heterogeneous dried spots driven by many 
intersecting physical and chemical factors, with little alterations observed from the use of print 
solution additives to mitigate dominating influences from rapid evaporative drying patterns. 
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of printed spot morphologies from epifluorescence images, spot 
diameters, and fluorescence intensities for both unhybridized and hybridized PNA spots from 
print solutions. A) Comparison of epifluorescence images of 40µM PNA printed probe only 
(left) (printed in different buffer solution) for different concentration of Cy3 dye label (25%, 
75%, and 100%) and PNA-DNA spots (right). Scale bars in the images are 50µm. B) 
Comparison of a printed spot diameter of 40µM PNA printed probe-only (printed in different 
print additives and surfactant solutions) for different concentrations of Cy3-PNA (25%, 75%, 
and 100%) and PNA-DNA hybridized spots. C) Comparison of RFU intensity of 40µM PNA 
probe-only (printed in different solutions) for different concentrations of Cy3-PNA (25%, 75%, 
and 100%) and PNA-DNA hybridized spots. (2 independent arrays analyzed, 10 different 
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Figure S-1.  Schematic chemical model of PNA and DNA molecules showing different backbone 
linkages compared to DNA and DNA (Reference 26). 
Table S-1.  Oligonucleotide sequences and terminal modifications used in this study. 
Nucleic 





DNA probe Oligo1-NH2 -- CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC -- 
DNA probe 
Cy3-Oligo1-
NH2 Cy3-C6- CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC C6-NH2 
DNA target Oligo2 -- GTCAAGATGCTACCGTTCAG -- 
DNA target Cy5-Oligo2 Cy5-C6- GTCAAGATGCTACCGTTCAG -- 
DNA target Oligo2-Cy5 
 
GTCAAGATGCTACCGTTCAG Cy5-C6- 












Figure S-2.  Schematic layout of microarray prints with varying concentrations of PNA in 
distinct Cy3-labeled and unlabeled DNA probe mixed ratios in rows of 10 spots each. (Bold 
indicates spots of print buffers only). The print layout is indicated for the case of sodium 
phosphate print solution. Similar concentrations were prepared in water and betaine to obtain 















Figure S-3.  Contact angle measurement of the DNA print solution on slide H. A) Contact angle 
of water on slide H. B) Contact angle of print solution on slide H and C) Contact angle of DNA 





























SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK 
 This closing chapter presents a summary of the major results in addressing the 
motivation for the research, and selected technical recommendations for future studies on this 
topic addressed by chapter. 
 5.1 Chapter 2 – High-resolution epifluorescence and TOF-SIMS 
chemical imaging comparisons of single DNA  
microarray spots 
5.1.1 Motivation for this work 
 Fluorescence signal is most frequently used to quantify fluorescently labeled DNA target 
capture in microarray assays. However, fluorescence cannot quantify absolute amounts of either 
probe or target DNA in immobilized spots. Additionally, signal quantitation is affected by 
numerous, known surface issues that confound reliable quantitative correlations of fluorescent 
assay signals spot-to-spot and comparisons experiment-to-experiment (1, 2). During imaging, 
high background noise on the slide substrate and local surface curvature affect fluorescence 
readings (3). These and other factors influence fluorescence intensity and therefore the 
significance of the signal recorded and it relationship to analyte abundance (4). Printed DNA 
microspot heterogeneity has been studied here using detailed chemical spatial and fluorescent 
imaging of dye-labeled probe and target distribution in spots deposited on well-characterized 
amine-reactive commercial microarray slides. Optically profiled single-spot heterogeneity 
obtained with epifluorescence techniques was complemented with time-of-flight secondary ion 
mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) chemical state imaging of the same spot. Principal component 
analysis (PCA) applied to TOF-SIMS imaging datasets demonstrated that the epifluorescence 
imaging technique provides information not readily observable in TOF-SIMS images alone, 
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particularly in identifying species associated with array spot nonuniformities. This provides new 
information regarding the nature of printed, dried array spot heterogeneity observed as 
fluorescent signal nonuniformities in printed spots and in signal variations after target capture.  
5.1.2 Summary of research  
 Accurate metrics for captured DNA target signal rely upon uniform spot distribution of 
both probe and target DNA to yield reliable hybridized signal that reflects sample abundance. 
While often presumed, this is neither easily achieved nor often proven experimentally. High-
resolution imaging techniques were used to determine spot heterogeneity in identical DNA array 
microspots comprising varied ratios of unlabeled and dye-labeled DNA probes contact-printed 
onto commercial arraying surfaces. Epifluorescence imaging data for individual array microspots 
were correlated with TOF-SIMS chemical state imaging of the same spots. Epifluorescence 
imaging intensity contours distinguished widely varying DNA densities distributed both within a 
given spot and from spot-to-spot. TOF-SIMS chemical analysis confirmed these heterogeneous 
printed DNA distributions by tracking bound Cy3 dye, DNA base, and phosphate-specific ion 
fragments often correlating to fluorescence patterns within identical spots. TOF-SIMS ion 
fragments originating from probe DNA and Cy3 dye are enriched in microspot centers, correlating 
to high fluorescence intensity regions. Both TOF-SIMS and epifluorescence analysis support 
Marangoni flow effects on spot drying, with high-density DNA-Cy3 located in spot centers and 
nonhomogeneous DNA distribution radially within printed spots. Microspot image dimensional 
analysis results for DNA droplet spreading show differing DNA densities across printed spots. 
Routine conventional fluorescence scanner images provide information for integrated spot pixel 
intensity, shape and morphology, but lack all details for intraspot DNA heterogeneity and intra-
spot structural issues known to affect target capture and duplex hybridization kinetics critical to 
this assay’s answer development and diagnostic reliability. This study directly supports different 
DNA probe chemical and spatial microenvironments within spots that yield spot-spot signal 
variations known to affect DNA target hybridization efficiencies and kinetics. These variations 
critically affect probe-target duplex formation and DNA array signal generation.  
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5.1.3 Critical assessments and suggested future work 
 Though TOF-SIMS and epifluorescence analysis provide ample proof of printed DNA 
spot intra- and interspot heterogeneity, the ability to overcome printed spot heterogeneity remains 
a challenge. Printed spot heterogeneity is a consequence of the fabrication technique, involving 
dispensing of nanoliter droplets onto surface that then evaporate quickly in a few seconds in non-
equilibrium conditions, leaving behind a nonhomogenous dried spot. Many efforts to increase 
spot uniformity have been attempted: by increasing the viscosity of printed DNA solution, 
increasing printing humidity to reduce the rate of evaporation, and using anionic and nonionic 
surfactants to manipulate the spot wetting/drying process. However, this problem has not been 
resolved to date.  
5.1.3.1 
  A variety of techniques are available to immobilize DNA in patterns on surfaces for 
arraying. Contact printing, noncontact printing and immersing prepatterned gold substrates in 
DNA solution is a few such techniques. However, both contact and noncontact printing yield non-
uniform droplets from coffee ring or Marangoni effects during droplet drying (
Altering fabrication techniques  
3). The 
immobilization step is the most important aspect of fabrication of microarrays.  
 
5.1.3.2 
 Immobilization of DNA probes on gold can lead to nonuniform distribution (
Improving immobilization of ssDNA to yield uniform DNA 
patterns  
5), random 
orientation, and islands of DNA probes which further influences the hybridization kinetics and 
isotherms. Steel et al. studies indicate that surface coverage decreases with increase in probe 
length (>24 bases) leading to less ordered arraignment of chains due to their density driven 
confirmations (5). Diluents are used to avoid DNA probe overcrowding and to orient probes to 
better bind target DNA to form duplex strands (6). Diluents such as alkylthiol, MCU, and OEG can 
be used to space the DNA probes for preferred orientation and spacing to enable increased 
hybridization efficiency which is critical to determine the analyte concentration and the assay end 
point result (7). 
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5.1.3.3 Label-free detection of ssDNA bound to surfaces and its 
hybridization
  Fluorescence data in Chapter 2 show a nonlinear relationship of RFU intensity vs. 
printed DNA probe concentration. Fluorescent dye label quenching can occur due to various 
factors such as DNA-dye, dye-dye, and dye-surface interactions. The fluorescent signal output 
does not correlate to the abundance of the analyte. Label-free SPR techniques of measuring 
change in the refractive index of the medium directly in contact with sensor surface is well known 
for DNA detection in many formats (
  
8, 9). However, the limitation with the SPR technique is the 
substrate should be gold and not a glass slide (10). Label-free assessment of DNA immobilization 
and hybridization requires use of complementary analytical tools such as XPS and TOF-SIMS to 
recognize array chemical signatures to assess the DNA probe distribution and densities, and 
target binding. Other label free techniques include electrochemical sensing based on the 
principles of oxidation/reduction reaction such as DNA hybridization sensors (Clinical 
Microsensors/ Motorola and Xanthon sensor) (11).   
 
5.1.3.4 
  Inkjet printing, spotting of biofluids, and coating technology all result in highly 
inhomogeneous deposition of DNA.  The long-recognized “coffee stain” drying phenomenon 
produces a ring-like deposit driven by the combined actions of three-phase droplet contact line 
pinning and evaporation rate enhancement near this three-phase contact line. The Marangoni 
effect or convection-associated surface tension of the droplet, caused by concentration variation 
due to solvent evaporation, opposes coffee stain effects. Data in Chapter 2 show that DNA 
printed probe spots produce a Marangoni flow pattern with more DNA probe density at the spot 
center.  However, this is correlated with reduced probe density in the periphery of the spot. These 
patterns result from various parameters such as concentration, size of the particles, viscosity of 
the print solution, temperature, humidity, type of surface (hydrophobic vs. hydrophilic), wetting 
and contact angle, and contact angle hysteresis of the substrate. It is possible to excite the drop 
Controlling evaporation of DNA microdroplets during 
immobilization through electrowetting (EW) 
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with alternating current (AC) in a broad frequency range (a few Hz to several kHz), preventing 
droplet contact line pinning during drying (12).  
 This results in a spots radius, somewhat larger than the radius in the absence of an 
applied voltage (13, 14). This phenomenon of EW (electrowetting) applied during droplet 
evaporation reduces the macroscopically measurable contact angle hysteresis, allowing 
mobilization of pinned contact lines while also preventing DNA from adsorbing to the substrate, 
thereby forming a uniform droplet (15) (16). Contradicting evidence of obtaining uniform and non-
uniform spot are known due to variation in currents, solvent, and concentration used during 
manipulation of the spots.  It was also observed that EW-controlled spots showed improved 
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectroscopy signal indicating efficient droplet 
manipulation and characterization detection (15). However, it has been observed that for smaller 
particle sizes (<20nm), it is not possible to obtain uniform spots even at high applied voltages 
(300V). For larger particles, the adhesive force increases more weakly with increasing particle 
concentrations than the hydrodynamic force (17), indicating that for short DNA up to 40mers in 
length, it would be impossible to obtain uniform spots.  However, >40mer DNA can be used.  
Figure 5.1 is the schematic of the design of EW incorporated into the DNA printing technique.   
 In future work, an electric circuit will be patterned on a glass slide to pass AC current 
underneath spin coated silica glass slide of an amine reactive surface. Platinum temperature 
sensors and heaters will be fabricated on the glass to manipulate the temperature (lower 
temperature) as the water droplet evaporates. In EW methodology described above, we will 
manipulate the droplet drying phenomena to obtain a uniformly distributed DNA probe density. 
Also, the NHS reactive slide will be coated in such a way that the coating diameter would be 
around 100 microns with a spacing of 200 microns (center-center distance) between adjacent 
spots to ensure that droplets are placed far apart from each other and can be bound only to NHS 
reactive sites within 100 microns. Unbound DNA will be washed off during the washing cycle. 
However, we also realize that electrowetting requires patterned electrode structure and 
corresponding complex interfacing to drive electronics (18).  Also, the patterned electrodes 
restrict the droplet size. This problem of patterned electrodes can be overcome by the use of 
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opto-electrowetting in which a scanning laser beam of 405nm laser with a programmable mirror 
can be used to transport the droplet across the device to obtain uniform droplet drying (19).  
 These protocols can be used for immobilization of DNA probe on various surfaces such 
as glass, silicon, gold (with a photoconductive coating), and many more. This methodology will 
improve the probe distribution and improve hybridization with target analyte, while fluorescence 
labels can still be used for signal detection and can be more accurate due to uniform spot 
patterning.  
5.2 Chapter 3 - Real-time fluorescent image analysis of DNA spot 
hybridization kinetics to assess microarray spot heterogeneity 
5.2.1 Motivation for the work  
 Assessment of printed DNA spot heterogeneity inspires further studies of target binding 
kinetics, target flux diffusion in a highly crowded printed probe, influence of the position of dye-
label on the probe/target in hybridization, and finally the fluorescence signal output.  The 
hypothesis is that spot heterogeneity predominately occurs during immobilization and drying, and 
that heterogeneity is further increased during hybridization with the target analyte. Fluorescent 
dye-labeled target is routinely used in current microarray technology as a detectable signal end-
point. Real-time in situ analysis of dye-labeled target hybridization in solution vs. in surface-
capture assays can be used to elucidate the differences of hybridization kinetics and isotherms in 
bulk solution and on solid surfaces to improve microarray solid assays (tethered to surfaces).  
 Laser confocal microscopy is an excellent tool to study both the real-time hybridization 
and variation of signal intensity of Cy3-probe/Cy5-target during hybridization and photobleaching 
studies. Real-time in situ hybridization presents vital information of probing the mode of transport 
of target in printed spots with nonuniform probe density distribution across the spot. 
Photobleaching of dye-labeled DNA is an important aspect to understand, as the dye-labeled 
assays are often photobleached with high intensity laser during scanning. The position of the dye-
labels on the oligomers affects the resulting signal based on the length of oligomers 
(probe/target), orientation of the fluorophore, and the position of the dye-label on the probe/target. 
The influence of dye-label positioning either parallel (close proximity) vs. antiparallel (dyes far 
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apart) in the duplex was studied to evaluate the dye distances affecting fluorescent signal output. 
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) analysis of fluorophore (Cy3/Cy5) provides 
important information on the distance between the Cy3-probe and Cy5-target. FRET of Cy3/Cy5 
fluorescent intensities were analyzed both in the printed hybridized DNA spot and in solution to 
investigate the proximity of dye-labeled probe-target in solid assays compared to that in solution. 
FRET provides significant evidence of overcrowding to the printed probe and the target binding to 
the nonuniform and disoriented probes. Data in Chapter 3 leverage the fluorescence information 
in capable of assessing printed spot hybridization and kinetics with real-time with confocal 
imaging technique.  
5.2.2 Summary of research 
 Real-time in-situ surface hybridization capture kinetics of single printed DNA microspots 
on solid array surfaces using fluorescence provides important information regarding the molecular 
environment of immobilized probe spots, hybridization process of target binding to substrate-
bound probe, and aspects of incubation time periods for duplex-forming assays. Confocal single-
spot imaging shows that real-time in-situ hybridization kinetics with constant target concentration 
change for different printed probe densities. Target-specific imaging in single spots exhibits 
heterogeneous printed probe radial density that influences target hybridization via radial 
hemispherical diffusion of dye-labeled target from the spot’s outside edge to its interior. Influence 
of DNA target and probe cyanine dye positions on oligo-DNA duplex formation behavior in 
solution vs. surface-hybridized single DNA spots using FRET analysis provides information of 
duplex formation and overcrowding of probes in the spot hybridized with the target. FRET of 
surface-captured target occurs irrespective of fluorophore position, resulting from excess printed 
probe density and spot thickness. Both heterogeneous probe density distributions in printed thick 
spots and fluorophore position on short DNA oligomers influence duplex formation kinetics, 
hybridization efficiencies, and overall fluorescence intensity end-point detection in surface-
capture formats. This analysis is important for the understanding and quantification of an array’s 
assay signal essential for surface-capture format.  
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5.2.3 Critical assessment and suggested future work 
5.2.3.1 Influence of probe distribution to enhance hybridization efficiency
 The methodology used here would be similar to that discussed in section 5.1.3. However, 
additional functionality will be integrated in the microchip of a silicon substrate and fabricated on 
the glass slide. A modified GMR (giant magnetoresistive sensor) composed of Cu/Ni80/Fe20 
antiferromagnet will be micropatterned onto the glass slide (
  
20). The magnetoresitive biosensor is 
patterned into spiral shaped line that covers the area of the DNA spot (100µm) and adjacent DNA 
spots are far apart (~200µm). Since NHS slide for probe immobilization will be used, no additional 
chemical modification for binding of DNA probes to the slide will be required. A schematic of the 
biosensor chip which incorporates electrical and the GMR techniques is shown in Figure 5.2.  
5.2.3.2 Working principle of the sensor
 The sensors include immobilization of the DNA probe with Fe2O3 ‘superparamagnetic’ 
tags that are interactive with magnetic field but retain no residual magnetism after the field is 
removed (
  
21). During the immobilization, the AC signal is ON and the magnetic pulse is 
generated to ensure the spreading of the droplet and its uniform drying.  DNA tagged with iron 
oxide move specifically in the grids (22). This will ensure uniform distribution of the probes in a 
particular pattern, which will allow efficient target hybridization without crowding. Due to the 
binding of the negatively charged DNA, a change in the electrical signal output read out will 
ensure binding and the amount of bound DNA to the amplitude signal reduction bound state. The 
presence of both electric and magnetic sensing will help modulate orientation, spatial distribution, 
uniformity of probe distribution, and probe density of DNA. After probe immobilization, the target 
analyte containing MNT (magnetic nanotag)-labeled DNA are used for specific binding with the 
iron oxide-labeled probes in the absence of the magnetic field. This will ensure perfect duplex 
formation due to magnetic attraction between the labeled probe and target, and additionally due 
to uniformly patterned probe that has overcome the crowding issues. Each MNT bound target will 
produce a magnetic signal based on the magnetic moment that will give an appropriate amount of 
binding similar to a radioactive counter. The detection platform generates an offset signal that is 
proportional to the sensitivity of the GMR sensor and is independent of the magnetic particles. 
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Therefore, the signal change due to particles is determined relative to the offset signal of the 
GMR prior to binding (23).  
5.2.3.3 
 This technique improves selectivity and sensitivity of the DNA microarray sensor (
Advantages of the DNA microarray based on AC pulse and GMR 
sensing 
24). 
Bound DNA alters the sensor resistance and generated electrical signals are directly measured 
with the integrated circuitry. The GMR biochip measures electrical signal directly from the sensor 
and makes a low-cost, highly portable device. The sensor can easily distinguish complementary 
and noncomplementary binding based on the magnetic moment and current which will be 
beneficial in complex milieu of biological samples wherein very low concentrations down to pg/µl 
can be detected due to improved selectivity and sensitivity. GMR-based biosensors have shown 
improved detection compared to fluorescent techniques due to improved specificity of binding and 
sensitivity in measuring signal of bound DNA. With magnetic markers, background noise is 
reduced drastically compared to fluorescent markers and additionally, the fluorescent markers are 
less stable during repeated measurements (20). Actuation of the GMR will increase the speed of 
the assay by reducing the diffusion limitation. Manipulation of the magnetic labels by the AC field 
will reduce the time of the assay to minutes (25). Thus, the advantage of using electrical and 
magnetic sensing improves the kinetics of the tag-capture detection of nucleic acid. Smaller 
superparamagnetic nanotags (50nm) give lower steric hindrance, and exhibit low nonspecific 
forces compared to larger tags. The sensitivity of smaller magnetic particles can also be 
manipulated by increasing the magnetic moment during detection (22). This detection will be 
accurate and can be compared to the efficiency of radiolabeled nucleic acid microarrays. 
However, careful consideration during fabrication of GMR to regulate the magnetic moment and 
the spin of the bound probe target should be considered for the accuracy in signal measurement 
(26). This technique can be extended to proteins, saccharides, and many more binding assays. It 
can also be extended to multiple analyte systems and complex biological milieu as the sensitivity 
in measurements is up to pg/ml range.  
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5.3 Chapter 4 - Epifluorescence imaging of printed spot 
heterogeneity and morphology of PNA microarray with  
different buffer systems 
5.3.1 Motivation to the work 
 Chapter 4 of this dissertation described two approaches to overcome printed spot 
heterogeneity. DNA spot heterogeneity observed in both the optical and chemical high resolution 
techniques motivated us to overcome the long standing problem of probe immobilization -- printed 
spot heterogeneity. We adapted two approaches: changing the probe to PNA and the use of 
additives and surfactants to manipulate droplet wetting, spreading, and drying, anticipating an 
improvement in spot uniformity. Printing PNA probe instead of DNA probes addresses the local 
polyanion electrostatic fields or charge densities and the impact on subsequent DNA target 
capture produced by Coulombic blockade. In addition, the use of combinations of surfactant and 
buffer systems improves printed spot heterogeneity during droplet drying processes. Fast 
evaporation of the droplet (i.e., of nanoliter droplet drying within few seconds of being dispensed) 
dominates the time-scale required for chemical grafting of probes and the effect of surfactant 
chemistry influencing spot drying pattern in producing uniform spots. 
5.3.2 Summary of research 
 Fluorescently labeled PNA was printed with sodium phosphate buffer containing tween 
and sarcosine using protocols similar to the DNA printing protocol in Chapter 2.  Additionally, 
PNA probes were printed in betaine and compared with printed spots without any surfactant in 
water only. The spots were analyzed with fluorescence and epifluorescence imaging techniques. 
The spots were compared for morphology, spot-spot heterogeneity, spot shape, and diameter 
and fluorescence intensity.  PNA probe printed in water alone (pH 7) produced spots which were 
non-spherical and heterogeneous. The spot size and RFU intensity increased with increase in 
concentration of DNA and dye label. However, PNA spots of 20µM and 10µM visible in 
fluorescence scanner were not visible with epifluorescence imaging. Both unhybridized and 
hybridized spots show same spot morphology. Fluorescence scanner images of PNA printed 
spots in betaine (pH 7) show circular spots with little or no variation in spot diameter with change 
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in amount of dye labeling but showed an increase in spot diameter with increase in DNA 
concentration. Epifluorescence images of unhybridized spots show sporadic distribution of PNA 
and the hybridized spots show coffee ring pattern of hybridized spots. The PNA probe printed in 
sodium phosphate (pH 8.5, containing 0.001% Tween and 0.001% sarcosine) are analogous to 
DNA printed spot in morphology and diameter for the same concentration probe and dye labeling. 
Both the probes show Marangoni pattern of drying with high intensity at spot center compared to 
the periphery as shown in profile plots with Image J. Thus, Chapter 5 of this dissertation 
emphasizes that altering the probe, surfactants, and buffer does not improve printed spot 
uniformity and thereby concludes the role of evaporation process of the droplet of spreading and 
drying has a dominant influence on printed spot morphology. Also, fluorescence scanner can only 
provide printed spot shape and cannot provide the details of probe distribution throughout the 
spot. 
5.3.3 Critical assessment and suggested future work 
5.3.3.1 PEG-linkers to bind PNA to polymer-coated slides
 PNA with PEG linkers would address two spot issues: (1) increase the solubility of PNA 
for an enhanced distribution of PNA across the printed spot (2) to distance the hybridization 
portion of the PNA molecule from the surface for presentation to the incoming target DNA. 
Flexible spacer chains are utilized to enhance hybridization of terminally anchored oligonucleotide 
probes in DNA microarrays (
  
27). It is known that the number of accessible chain configurations is 
reduced when a polymer is terminally anchored to an impenetrable surface such as a glass slide.  
Spacers mitigate this issue. Three advantages are apparent for using flexible spacers: 1) 
improvement in the hybridization efficiency, depending on various factors of hybridizing over short 
or long targets and probe densities (lower probe density leads to easier access of target to 
impenetrable surface); 2) additional possibility of labeling free ends allowing for determination of 
spatial distribution; and 3) formation of polymer brush regimes of probe with flexible spacers. 
These factors can contribute to improving spot uniformity and enhancing hybridization efficiency.  
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5.3.3.2 
 In conclusion, the printing technique has been known to yield nonuniform distribution of 
DNA probe in the spot, leading to either coffee rings or Marangoni drying patterns. Various efforts 
by researchers and industries to improve the printed spot morphology, including modification of 
surfaces, use of surfactants,  buffers and additives (PEG, sucrose, etc.) in print solution, 
variations in temperature and humidity, and the application of electric current to move the DNA 
probes, have shown little or no improvement. Alternative methods of DNA sequencing techniques 
discussed in Chapter 1, such as “grafting to” and “grafting from”, provide site controlled 
immobilization of probes on the surface.  
Summary of printing technology and alternative approach to DNA 
microarray printing technique 
 In “grafting to” technique, the DNA probe is bound to the surface by electrostatic 
interactions of the negatively charged DNA backbone to cationic substrate surfaces, or by 
combinations of polar and hydrophobic interactions (i.e., to nitrocellulose, silicon oxide, or 
polypropylene). In “grafting from” approach, fluidics, photolithography, and photochemistry are 
combined with automated microprocessing to sequentially add and spatially direct each individual 
DNA nucleotide to growing ssDNA probe chain ends across a patterned surface. The “grafting to” 
approach can be an appropriate methodology to spatially distribute DNA capture probes on the 
surface to improve order, reduce electrostatics and sterics due to overcrowding with the 
neighboring probes, and finally to increase the target hybridization efficiency. Various 
technologies to fabricate high-density arrays are well known such as Affymetrix, NimbleGen, and 
SMRT technology (Pacific Biosciences) of sequencing DNA. Incorporation of photolithography, 
maskless, and wave guide cell technology has known to improve the spatial distribution of the 
DNA probe resulting in improved sensitivity of the assay. 
 Microarrays must exhibit very high sensitivity for detecting extremely low concentrations 
of DNA bound to the surface to be possible to detect poorly expressed genes. The immobilization 
of primers with polymerase enzyme at appropriate locations at optimal density for efficient binding 
to reduce autofluorescence and minimize nonspecific binding of biomolecules to surfaces is 
important to obtain high-quality array fabrication. This technique is a suitable technology in DNA 
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microarray fabrication to overcome problems with heterogeneity in probe density distribution and 
low hybridization efficiency caused by printing. We have studied that spot drying features 
influence probe immobilization and density distribution which can be resolved with spatial 
placement of DNA probes on the surface. These techniques will enable high density DNA 
microarray with higher hybridization efficiency due to control over the placement of DNA probes. 
They will also overcome the problems with fluorescence quenching due to dye-dye interaction 
and dye surface interactions. The orderly arrangement will also overcome the mushroom or brush 
configurations of the DNA probes affecting the kinetics and thermodynamics hybridization with 
the target DNA. 
 Thus, an alternative approach rather than improvisation of the microarray printing 
technique should be adopted to improve probe spatial distribution and hybridization to enhance 




Figure 5. 2.  Schematics of AC field current and GMR sensor-based microchip for 
immobilizationd and hybridization of the DNA-based sensors.  
 
 
Figure 5.1. Manipulating the DNA droplet evaporation with EW to obtain DNA dried spot with 
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A.1  Abstract 
 DNA microarray technology has been plagued with analytical metric issues, false positives, 
and nonacceptance in clinical and diagnostic settings. DNA hybridization and the resulting 
consistent measurable signal is the basis of DNA microarray success. Variable signal from DNA 
array spots processed under similar conditions can be primarily attributed to spot heterogeneity 
resulting from array fabrication that leads to inaccurate and inconsistent signal generation upon 
hybridization. We have recently compared printed, fluorescently labeled DNA spot-heterogeneity 
and nonuniform probe density using optical techniques (epifluorescence and confocal microscopy), 
and chemical imaging (TOF-SIMS) where optical and chemical evidence of lateral heterogeneity 
and distribution of DNA probe was reported. The current study shows similar heterogeneity in spot 
morphologies for printed DNA microarray spots with contact printing using atomic force microscopy 
(AFM). Contact mode AFM provides dried spot morphologies for both unhybridized printed DNA 
probe, PNA (peptide nucleic acid), as well as for hybridized individual dried spots on commercial 
arraying slides. Printed microspot morphologies are comparable for different printed spot 
dimensions of DNA/PNA probes and unhybridized/hybridized microspots. AFM lateral force images 
show heterogeneity in the printed spot morphology and Marangoni drying phenomena. Printing 
technique, commonly used in diverse nucleic acid microarray fabrication strategies, is a major 
source of heterogeneity in deposited microspots. Printed spot heterogeneity affects hybridization 
rates and efficiencies of incoming target, resulting in variable array signal generation and answer 
variability for these formats. 
A.2  Introduction 
 DNA microarrays represent a rapidly growing research and biomedical diagnostic tool (1, 
2). However, a significant challenge for this assay format remains in satisfying rigorous 
requirements of array reliability and answer correlation to sample abundance to enable its 
translation from a laboratory bench assay to a clinical beside utility (3, 4). Nucleic acid array 
limitations include analyte specificity, sensitivity from complex samples, and quantitative metrics (5, 
6). Large data sets generated by single chips have statistical and bioinformatics-related challenges 
and complexities (7, 8). Lack of standard protocols for microarray data analysis result in 
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repeatability and reproducibility issues among different platforms (9, 10). Array fabrication and 
processing shortcomings limit accurate measurement of absolute gene expression levels and 
reliable detection of low abundance genes, as well as direct sample-to-answer capabilities. 
Variable array answers (commonly fluorescence signal generation) reflect improper microarray 
design in choice of probes, probe lengths, print methods, and printed densities (11). Microarray 
performance requires that DNA probes be immobilized on a substrate while retaining their activity, 
orientation, accessibility to the target in solution, and low nonspecific adsorption to the substrate or 
other nonanalytes (12). These factors are governed by physico-chemical properties of DNA at 
interfaces (13, 14).  
 Thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of DNA surface hybridization depend on the 
electrostatic and steric environments of immobilized DNA probes at high grafting densities on a 
surface (15).  DNA surface density affects immobilized DNA conformation and morphology (16). At 
low immobilized densities, isolated chains assume largely unperturbed mushroom conformations 
(17) or interact directly with the substrate (18). With increasing immobilized density, interchain 
spacing decreases, leading to electrostatic repulsion and resulting in a strongly stretched DNA 
brush layer extended away from the surface with reduced DNA-surface interactions (18). In the 
brush regime, hybridization is strongly suppressed due to DNA polyphosphate electrostatic 
repulsion and steric hindrance, overcome practically by using printing diluents or reduced density 
(18, 19). A consequence of high probe density is slower hybridization kinetics not reaching 
completion in practical timelines with a low concentration of the target analyte. On the contrary, 
lower surface probe densities lead to relatively fast kinetics but with absolute target number 
densities limited by the surface probe density (20). Knowledge and control of microspot DNA probe 
density and physical state is fundamentally important to interpreting changes in assay signal from 
label-free or labeled microarray assays, and to design highly efficient, reproducible assay formats.  
 Several fundamental methods commonly used to fabricate microarrays are DNA probe 
contact and noncontact printing, electrostatic nucleic acid adsorption, DNA-thiol adsorption to 
patterned coinage metals islands, and in situ nucleic acid synthesis (21). Microspotting techniques 
such as pin-based fluid transfer systems and the piezo-based inkjet dispenser systems produce 
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high-density, heterogeneous microspots on surfaces, leading to intra- and interspot variations in 
spot properties during immobilization and hybridization (11). Additionally, amine-terminated 
organosilane coatings provide cationic surfaces (similar to poly(L-lysine)-adsorbed surfaces) for 
electrostatically binding anionic DNA probes during microarray printing, the basis for several 
popular commercial silane-based glass microarray substrates (6). However, this leads to 
electrostatically bound DNA probes lying flat on the surface, limiting capabilities. Chemisorbed 
thiol-ssDNA frequently immobilizes DNA to gold, silver, and copper surfaces, yielding monolayers 
of DNA (22). However, immobilized ssDNA orientation can be profoundly influenced by backfilling 
the probe layer with small diluent organothiols to increase target hybridization efficiency (18)(23). 
Other preparation methods include photolithographic in situ high density nucleic acid probe 
synthesis (commercialized by Affymetrix), as well as multiplexed mirror-based photochemical 
addressing of microarray probe sites (developed by Nimblegen) (24).  
 Of these array fabrication methods, all but droplet spotting methods are expected to yield 
immobilized monolayers of nucleic acids on supports. Nonetheless, in situ probe synthesis is not 
100% accurate, and precludes ready validation of the fidelity of the final probe synthesis on the 
surface (25). These microarrays therefore contain significant nucleotide chain defects distinct from 
the desired sequence (26). Printed microarrays use presynthesized oligonucleotides purified by 
capillary electrophoresis or high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) prior to array 
deposition of nearly homogeneous probe samples, increasing assay specificity. Notably, both inkjet 
contact and noncontact piezo-droplet deposition leads to DNA droplet-substrate wetting, spreading, 
and then drying anomalies in micron-sized spots, yielding nonuniform spot shapes and DNA radial 
distributions in spots (27, 28). Excess probe materials deposited with rapid drying results in 
aggregation of DNA probes with increasing ionic strength and resists rinsing upon drying (28, 29). 
Subsequent blocking and rinsing steps fail to remove excess aggregated material, leaving behind a 
faint residue from the spots (30).  
 DNA printed microspots from either contact or noncontact printing demonstrate classic 
coffee ring deposits (31) or Marangoni drying patterns (32), resulting in heterogeneous distribution 
of DNA residue across the dried spots. Hybridization with the target leads to a further heterogeneity 
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from radial hemispherical diffusion-limited transport (33, 34).  It is important to note that target DNA 
can only hybridize with a probe exposed at spot surfaces and not those buried inside the dried spot 
residues. A previous report showed limited evidence for DNA oligomer penetration into dried probe 
microspots during hybridization from real-time imaging and 3D z-slice analysis with confocal 
microscopy, even with prolonged hybridization times (34). Ideally, printed DNA probes under assay 
should be uniformly accessible to the target, i.e, oriented upright away from the surface, with the 
height of the DNA film equal to probe length and with lateral density sufficient to minimize steric 
hindrance and electrostatic blockade of target in duplex formation. However, DNA probe specific 
and nonspecific surface binding due to both physisorption from rapid droplet evaporation and 
nucleotide base amine covalent attachment to NHS surface chemistry leads to heterogeneous 
printed spots (30). Hence, printed arrays also have several features confounding reliable 
signal/hybridization from inconsistent immobilization and inaccessible DNA buried within printed 
spots (34, 35). 
 The state of DNA probes immobilized on surfaces is critical to target capture, and also to 
assay sensitivity and reliability. It has been observed that random orientation and overcrowding of 
printed heterogeneous DNA spots leads to nonlinear dependence of the target fluorescence 
intensity with its concentration due to quenching of the dye signal via dye-dye, dye-DNA, and dye-
surface interactions (28). Various reports assess immobilized DNA height with either labeled or 
unlabeled chromophores by measuring forces of DNA interactions with other biomolecules. AFM 
was used to assess DNA tethered length by attaching a large protein marker to genetically 
engineered pieces of human DNA (36). Force spectroscopy was applied to measure molecular 
interactions between the AFM probe tip and immobilized biomolecules. Such force analysis 
(compression, steric, and electrostatic) provides baseline information necessary to interpret the 
AFM image (37, 38). 
 DNA microarray performance is typically measured by parameters such as array geometry, 
spot density, spot characteristics (morphology, probe density, and hybridization density), 
background noise, target specificity, and sensitivity. Spotted probe heterogeneity and density 
dictate hybridization, hybridization efficiency, kinetics, and thermodynamics. Therefore, dried DNA 
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printed probe and hybridized DNA spot were assessed with AFM methods to evaluate printed spot 
morphologies. Previously reported Marangoni flow during printed spot drying phenomena leads to 
dried-state spot density heterogeneity, affecting target hybridization, thermodynamics, and kinetics 
(28, 34). In this study, we analyze dried printed DNA spot morphologies for both DNA and PNA 
probes. Spot uniformity is an important consideration for generating uniform printed microarrays 
that promote consistent, bound target amounts to yield more accurate, and reliable answers. 
Analysis of printed probe spots on commercial polymer array supports is required to understand 
this impact on known array assay answer and consistency problems.  
A.3  Materials and methods 
A.3.1 Materials  
 HPLC-purified (≥90% purity) DNA oligomers with several different terminal modifications 
(Table S-1) were purchased from TriLink Biotechnologies (San Diego, USA)(28, 29). Cyanine Cy3 
(probe) and Cy5 (target) fluorophores are incorporated at 5’ or 3’ oligonucleotide termini during 
synthesis using phosphoramidite reagents through a C6 linker to the ssDNA. PNA oligomers 
(>85% purity) were procured from Biosynthesis (TX, USA). This PNA was synthesized similar to 
peptide with Fmoc SPPS (solid phase peptide synthesis) chemistry with 2 O-linkers instead of the 
C6 linker for dye labeling to enhance the solubility of the dye-modified PNA (see supplementary 
information for all probe sequences, Table S-1). 
 Ultrapure water (UPW, ASTM type I water, 18.2 MΩ -cm) was used for all solution 
preparations and protocols for microarray fabrication. All chemicals were used as received. Buffer 
salts, sarcosine, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and ethanolamine were ACS grade, purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). Microarray slides (Slide H, amine-reactive 3D polymer-coated 
array slides, Schott Nexterion, Louisville, USA) were used for DNA/PNA oligomer probe, print 
buffer, and gold nanosphere spot printing. New slides taken from the manufacturer’s packaging 
were used without any pretreatment and unused slides were stored under nitrogen at 4°C and 
used within a month to preserve slide’s ester reactivity. Gold nanospheres of 7nm (OD 1.1) and 
49nm (OD 1.0) dispersed in citric acid stabilizer were purchased from Nanopartz (CO, USA) and 
were chosen as a printable controls for comparing printed spots. 
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A.3.2 DNA microarray immobilization on substrates with contact 
printing 
 Microarrays were generated by printing DNA probe solution (10µM concentration) with 1:1 
Cy3-labeled (Cy3-Oligo1-NH2) to unlabeled (Oligo1-NH2) sequence-identical oligo DNA probes. 
DNA probe solutions were prepared in print buffers containing 150mM sodium phosphate, 0.001% 
Tween 20, and 0.001% sarcosine at pH 8.5 (28, 29). Spotted arrays (20x20 spots) of DNA were 
printed in triplicate on separate slides to facilitate comparison between probe-only and hybridized 
duplex arrays. Contact printing was performed using a SpotBot®2 contact printer with Stealth™ 
pins from Arrayit (Sunnyvale, USA). Spots were printed with a center-to-center spacing of 125µm 
to better raster and view printed spots with wide-scan AFM imaging. 
A.3.3 PNA array immobilization with contact printing 
 PNA solutions (10µM total PNA solution with 1:1 Cy3-labeled PNA (Cy3-Oligo1-NH2) to 
unlabeled (Oligo1-NH2) sequence-identical oligoPNA probes) were prepared in UPW instead of 
print buffer. The printing and postprint processing was the same as described for DNA printing. 
A.3.4 Printed buffer and gold nanosphere spots using contact 
printing technique 
 Print buffer containing sodium phosphate, 0.001 % Tween, and 0.001% sarcosine was 
printed with contact printing onto Slide H similarly to DNA and PNA. However, since the spots were 
printed buffer, slides were rinsed with water and dried without the additional blocking step. Gold 
nanospheres were printed as obtained from the supplier in citric acid buffer in a similar procedure 
that was followed for DNA and PNA except for postprint processing where the printed gold 
nanospheres spots were thoroughly rinsed in water and dried. All printed nanospheres were not 




A.3.5 Postprint treatment and hybridization of printed microarray 
slides 
 Briefly, printed slides were rinsed in sodium phosphate print buffer and then immersed in 
blocking solution (50mM ethanolamine in 0.1M Tris, pH 9.0) at 50°C for 30 minutes to consume 
residual surface amine-reactive NHS groups (14, 30). Subsequently, slides were rinsed thoroughly 
with UPW 3 times followed by immersion in the hybridization buffer (4X saline sodium citrate (SSC) 
containing 0.1% SDS at pH 7) at 50°C for 30 minutes. Slides were finally rinsed with UPW 3 times, 
blown dry with nitrogen, and immediately imaged with fluorescence scanner for probe-only studies. 
Target hybridization was accomplished using Lifter slips (Erie Scientific no. 22x50I-2-4711) for 
microarray samples. Briefly, 1µM target DNA solution (1:99 Cy5-Oligo2:Oligo2) prepared in 
hybridization buffer (4X SSC/0.01% SDS) was applied separately to the DNA probe spot and PNA 
probe spots for 4 h incubation at room temperature and 100% relative humidity. After hybridization, 
slides were rinsed with hybridization buffer and then by the following solvents (2X SSC/0.1% SDS 
(5 minutes), 0.2X SSC and 0.1X SSC (1 minute each), and finally dried with nitrogen.  
A.3.6 Fluorescence scanner images of DNA and PNA microarrays 
 Printed DNA or PNA microarray slides were fluorescently scanned after blocking but before 
and after the hybridization steps using GenePix Microarray scanner (Model 4100A, v.6 software). 
DNA/PNA printed/hybridized slides were scanned using two optical channels (535 and 635 nm for 
Cy3 and Cy5, respectively). The following settings were used for all scans: laser power 100%, 
brightness and contrast 92%, PMT gain 400, pixel size 10µm, and line average set at 3.  
A.3.7 AFM analysis of commercial polymer arraying substrates 
 Untreated array slides (Schott Nexterion) were analyzed with a Bruker Dimension ICON-
PT atomic force microscope (AFM) in contact mode (peak force quantitative nanomechanical 
mapping). A Scanasyst Air (SiN) cantilever with a tip diameter of 2nm and a spring constant of 
0.4N/m was used in air at ambient conditions. Sample scan rate was 1Hz with a pixel size of 1nm. 
The largest scan area possible on the was 90×90 µm2 making it unsuitable to accommodate the 
large size of printed single DNA spots with a diameter of 150µm.  
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A.3.8 AFM analysis of printed spots 
  AFM images of printed, rinsed, blocked, and dried spots (DNA probe, DNA-DNA duplex, 
PNA probe, PNA-DNA hetero-duplex), and controls (print buffer only and gold nanospheres) were 
measured in air with a Topometric-TMX 2000 AFM operating in contact mode. A silicon cantilever 
with a tip radius of curvature Rc<10nm and a nominal spring constant of 0.01-0.08N/m was used. A 
scan area of 150µm2 was generally used. However, for certain high-resolution imaging, the scan 
area was decreased as necessary. The printed samples were analyzed at room temperature 23οC 
and relative humidity of 20%. A replicate of 6 spots were measured for each sample type. LFR 
(lateral force reverse) and LFF (lateral force forward) were measured. LFR was used for 
morphology and AFM image representation of the spots and processed with Image J and Adobe 
Photoshop (CS4, Version 11.0) for contrast and brightness adjustments.  
A.4  Results and discussion 
A.4.1 AFM analysis of untreated commercial arraying substrates 
 AFM measurement of the unprinted, as-supplied microarray slide substrate (without any 
pretreatment) exhibited an RMS surface roughness of about 0.27nm and RA roughness of 0.19nm 
as derived from the image shown in Figure A1. The 3D polymer coating on the array slide swells in 
water (44). Coating thickness for both hydrated (swollen) and dehydrated states using AFM and 
ellipsometry (39) showed dehydrated film thicknesses of 10-20nm with a peak-to-trough roughness 
of less than 1nm (rms roughness=0.29nm), similar to the surface of the underlying glass slide. 
Hydrated film thickness after 30 minutes stabilizes at 50-100nm with a final peak-to-trough 
roughness of approximately 10-20nm (rms roughness=3.20 nm) (39). Measurements of fresh 
untreated surfaces (RMS roughness of 0.27nm and RA roughness of 0.19nm) are very similar. The 
polymer-coated slide surface has very minimal surface roughness to influence the height of any 




A.4.2 Coating roughness results from swelling and de-swelling                                               
of the polymer coating in water 
 The coating comprises a polymer base component (NHS-PEG-aminosilane), matrix-
forming component (nonionic surfactant containing ethylene oxide repeat units), and a cross-linking 
agent (azidosilane as a molecular cross-linker component) that are mixed together in a carrier 
solvent, spin-coated onto glass slides, and thermally cured to yield a thin, uniform polymer film as 
an NHS-active 3D polymer coating (40). Upon hydration, film topography and thickness change 
significantly, due to swelling of hydrated polymer and expansion during dehydration (40).  
A.4.3 AFM analysis of printed unhybridized DNA probe and                                                                
hybridized DNA-DNA spots 
 Printed-rinsed-blocked and dried single, fluorescently labeled DNA unhybridized probe 
spots were measured with AFM in air under contact mode. AFM LRF images show printed spot 
morphologies (Figures A2. A, C) comparable with epifluorescence images shown in Figure A2.B, 
D. Lateral force mode measures frictional forces between the tip and the surface and can be used 
to provide contrast between areas. These images show uniform printed circular DNA features of 
~150µm diameter. The lateral force image also reveals a feature consistently observed when the 
printing pin makes surface contact during DNA droplet dispensing on the slide surface – a feature 
also observed in both profilometry and epifluorescence images of printed DNA dried spots (Figure 
AS.1). Printing and drying heterogeneity, and dried DNA aggregates in printed spots vary with 
printing techniques (methods, humidity, temperature, drying, blocking, etc.,) and slide surface 
chemistry, producing variable dried morphologies and thicknesses (34) (27, 31). Previously, TOF-
SIMS chemical images of single dried DNA microspots were compared to epifluorescence optical 
images of identical spots to manifest such differences at spot centers, indicating heterogeneous 
DNA probe distribution within spots, with higher DNA density in the center due to Marangoni 
inward-flow drying patterns (see Figure AS.2) (28).  
 This printed-blocked-rinsed and dried DNA spot aggregate was shown previously to 
comprise mostly DNA, since salt ions from the print buffer after rinsing were not detected using 
TOF-SIMS (23, 28). Hence, the nonequilibrium, rapid drying experienced by printed droplets upon 
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deposition on the slide surface promotes ssDNA probe aggregation and insoluble transformation to 
a solid ssDNA deposit that resists normal array rinsing procedures. Further, upon hybridization, the 
spot morphologies reflect addition of target-forming duplex dsDNA across the spot surface. The 
duplex formation presumably occurs where probe ssDNA exposure in the aggregated printed spot 
allows hybridization upon spot rehydration in the hybridization chamber at elevated temperature. 
As the spot density across the spot is different, the hybridization occurs at lower density at the 
edges compared to spot center. The AFM spots show different morphology at center and the edge, 
as shown in the Figure A1 and A2. This was also observed with confocal images of DNA spots with 
high Cy3-DNA intensity at the center compared to the spot edges (25). 
A.4.4 AFM analysis of printed unhybridized PNA probe and 
hybridized PNA-DNA spots 
 Similarly, AFM LFR images of printed ssPNA probe and PNA-DNA hybridized spots are 
shown in Figure A3. AFM measurements of morphologies show the same trends as in Figure A2, 
providing more features of spreading and drying of the spot. PNA binds to complementary DNA 
with high affinity due partially to the neutral PNA backbone alleviating the standard charge-charge 
polyphosphate backbone repulsion in DNA-DNA duplex formation (41). Relative to DNA–DNA 
duplexes, a hybrid PNA–DNA duplex is less dependent on ionic strength for stability and even at 
moderate salt levels, PNA-DNA is thermally more stable than DNA-DNA duplexes (42). The PNA-
DNA duplex is similar to Watson-Crick base pairing and stacking patterns of DNA-DNA duplexes 
(43). The PNA-DNA duplex is somewhat unwound with a helical rise of 42Å and 13 bp per turn, 
and a slightly larger helix diameter of 23Å with a major groove wider and a minor groove narrower 
than those of the DNA-DNA duplex (44). In contrast, B-DNA has a helical rise of 33Å with 10.5 bp 
per turn and a helical diameter of 20Å. Hence, the height of the PNA-DNA duplex is slightly greater 
from this duplex helical disparity (45).  
 AFM morphological evidence from the printed unhybridized PNA spot shows spreading-
drying patterns (depicted by arrows, Figure A3.A) consistent with Marangoni inward flow, similar to 
DNA spots (28, 34). Printed PNA spots show increased droplet spreading, as seen in 
epifluorescence images (Figure A2.B) for the same printing conditions. However, the absence of 
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print buffer for PNA (i.e., printed from pure water) alters droplet spreading and drying patterns 
compared to DNA. This pattern is still maintained in the hybridized spots, reflecting the influence of 
the dried spot patterns and probe distribution on target binding. 
A.4.5 AFM analysis of printed control spots 
 Arrayed controls (print buffer only) were used to verify dried spot morphology changes from 
printing Figure A4.A. In our previous work, we faintly observe the printed buffer spots in 
epifluorescence and the fluorescence scanner images after rinsing, blocking, and drying (34, 37). 
Printed gold nanospheres of known sizes were also printed from citrate buffer and even after 
rinsing, citrate salt crystals are observed in all such spots in addition to gold nanoparticles. Printed 
gold nanospheres of 7nm (Figure A4.C) and 49nm (Figure A4.B) sphere diameters used as control 
samples. AFM images of spot morphology for printed 7nm gold nanospheres (Figure A4.C) display 
coffee ring drying effect and spreading patterns (46), with nanospheres distributed on spot 
peripheries as bright particles instead of at spot centers (shown by arrow). It is well-known that the 
shape, size, and presence of the buffer dictate the trade-off effects of coffee ring and Marangoni 
flows under drying (47). However, this coffee ring effect was not observed for spots comprising 
larger gold nanospheres of 49nm. High-resolution images of 7nm-diameter nanospheres show 
agglomerations (Figure A4.D). Similarly, 49nm-diameter gold nanospheres spots show 
agglomerations. 
 AFM surface morphology studies of individual array-printed DNA microspots using 
fluorophore-labeled DNA probe-target pairings provide information regarding the array spot’s 
dried/rinsed shape, heterogeneous drying patterns, and spot pattern differences for unhybridized 
and hybridized spots. Previous reports have detailed DNA contact printing using both high-
resolution fluorescence and chemical (TOF-SIMS) imaging of individual DNA spots, showing spot 
heterogeneity from Marangoni drying.  These effects result in different ssDNA probe densities 
distributed within dried spots from rapid evaporation on these same arraying substrates (28). These 
observation signifies that hybridization, when directly observed in real-time in confocal images of 
spots, typically proceeds from the spot’s outer edge radially toward the center with pseudo-first 
order capture kinetics (7, 34). These data confirm previous reports modeling the diffusive transport 
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of target across microspots as a function of spot size using hemispherical transport models (33). 
This leads to time-dependent completion for target-spot saturation, and therefore assay signal, that 
depends both on probe density and spot size. Ultimately, variable fluorescence signals occur due 
to both spot-spot and batch-batch variability.  As spot size and probe printed density are observed 
to be poorly controlled and most target hybridization time-frames do not routinely approach 
equilibrium to mitigate, these kinetic target capture effects that alter spot signals.  
 Lateral heterogeneity within spots was shown to arise from spot evaporation and resulting 
competition between convective transport during droplet drying (28). AFM now shows similar spot 
morphology of printed array spots. This also has a profound impact on concepts involving 
hybridization efficiencies for printed spots. Aggregated printed DNA probes on these spots allow 
target binding only at sufficiently accessible probes exposed on spot surface regions, and likely not 
with probes buried in the spot’s bulk interior. There is no evidence for spot swelling to facilitate 
target penetration during hybridization.  AFM morphologies comparable with probe heterogeneities 
were previously reported using both optical (epifluorescence and confocal) and chemical (TOF-
SIMS) imaging of individual spots (28), with higher ssDNA probe densities observed at spot centers 
compared to peripheries (Figure AS.2). Printed ssPNA probes produced comparable spot 
morphology to those from printed ssDNA with the exception of wetting/spreading differences (vida 
supra). Control spots using print buffer alone and gold nanospheres spots displayed aggregation 
as well, with different density at the center than the edges. These observations collectively indicate 
that printed microspot variability and heterogeneity of dried spots result from common array printing 
techniques for nano-droplet volumes of nucleic acids. Uniform arrayed spot sizes with 
homogeneous, well-controlled probe densities are proposed as necessary improvements to yield 
most reliable array signal generation, both spot-spot and batch-batch. This will be critical for 
achieving bioanalytical performance goals for these assays wherein measured fluorescent signals 
from such assay spots consistently and accurately represent analyte sample abundance.  
A.5  Conclusions 
 AFM analysis of individual fluorescently labeled probe and probe-target hybridized nucleic 
acid spots demonstrates heterogeneous spot features that reflect variable probe-target distributions 
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due to drying phenomena after printing, rinsing, drying, blocking, and hybridization -- steps typical 
of routine microarray processing. This is attributed to printed deposition of excess probe, rapid 
drying, and solute aggregation upon drying that leads to poor spot rinsing efficiencies. Further spot 
heterogeneity increases with target hybridization appears to be surface-localized, not due to target 
penetration into printed spots. AFM data displayed spots with consistent morphologies at spot 
centers and edges, observed with ssDNA probes only, DNA-DNA duplexes, ssPNA probes only, 
PNA-DNA duplexes, print buffer, and printed gold nanospheres. This indicates that contact printing 
and subsequent rapid drying of the droplet leads to heterogeneous spots. Also, differences in 
electrostatics between DNA and PNA did not alter spot morphology, indicating that the droplet 
deposition and drying plays a major role in printed arrays. In addition, AFM images also provided 
morphology of printed single DNA spots comparable to high-resolution techniques. Thus, DNA 
microarray fluorescence signal discrepancies in end-point analysis are due to heterogeneous 
lateral probe density variations. This reduces target analyte binding to fewer accessible probes in 
these spots, poor control of probe spot morphologies on arrayed spots, variation in duplex 
efficiencies from spot-to-spot, and therefore intrinsic variability in microarray signal generation in 
these printed formats. 
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Figure A1.   AFM images of the untreated polymer array substrate (Slide H) topography. A) 2D 










Figure A2.  AFM images of spot morphology of unhybridized and hybridized DNA spots. A) 
AFM LFR image of printed ssDNA unhybridized spot B) Epifluorescence image of ssDNA 
unhybridized spot C) AFM LFR image of printed dsDNA duplex hybridized spot. D) 
Epifluorescence image of dsDNA (hybridized) spot. Insets (fluorescence scanner images) 




Figure A3.  AFM images of spot morphology of unhybridized ssPNA and hybridized PNA-
DNA spots. A) AFM image of printed ssPNA unhybridized spots showing different contours 
formed by drying and spreading indicated by arrows. B) Epifluorescence images of ssPNA 
spot. C) AFM image of printed PNA-DNA hybridized spot. Hybridized PNA-DNA spots retain 
different contours seen in printed spots. D) Epifluorescence image of hybridized PNA-DNA 
spot Insets (fluorescence scanner images) represent locations for AFM LFR measurements 





Figure A4.  AFM LFR images of spot morphology of printed controls: blank print buffer and 
gold nanospheres. A) AFM image of dried print buffer spot after rinsing. B) printed/dried 
microspot of printed gold nanospheres (49nm diameter). C) Printed gold nanospheres (7nm 
diameter). D) Agglomeration of gold nanospheres (7-nm; rinsed-not blocked). AFM images 
shown are lateral force measurements.  
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modification Sequence 3'-modification 
DNA probe Oligo1-NH2 -- CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC -- 
DNA probe Cy3-Oligo1-NH2 Cy3-C6- CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC C6-NH2 
DNA target Oligo2 -- GTCAAGATGCTACCGTTCAG -- 
DNA target Cy5-Oligo2 Cy5-C6- GTCAAGATGCTACCGTTCAG -- 
DNA target Oligo2-Cy5  GTCAAGATGCTACCGTTCAG Cy5-C6- 
PNA probe Oligo1-NH2  CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC Lys-NH2 











































































































































































Figure AS.2. ToF-SIMS, epifluorescence, and confocal images of printed DNA spots showing 
printed spot heterogeneity. A) TOF-SIMS images of 10µM 75% (left) and 10µM 25% (right) DNA 
probe only spots shows higher density of DNA-Cy3 at spot center indicated by both spatial and 
chemical analysis of DNA. B) Same spots in Epifluorescence showing the similar phenomena 
with greater fluorescence intensity at spot center (Reference 28: Figure 3A and B). C) Confocal 
images of real time hybridization of Cy3 DNA probe spot (40µM 100% Cy3 DNA probe-only at 
t=0 to t=25 min) at various time points showing radial hemispherical distribution of DNA target 
(1µM 1% Cy5-DNA) from the outer edge of the spot moving towards the spot center (Reference 
34: Figure 1B). 
 
